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Preface

This book has been an exciting project. In large part VisiCalc itself is responsible. Its creators are recognized in Chapter I, Introduction.
VisiCalc, a computer program, is a tool that in a short time has
achieved widespread use, extreme popularity, and significant
praise for its usefulness and originality of design. In writing about
its use, I hope to serve a variety of VisiCalc users:
New VisiCalc users will find a series of presentations that help
the user become familiar with VisiCalc capabilities and manner of
functioning. The book is organized to present a straightforward
approach to using VisiCalc productively on a computer and to
understanding the relationships between hardware, VisiCalc,
spreadsheets, data, and the people who use this system. The large
number of practice problems is included to help the new user become a skilled user. Many figures illustrate and explain how VisiCalc can be used.
Potential VisiCalc purchasers will find a presentation of both
the capabilities and the limitations of using VisiCalc. This book can
place this product in perspective and help in deciding if VisiCalc
can be productive for solving problems for a potential user.
Data Processing managers who are responsible for evaluating
and approving software purchases within their corporation or institution can use this book to evaluate the appropriateness of this
product to meet the needs of those requesting it.
xiii

xiv
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Experienced VisiCalc users will find presentations on creating
templates, on preparing documentation, on user training, and on
recognizing, preventing, and correcting errors. The book is also an
indexed reference guide, which presents the features of VisiCalc.
It provides a general orientation to producing VisiCalc sheets that
are useful parts of the system that we use or may be used by our
clients, secretary, or supervisor. A short training session is outlined; it can be used to train those who will work with the templates that we prepare.
Educators and trainers can use the book as a framework for
coursework and training on the use of VisiCalc. The book provides
an understanding of the power of VisiCalc and of the cautions
necessary with this system. Practice problems are included; these
can be assigned to students or trainees to help them in developing
their skills.
Managers, clients, and others who use results obtained from
VisiCalc models or who work with models prepared by others can
use the book to develop an understanding of how those models
are built and how reliable they are when used.
I want to recognize and thank Larry Benincasa of Reston Publishing Company for his immediate and continued enthusiasm and
support of this project.
I discussed the book regularly with Dominic Fantauzzo of the
National Technical Institute for the Deaf at the Rochester Institute
of Technology (NTID/RIT) and benefited from his enthusiasm,
suggestions, and interest. He, John Sweeney, and Paul Taylor
each asked to read the manuscript and each offered valuable comments. Others at NTID/RIT who have helped or provided support
include Rick Curwin, Robert Taylor, Lorna O'Brien, Warner
Strong, William Castle, Nancy Fabrize, Barry Keesan, Mike
Kieper, Sondra Milko, Bruce Peterson, Sheila Reasoner, Rosanne
Rivers, Doug Sargent, and Alan Willett.
Philip F. Paul provided an important review of the manuscript,
and I benefited from his suggestions.
Others who have been supportive or helpful, often in ways unknown to them, include Roz BeiI; Sikandar Shaikh, C. R. Myers,
and Nick Francesco, all of The Computer Center in Rochester,
New York; William Carras; Frank Hacknauer; Marc Nodell; David
Cole; and Al Tommervik.
My introduction to VisiCalc was through the product manual
written by Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston.

Preface

xv

David Kroenke' s framework for considering a computer system
influenced my thinking and the organization of my writing in
several chapters.
Many word-processing technicians have participated in preparing the manuscript. Although by choice they are usually not recognized by name, I want to do so. They are Laura Beiderbecke,
Sharyn Bendzus, Dorothy Cerniglia, Petr J. Chudoba, Debra
Dietch, Kathy Exner, Barbara Hall, Marcia Hood, Mary Jo Ingraham, Jane Johnson, Irene Kulesa, Tammy Marin, Theresa
Northrup, Katrina Poquette, Betty Shaffer, Anita Sherman, and
Gary Stape .
Ellen Cherry' s work as production editor on this book for Reston Publishing Company was thorough and was done with great
care . It was a pleasure to work with her again.
Others at Reston who have been helpful include Nikki Harden
and Carol King.
My wife Marian and our sons Noah and Gabriel support me continually.

Donald H. Beil

Chapter 1
Introduction

Using
product
self but
ment or

VisiCalc® successfully involves an understanding of this
as part of a full system that includes not only VisiCalc ita number of other considerations as well. This environsystem includes

• The VisiCalc program we use.
• The computer on which we use the program.
• Uses to which we put VisiCalc, that is, the electronic sheets
which we prepare and use.
• Data we enter when we use electronic sheets.
• People who use this system.
In this chapter, we'll briefly discuss the importance of each of
these.
THE VISICALC SOFTWARE PROGRAM
VisiCalc is a computer program written by Dan Bricklin and Bob
Frankston, Software Arts, Inc., which has it copyrighted, and is
marketed by VisiCorp (Personal Software), Inc ., and others. The
program is sold as a package consisting of the VisiCalc program on
a diskette, an accompanying manual, and a reference card, all
packaged in a binder.
VisiCalc® is a registered trad emark of Perso nal Software, Inc., VisiCorp.
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Its capabilities are discussed generally in Chapter 2, The Capabilities of a VisiCa1c System, and specifically throughout other
chapters. Likewise, its limitations are discussed in Chapter 12, The
Limitations of a VisiCalc System, and throughout the book. Other
chapters describe how we use this system. A thorough understanding of what VisiCalc can and cannot do and how it is used is
vital for us if we want to determine if and how it can be used to
solve problems that we face.
All examples in the book have been prepared on an ATARI
800™ microcomputer. VisiCa1c 1.74A has been used.

THE COMPUTER ON WHICH WE USE VISICALC
The computer, or hardware, on which we use, or run, VisiCalc
will make a difference in how we can use it . For example, the size
of the memory will directly affect our use of VisiCa1c, since it can
limit the problem solution we prepare.

THE USES FOR VISICALC
We will see that as we use VisiCalc to solve problems, we create
what are called electronic sheets. To prepare them we'll need to
know how to build these sheets. We'll discuss this in the following
chapters: 3, Getting Started; 4, Commands; 5, Labels, Numbers
and Formulas; 6, Built-in Functions; and 7, Other TopiCS.
In Chapter 9, Creating Templates, we'll discuss how to prepare
models or patterns called templates. These are electronic sheets on
which we've prepared models with some, but not all, of the values
needed to calculate relationships. We'll complete these by entering
the required values and rapidly obtaining our desired results .
We'll present ways of dealing with errors in our work in
Chapter 8, Recognizing, Preventing, and Correcting Errors.
Chapter 10, Documentation, provides some simple formats that
we can use to record information of value to users (including ourself) of our work.
This area, using VisiCalc productively to solve our problems, is
a major emphasis of this book.

AT ARI® is a registered trad emark of Atari, Inc.
ATARI 800 is a trademark of Atari, Inc.
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THE DATA WE ENTER
With VisiCalc, as with any computer system, the results are
heavily dependent upon the data provided, the numeric values
and label information (for example, budget dollar amounts, employee names, etc.) that we enter. If we have an electronic sheet
accurately prepared and then we enter data incorrectly, our results
will most likely also be incorrect. We'll see that a VisiCalc system
has limited capabilities for verifying the accuracy of data, a limitation that requires cautious use on our part . In Chapter 9, Creating
Templates, we'll discuss this topic thoroughly .
SYSTEM USERS
If we want to use VisiCalc productively, we must be fully informed regarding its use. In addition, we'll find that others may
use the VisiCalc electronic models, or templates, that we prepare .
If others use our work, we must ensure that they are properly
trained and have sufficient knowl edge of their crucial responsibilities in the functioning of the full system. Chapter 11, What Our
Client, Secretary, or Supervisor Needs to Know, contains an outline of a training session that we could conduct to ensure appropriate results.
Chapter 13, Practice Problems, is designed to provide a variety
of problems to assist VisiCalc users in developing skills to use this
system. The problems also suggest a wide range of potential uses
of VisiCalc.
The Preface contains a short review of how other current or potential VisiCalc users may find this book useful.

Chapter 2
The Capabilities of a
VisiCalc System

INTRODUCTION
VisiCalc is a powerful versatile software tool available for the
ATARI 800 computer system. Its power lies in its advertised ability
to provide the capabilities found in our use of a pencil, a sheet of
paper, and a calculator. But because it provides an "electronic
sheet," the power of the computer is combined with this software
to give results accurately and readily and with great flexibility. It
is useful in a wide variety of applications.
Budgeting and forecasting are two prime examples. In this
chapter, we'll combine these two topics into one area, "budget
forecasting," and discuss the capabilities of VisiCalc. In Chapter
12, The Limitations of a VisiCalc System, we' ll examine the limitations of a VisiCalc-based system.

A SAMPLE PROBLEM: BUDGET FORECASTING
We'll begin our budget forecasting cycle with information about
our current budget. Figure 2-1 shows our starting point. Notice
that we've started with a simplified version of an expense budget;
we'll build toward a more realistic example. The example of Figure
2-1 contains onl y a few lines with one column total. But even at
4
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this level, the complexities of budget forecasting can be demonstrated. PERSONNEL costs are dependent on the number of people employed (EMPLOYEES). BENEFITS are forecast as a percentage of PERSONNEL costs. TRAVEL expenses also depend on the
number of people (EMPLOYEES).
As we sit down to do this forecast by hand, we have the budget
worksheet of Figure 2-1 and some assumptions about the future.
We expect to grow at 5 people per year, meaning that we'll go
from 50 people in the current fiscal year (FY 0), to 55 next year
(FY + I), to 60 in two years (FY +2), and finally to 65 people in
three years (FY +3). Total PERSONNEL costs for the current year
(FY 0) are calculated by multiplying the number of EMPLOYEES
by the average salary of $20,000. Salaries are expected to rise 10%
per year, with salaries for new employees calculated at the average salary for the year.
The computations of future PERSONNEL costs alone are not
simple, as amounts are extended and increases for current
employees are combined with costs for future new employees.
However, once the PERSONNEL costs are determined, the BENEFITS computation is straightforward. In our example, BENEFITS
are 25 % of PERSONNEL costs. For the other lines, we'll need to
make some assumptions about the future; for example, TELEPHONE, HOSPITALITY, and EQUIPMENT each increase at 10%
per year, RENT is constant at $60,000 per year, and TRAVEL
BUDGET FORECAST
YEAR ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

EMP

FY 0

FY+1.

FY+2

FY+3

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

lo~!ees

50

Personnel
Benefits
Telephone
Rent
Travel
Ho s pitaltc!
EquipMent

1000000
250000
10000
60000
"10000
1000
18000

TOTAL

$

1379000

Figure 2-1. A budget forecasting worksheet for four fiscal years showing data
for the current year (FY 0).
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costs, currently budgeted at $800 per person, will increase 20 %
per year per person. We'll need to be careful with this line
(TRAVEL) as it's also a function of the number of people working.
Figure 2-2 contains our budget, prepared by hand with a calculator for FY + 1 through FY +3, following the rules established for
ourselves in the preceding paragraphs .
Figure 2-2 is prepared by working carefully through the rows
and columns and by recalling our assumptions as each item is calculated. Now suppose that we decide not to hire 5 new people per
year but 6. Our hand calculations require a fresh worksheet,
transfer of some numbers that we can carry from Figure 2-2 as is
(although simply copying numbers introduces the potential for errors), and the recalculation of the PERSONNEL costs, BENEFITS,
TRAVEL, and TOTAL lines; that is, everything affected by the
number of EMPLOYEES .
Although we may get faster at the calculations, our tools are
simply inadequate for the process. Our abridged budget of Figure
2-2 contains 27 values that we have entered or calculated (nine
each for three years, including the totals). Most entries are a funcBUDGET FORECAST
YEAI:;: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

a

FY+:\.

FY+2

FY+3

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

50

55

FY
EMP lo~!ees

"0

Personnel

1000000

IJ..IOOOO

Ilf5 ).000

Benefits

250000

30 J.500

3C.~ 000

(;,I!JO~O

/PO ClOO

5~~C!O

(""1/).0

'8'"'1 rs(p

F(ent

60000

Travel

40000

18000
_ . w_ • • _. _

TOTAL

$

. "M _

•

•••••_

.~

.

43..2.S75

{PO 000

11000

Eql-,ipME~nt

0300

133/ 0

10000

1000

} 73

J). 100

Telephone

Hospitalt~!

&s-

liN>

1)..10

J331

~ro

d-I'}'YO

~q5.P"

1195 '7).00

}q 7 qd-/O

~351330

Jot

_

1379000

Figure 2-2. Our budget worksheet with values calculated by hand for the next
three fiscal years.
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tion of some other entry as established by our own budgeting
rules. If we want to change those values, we need to recalculate
each entry dependent on its assumption.
Inadequate tools is an understatement. The tools available are so
weak that we can be prevented from doing a thorough analysis.
The effort can easily go into preparing a numerically accurate
budget rather than a planned one.

THE POWER OF VISICALC
VisiCalc is an excellent tool for solving this problem and many
others . Working at the computer, we can create a worksheet,
often called an electronic sheet or spreadsheet, consisting of our
budget line-item names, column headings, our FY 0 actual values,
and then "formulas" for calculating all other entries based on our
assumptions.
The simple budget used in earlier figures appears in part on the
screen of a computer, as shown in Figure 2-3 . Notice that we can
see only part of the budget worksheet even though we have entered the full sheet. We'll discuss this limitation and ways VisiCalc
provides to overcome it later in this chapter. Also notice that the
worksheet on the screen follows the format in our earlier work.

EUD f~E T

8U DGET
~'~:i~~'~X:~~'~~:~:(:( : ~~

YE

55

Pers onn el

~J (I :.J 0 l-) 0
2588 81-)

i 2 i,:;o eo

.~Teleph(!il e

.18~Jl-)j.)

11.I-J \-) \-)

JREnt
:Tr : 'JE 1

t.l-J j.)j.J j.]

lSl-]j.)j.)J.]

~8: J.Jj.)j.)

5:2.;31-)0

.iI·) 1-) 1-)

1.1.1-) 1-)
1. 3;3 I-J j.]

1

'.i5enefi.-.: s

;- H1J~P L -:.:

2 ',11

1.

l"t~

pl"'I En't

TOT~L

1.;3\-) j.] \-)

,,= .;n.; f

3825(n]
~

~

:."": -=

leph'] fl e
e n <:

_.-~

-- - =

I,}

e

::: ~ J 1.

P

L
~ 'i .J -= F i -:: : L ;: y
"'"l E' n "'t

"':"088 1-J (1I-J

:2:: 8(il-jl-j
l;.J ~;j.jJ.J

6

(d·] 8 j.)
.!!.i]:-)OJ.)
~ -J \oj I-j
1,:;01-}1-)

1. 2320 I-J\-)

38 ;3 :-J 1-] 1-]
..!..1j.)j.} j.)
6 l-J 1-) j.J I-}

5376 1-J

1. .1..1-] j.J
1. j ;3 1-] J.]

:.;:

Figure 2-3. Part of our budget forecast on the
screen of a computer using VisiCalc.

Figure 2-4. Our VisiCalc screen after revising
the number of new EMPLOYEES, assuming
that we hire six new people per year instead of
five.
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We have used VisiCalc to prepare the sheet in a format to match
our desires; we are able to create these worksheets to meet our
needs . (We'll discuss the information displayed on the border of
the screen in Chapter 3, Getting Started.)
Now let's see how we can use this VisiCalc sheet as a replacement for the inadequate tools discussed earlier.
Suppose we want to hire 6 people instead of 5 in each of the
three future years. We can ask this type of "what if ... " question
easily with VisiCalc. We can change the entries for EMPLOYEES
to 56, 62, and 68 and in a second or so have the complete budget
revised to include the new values as displayed in part on the
screen, as shown in Figure 2-4. The values for the year FY + 1 have
been updated to reflect the new forecasts for the additional employees.
Similarly, we could ask: "What if" we change our BENEFITS
percentage? "What if" we change the cost of TRAVEL per employee? Other similar "what if" questions could be asked, and
with VisiCalc we immediately have the impact of such a change
displayed for us.
This is the power of VisiCalc.
The preparation of this particular budget spreadsheet requires
approximately the same amount of time as preparing the values of
Figure 2-2 by hand (this will not be true for all problems). In this
time, we can create all relationships that we've discussed. Doing
this job with VisiCalc gives us an astounding advantage in our
forecasting calculations. Once the relationships are established, we
can change anyone value or relationship (called a formula) and
immediately see the impact of that new assumption.
A REALISTIC EXAMPLE
Let's move from here to a real budget rather than the preceding
abridged, invented version. Figure 2-5 shows a full expense
budget in its final form as we want it to be prepared. Values must
be calculated for each FY other than FY O. The unabridged budget
actually contains 34 line items plus 14 subtotal lines, plus a total
line-that is, 49 lines, not the 8 shown in the earlier example in
this chapter . The "real" job requires a significant amount of time
for the calculations when performed by hand . Also consider the
impact if we wished to forecast for 10 years, not 5 as shown here.
Notice that the budget has line items, subtotals, and final totals;
that it has underlines; and that there are assumed but invisible relationships between entries. For example, the BENEFITS may be

FIVE YEAR FI SCAL FORECAST 8ASED ON A
10 % INCREASE PER YEAR

Fi sca l
Year a

Fiscal
Year+1

Fiscal
Year+2

Fiscal
Year+3

Fiscal
Year+lJ

Fi scal
Yeal'+5

(000)

(000)

(0 00 )

(000 )

(000)

(000)

Code

Oeser ipt.

11.110
)(120
·1'11

Prof.S a lr
PIT Prof
Consul tr,t

1553
28
99

1708
30
108

1878
33
118

2 06 5

sub .

1680

18lJ6

2 029

PIT I
PIT I I

116
5~

127
59

170

1"

PIT I I I
PIT IV

107
18
125

150

Hrl';1 I
Hrl';1 I I
Hrl ';1 III

62
15

1'15

15 2
155

SUD .

E:enefi t s
Soc Sec
RetirMt
LI T Di s
Hlth Ir.
HaJ Hed
l-I k M CMP

·200
210

22 0
232
Z"tO

260
270

152

6~

70

167
77

186

203

222

11 7
19

128
20

2~

1 69
26

136

162

1 78

195

68
16

81
18

89
19

97
20

91

99

108

117

276
108
15

3 03
162

1~

61
17
31

67
18
30

16
73
1'7
37

333
178
17
80
20

509

558

6 10

668

57
81

62
89

68
97

o

135

"8
590

1 38

o

151

165

113
17

119

13 0

116

12 6

72
12

79
13

86

8~

9Z

100

109

25

27

29

31

25

27

29

31

~8

52

62
30

68

105

1~

27

29

57
31

Sl.ID.

75

81

88

96

Ho s pitlt';1
Re c rl..i tng
Advsrs I
Advsrs II

10
36

11
39

12

13

o
o

o

'2

o

'6o

o

37
37

37

"

50

57

62

68

sub.

57

62

68

38

~5

' 2

SO

"
"

II'

15
55

o

o
70

59

Equp Rent

~O

103
16

106

50

620

1 5lJ

I
II

Tra ve l
Tr ave l

267

22

251

Consltnts
Cons Tr vl

520
'5lJ"I
580
585

139

123
13
56
16
29

"62

470
5 15

2695

229

Supp ls I
Sup pl s II

"'0

2 '151

11 2
12
51
15
27

320

310

155

2230

2 09

lJ26

2'198

1~1

77

SUD.

36
129

227 1
39

81

89

81

89

53
60

58
66

113

12'

630
631

Rep ai r
Haintnce
SUD.

80

87

95

.755
756

Contngnc';1
COfltng756

10
10

11
11

12
12

13
13
26

28

30

1lJ5

159

sUD.

20

22

EquipMent
Equip )2 00

120

132

1"'

1"

sub.

Z2:tJ

55

15
15

125

1 37

1"
150

191
165

27 0

296

32'

356

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• x.x.x •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tola l

,

3195

3501

383"1

lJZO"l

"6 1 0

5057

.........................................................................
Figure 2-5. Our full budget with forecast information supplied for FY+ 1
through FY + 5.
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computed as a percentage of the salary line items. VisiCalc has all
these capabilities. However, we are working at a computer system
with a screen that has limitations on the number of lines and characters (numbers, letters, punctuation, blanks, etc.) that can be
displayed simultaneously. Our entire real budget will not fit on
the screen. This is a consideration when VisiCalc is used to solve
problems .
However, VisiCalc has a series of commands to control which
portion of the sheet appears on the screen. It is possible to
" move" the sheet " under" the screen and therefore see parts of it
as we desire. Some of these screen capabilities are discussed and
demonstrated later in this chapter; all will be fully explained in the
book.
SCREEN FORMATTING
VisiCalc offers an on-line window onto the electronic sheet. The
sheet seems to move or "scroll" under the window. This action is
like reading microfiche in a microfiche reader. The microfiche contains much more than we can see at one time. With VisiCalc, we
can reposition the window so that it shows portions of the sheet,
as in Figure 2-6. This shows the "screen" overlaid on the larger
budget sheet. The window moves over the sheet like a magnifying
glass.
VisiCalc, in its screen formatting capabilities, is much more
powerful than a microfiche reader or a magnifying glass. For example, it can change the width of the columns shown. In this
way, if we narrow the columns, we can "see" more of the sheet,
as in Figure 2-7, where 6 columns appear on the screen instead of
4 in the previous figure.
These two figures show only numerical values; our column
headings (top) and budget identification (left) have scrolled from
view. Another capability of VisiCalc is a Title command that allows us to fix, or freeze, titles corresponding to what is on the
remainder of the screen . Titles can be fixed vertically (columnwise), horizontally (rowwise), or in both directions . Figure 2-8 is
similar to Figure 2-7 except that both the column labels and row
labels are shown on the screen in correspondence to the numeric
values shown.
In addition to these capabilities, the screen can be split horizontally or vertically into two windows each of which displays part of
the sheet. Each portion can then be scrolled separately, and each
can have separate titles and column widths. This is a powerful ca-

Chapter 2:

The Capabilities of a VisiCalc System
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pability, as shown in Figure 2-9, in Figure 2-10, and again in Figure 2-11.
Figure 2-9 shows a horizontal split in the screen. We can observe the effect on the fiscal year (FY) totals at the bottom of each
column while changing other parts of the screen, for example, the
percentage increase per year in our budget. Figure 2-9 shows
several of the fiscal year totals for a 10% increase per year in each
line item starting in FY+1, and Figure 2-10 shows the same window for a 14% increase starting in that year. At our computer we
can immediately see the impact on the total annual budget caused
by this projected increase in our budget. The second window occurs within seconds after we change the percentage.
In the next illustration, we've selected a vertical split in the
screen. In Figure 2-11, we see the effects on some of the line
items of our FY + 5 budget caused by the change to a 14% per year
increase in our budget.

USING THE ELECTRONIC SHEET

Preparing the relationship between entries of the sheet involves
creating formulas which actually become entries of the sheet. For
example, look at the part of the sheet shown in Figure 2-12. We'll
provide a brief description of the sheet here and a full description
in Chapter 3, Getting Started.
First notice the columns and rows of information, like a large accounting sheet. Each column on the screen is labeled at the top.
The columns now on the screen are B, C, 0, and E. Each row also
is labeled, but with numbers, not letters. We can see rows 26, 27,
... 44, 45 on the screen in Figure 2-12. Each place where a column
and row meets is called an entry . Each entry is named with the
column label, then row label, for example, AI, G35, or C29.
At any entry on the sheet, we can write a label, such as the
word
BENEFITS
at entry B37. Or, we can write a numeric value such as the value
209
at location C38 . Or we can write a relationship, called a formula,
on the sheet at an entry, as we'll see. We write all this information
by typing the characters on the keyboard of the computer.

FIVE YEAR FISCAL FO RECAST BASED ON A
10 "- INCREASE PER YEAR

Oescr ip l-

Code

F iscal
Year 0

F iscal
Year+l

Fiscal
Year+2

Fi sca l
Year+3

Fiscal
Year+l\

Fi sca l

(000 )

(000)

(000)

(000)

(000 )

(000)

Yeal '+~

========:::== ==== ===================================================== ====
1878
33
118

2065
36
129

227 1
39
1'1

2l\98

28
99

1708
30
108

1 680

1846

2029

2230

2"1~1

269~

116
5'

127
59

139
6'

152
70

167
77

183
8'

170

186

203

222

2",

267

117
19

128
20

1'0
ZZ

136

1'8

162

68
16
0

"17

81
18
0

91

99

.110
. 12 0
.141

Prof,SalT"
PI T Pr of
Consul trlt

15~3

sub,

1'2
1'3

PIT I
PIT II

I"

P I T III
P I T IV

51.1b.

1"15

51.1b,
Hrl'::J I
Hrl'::J II
Hrl'::J III

150
1~2

155

sub .
*2 00
21 0
22 0
232
,"0
260
27 0

Be nef it s

310
320

Supp 1 5 I
Supp l s II

RetirMt
LIT Dis
Hlth In
Ha J Hed
Wk ,., eMp

209
112
12
51
15
27

sl.lb.

"126

Soc Sec

251

sl.lb.

408
590

'2
15~

Consltrlt s
Ca ris Trvl

.l2~

.:.3 6

15 :z.

sa

·e

",0
5 15

Telephone

25

sl.lb.

25

-

2~?

,

~.J

-:,
,1

· ~ -3

:2
1

Travel I
Travel I I

'8
27

sub .

75

520
5'1'1
580
585

Hospitlt '::J
RecT"I...Ii t n g
Advsr s I
Advsrs II

10
36
0
0

11
39
0
0

'2
0
0

'6
0
0

50
0
0

55

sl.lb.

'6

50

sq

59

6'

70

620

Eql..lp Rent

57

62

68

89

sub.

57

62

68

81

89

38
'2

'I

qs

"
"

81

'6

50

'9
55

53
60

58
66

sub .

80

87

95

I",

113

12'

.755

756

Co ntn gnc'::J
Contng756

10
10

11
11

12
12

13
13

"

15
15

su b .

20

22

2'

26

28

30

•• 912
·.9 1"1

Eql..dpMerit
EqL1 ip > 200

120
I",

132
11'

1"15
125

159
1 37

1"
150

191
165

sl..lb •

22.

2'6

270

296

32'1

I'

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ll • • • • • • • s

3 1 95

350 1

383"1

11201

1

!':=,

':'S

Rep ai r
Ha irltrl ce

•

1..15.2

:5 6

630
63 1

Total

.

;34

123

12
51

,5

", -

.115

-:,

sl.lb.

'30

~

"'t610

356
•••••••

5057

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••• s •••••••••••••••••••••

Figure 2-6. A screen overlaid on the budget sheet ill ustrati ng how VisiCalc
provides a wi ndow onto the sheet.
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FIVE YEAR FISCAL FORECAS T BASED ON A
10 % INCREASE PER YEAR

Fiscal

Fiscal

Fiscal

Fiscal

Fiscal

Fisca l

Year

Year+l

Year +2

Year+3

Year+.q

Year+5

(000)

(000)

(000)

(000 )

(000 )

Code

Oeser ipt.

xll0
x120
xl'll

Pr of .Salr
PIT Prof
Corlsul tr,t

1553
2B
99

170B
30
lOB

1878
33

llB

2065
36
129

sub.

1680

18.q6

2029

2230

2 .q51

2695

116
54

127

139
6<

152

59

70

167
77

lB3
B4

lB6

203

222

Z'l.q

267

117
19

128

154
22

,.

169
26

136

162

17B

1 95

6B
16

Bl
18

B9
19

97
20

0

(000 )

PIT I
PIT I I
sub.

PIT III
PIT IV

sub .

Hrl'j I
Hrl'j I I
Hrl':l I I I

150
152

155

sub .

x200

62
15

20

o

o
77

91

99

155

o
108

o
117

Benefits
Soc Sec

210
220
232
2'l0

209
112
12

260
270

Retir Mt
LI T Di s
HI th In
Haj Hed
WkM CMP

310
320

Supp l s I
Suppls I I

40B

Cons I tr,ts

590

Cor,s Trvl

12

sub.

B4

Telephor,e

25

sub.

25

Travel I
Trave l I I

4B
27

52

sub.

75

81

10
36

11
39

42

sub.

46

50

620

Eq\..lp Re n t

57

62

sub.

57

62

6B

630

Repair
Hai r, tnc e

3B
42

41

45

49

46

50

51

l

sub.

<30

<70
515

Hospitlt'j
Ree r uitr'9
Advsrs I
Advsrs II

520

sq4
5BO
5B5

631

- ~-

1 =

1=

BB

96

105

12

13
46

50

29

o

14

=

15
55

o

o

"'

64

70

Bl

89

Bl

89

5'5

53
60

58
66

59

6B

,.

sub.

80

87

95

104

113

124

10
10

11
11

12
12

13
13

14

15
15

sub.

20

22

24

26

2B

30

xx912
IIx91,,\

Eq\..,ip f"I ent

120

1 .q5
125

159
137

174
1'50

191
165

270

296

32'l

356

Equip ) 200

10 4

sub.

22~

246

- ,;

_' 1.

Contngnc~

132
114

~

.1.7

x755
756

Co n t n g756

-

117

XliX xxx. X .xxxx II II • • • • • • • • • • • x • • • • • • • • • • :I'..:I'. :I'. X:I'.X X:I'. :l'.X:I'.:I'. :1'.:1'. X:I'.:I'.:I'.:I'. X X::I'. x: x.:I'. •• :I'.:I'. II • • •

Tota l

"

3195

3'501

3834

'120'l

.q6 1 0

5057

•••• II :I'."xx :l'.XXX X XXX X xxxx x • • xx •• x • • • • xx. II .x. X II. X II. x •• x: ••••••• II. X x • • x x x x x x • •

Figure 2-7. A window onto our budget with the budget displayed with narrower
columns than in Figure 2-6.
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FIVE YEAR FISCAL FORECAST BASED ON A
10 i:: INCREASE PER YEAR

Code

Descript.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -

.11 0
.120
.1.q1

Fiscal
Yea r a

Fi sca l
Year+ 1

Fisca l
Year+2

Fi!ical
Year+3

Fiscal
Year+q

Fiscal
Yeal'+5

( 000 )

(00 0 )

( 000 )

(000)

(000 )

(000 )

:= = = == = = = = === = =:=

1878
33
118

sub.

PIT I
PIT II

__-

= =r-~-~-~------~-~-~-~---

Prof.Salr
PIT Prof
Consu l trlt

-----~-~-~-~---- -----~-~

2065
129

2271
39
141

155

2029

2230

2.q5 1

2695

36

116
54

1 27
59

139
64

152

70

167
77

183
84

170

186

203

222

240

267

107
18

117
19

128

20

140
22

15.q
24

169
26

125

136

148

162

178

195

74
17
0

81
18
0

89
19

97
20

91

99

108

117

251

276

303

14

15
67
18
34

16
73
19
37

333
178
17

sub.

558

610

Su pp I s I
Su pp I s II

57
81

62
89

sub.

PIT III

14'
1.q5

PIT I V

150
152
155

Hr 1':::l I
Hrl '::l II
Hr 1'::1 III

.200
210

Benef i ts
Soc Sec
e lrM
L I T Dis
Hlth In
MaJ Hed

sub.

sub .

~kM

61
17
31

eMP

1:38

,

1~1

408
590

= - :::

63 0
631

Repair
Maintnce

·755

756

38
42

41

46

45
SO

55

53
60

58
66

sub .

80

87

95

104

113

1 24

Co n t rlgrlc '::l
Co n tng756

10
10

11
11

12
12

13
13

14
14

15
15

28

30

49

sub.

20

22

24

26

EquipMent
Equip ) 200

120

1.1\5
125

159

137

'"

1 91

104

132
114

150

165

sub.

224

246

270

296

324

356

• • • • • • :11: • • • :11: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :11: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total to

3195

3501

383.q

.q610

50'57

..............................................................................
Figure 2-8. A window onto the budget sheet illustrating fixed titles.
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YEAR FISCAL FORECAST E:ASED ON A
10 % INCREASE PER YEAR

Fi sea l
Year 0

Fiscal
Year+l

Fiscal
Year+Z

Fisca
Year +3

(000)

(000)

(000)

(000)

Fisca l
Year+J\

Fi sca l
Yeal'+ 5
(000 )

===========================
x141

1553
28
99

1708
30
108

1878
33
118

2065
36
129

1680

18'16

2029

2230

2'151

2695

127
59

139
64

152
70

167
77

183

186

203

222

2.q.q

117
19

128
20

1'0
22

15'1

2"1

169
26

136

148

16 2

178

195

68

74
17
0

81
18
0

89
19

97
20

o

0

91

99

108

117

251

276
1'8
15

303
162

333
178

142
1'3

1"
1'15

150
152
155

x200
210
220
232
2'10
260
270

E:enef i ls
Soc Sec
RetirMt
LIT Dis
Hlth In
Haj Hed
WkM eMp

310
320

Supp Is I
SLlppls I I
sLIb.

106

'"8
590

Co n s 1 lnls
Cons Trvl

72
12

sub .

84

Telephone

25

sLlb.

25

2'198

42
155

8.q

sub.

430

470
515

Travel I
Travel I I

48
27

sub.

75

520
544
580
585

Hospillt ';:l
Recrui trig
Advsr 5 I
Advsr s I I

10
36
0

620

EqLlp Rer,l

630
63 1

Repair
Hainlnce

F 1. S( ·3. 1

F:' :3 ( ·3. 1

~j

'r' ear+l

r ~ · 3 r·

P r IJ f , ·S ·3 t r·
P / T PC·" f
(:'JnS"!J L 1:n1:

1 5S3

17

~J;3

3 l-J
.1.. 1] ;3

"

sLlb.

sub.

"46
87

sub.

11
11

x755
756

x.912
•• 91.,

22

2'

132

11'

1<5
125

2'6

270

120
10.
22:1

319~

3~Ol

383'

•••• "." •• kI•• "." ••:•••• :•• " ••,••••••••••••••••••

Figure 2-9. A horizontally split screen illustrating our totals (bottom) and
another portion from the sheet (top).
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YEAR FISCAL FORECAST E:ASED
1 ,q % INCREAS E PER YEA r.:

Code

Fisc al

Fi sca l
'fear+l

(000)

(000)

( 000)

1553
28
99

17 7 0
31
1 12

2986
50
1 06

168 0

191 3

322 Z

116
54

1 32
61

22 1
100

170

150

152
155

193

2 19

12 1
20

137

1 41

159

70
17
0

79
19

21

87

98

11 1
308
164
15
75
21
38

»:200
2 10
220

ZZ

2'l 0
260

Ha

270

l.I k M CMP

27 1
1<4
14
66
19
34

sub .

5 11B

62 1

310
32 0

S uppl s I
S uppl s II

57
79

64
90

1108
590

Co n slt rl ts
Con s Tr v l

430

Teleph o n e

515

Tr ave l
Tr ave l

232

Hed

j

Fisc a l
Yea l' ''' 5

F isca l
Yea r 0

s ub.

s ub.

sub .

25

:: : =': '2 L
...

I
II

s ub .

75

Hasp i t.l t '.:l
ReC I'IJit r, g
Adv s r s I
Adv s r s II

lU
36

~ ::f"

: .= : ::

-:1

~

- -

=============== === ==== ========= ====
: =
-~ ~

520

54 4
580
585

"=,

ii':

o

o

62 0
s ub.

630
63 1

Repair
Mai n trl ce

»:755
756

Cantr.gr,c'.:l
Contr.g756

57

sub .

11
11

82

93

1 06

49
53

55
60

62
68

70
77

102

11 5

1 :30

12
12

13

14

1 :3

14

22

24

136
118

I SS

22'l

25'l

289

3 195

362 6

1111 7

13'1

Figure 2-10. The screen of Figure 2-9 moments after revising our line-item
percentage increase from 10% to 14% per year.
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FIVE YEAR FISCAL FORECAST E:ASED ON A
1~ % INCREASE PER YEAF~

Code

Descript.

*110
* 1 20
:*14 1

F"rof.Salr
PIT Prof
Consu 1 tnt
s lJb.

142

PIT I
PIT I!

'"

sub.
14<
145

F"/T
F"/ T

Hr l~

15 0
152
155

H r l~

Hr

l~

II!
IV

Fiscal
Year 0

Fi scal
Year+2

Fi seal
Year+3

Fisca l
Year+~

Fiscal
Year+5

(000)

(000)

(000 )

(000 )

(000 )

1553
28
99

2017
35
127

2620
16'

2986
50
186

1680

2179

2828

3222

116
54

150
69

19'
88

22 1
100

170

219

282

321

107
18

137

177
28

2 01
31

~~

22

s,-,b.

125

'"

205

232

I
I!
II!

62
15

70
17
0

102
23
0

1 16
26

5 ,_, b.

77

87

125

142

209
112
12
51
15
27

238
127
13
58
17
30

"\26

483

its

*200
210
22 0
232
240
260
270

5 ,_, b.
S Ipp I s
5 Ipp I s

310
320

C

.a8
590

I
I!

62

sub •

106

,sI tr,ts

72
12

'" 0
2 12

621

"

7 05

"

84
(~»Jj

~30

l :: c!.
470
515

- -l

sub .
Hasp i tl t~
Recrui tr,g
Advs r s I
Advsrs I!

520
5"11
58 0
585

:=

'

.

,

J=
11

sub.
620

Equp Re r,l

630
631

Repair
Maintnce

*755
756

s'_'b "

20

22

24

'2.6

28

30

**912
**91"1

EquipMent
Equip :> 200

120
104

1 36
118

1 55
1 3 "\

176
152

2 00
1 73

228
1 97

s1.lb.

22"t

25"\

289

328

373

"\25

sub.

.* • ••••
Tota l

57

64

72

82

93

106

38
42

43
'17

49
53

55
60

62
68

70
77

sub.

80

90

102

11~:i

1:3U

1'l7

Contngrlc,:!
Contng756

10
10

11
11

12
12

1 :3
13

14
14

15
15

".)lc*"" ..............................................x •• x x.:t ••••• ::a •••

•

3 195

3 62 6

11117

"\677

5 3 13

60"\3

••••• x ••••••••••••••••••••••• )I • • )I .. :.: • • :.:x ••••• x .. x. x .xxx ••••••• )I( • • :': • • )I()(X"")(

Figure 2-11. A vertical split in the screen ill ustrati ng the relationship between
years FYO, FY +4, and FY + 5.
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Figure 2-12. Part of the budget electronic sheet used to illustrate the establishment of formulas created to provide relationships between entries.

In Figure 2-12, the value at location C29 is the total of the values
stored in entries C26 and C27. This formula itself is entered into
position C29 of the sheet. The formula does not print on the
screen as the entry; instead, its value (currently 125) prints. Then
when values for C26 or C27 are entered or changed, C29 is
changed. The formula at C29 remains the same, but its current
value may change, depending on the contents of C26 and C27.
At location C29, we actually enter the formula relating C26 and
C27. We type
(C26+C27)
at the keyboard. This provides our formula for this entry .
Let's look at another feature of VisiCalc. Look at column E. In
our budget, the formulas that we want here are similar to all those
in column D.
VisiCalc provides the capability, in a single step, of replicating
these formulas down a column or across a row. We enter the formulas in one area of the sheet, for example, in column D. We then
have the ability to reproduce these formulas automatically in
columns E through H with one command. In doing so, the formulas can be replicated relative to their locations; that is, all summation formulas will add numbers from the correct columns (not
from column D). This powerful command enables us to build and
revise these relationships rapidly and easily.
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BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS
VisiCalc includes approximately twenty "built-in functions,"
which can greatly simplify formula preparation. For example, at
location C45 of the sheet in Figure 2-12, we can enter the formula
(C38+C39+C40+C41 +C42+C43)
which is similar to the formula used at C29. However, we can also
use the SUM built-in function (which is explained fully later in the
book). This is a timesaver because with it we only have to enter
@SUM(C38 .C43)
There are many built-in functions, including summation, averaging, counting, finding the maximum or minimum, and the net
present value . There are also scientific functions such as logarithms (LN, LOGI0, and EXP), sine, cosine, tangent, square root,
arcsine, arccosine, arctangent, a value for pi, etc .
CREATING MODELS (OR TEMPLATES)
There are other features of VisiCalc, of which the capability to
create templates is an extremely important one. Look at Figure 213. It's our budget again, but many of the entries show ..... instead of a value. For example, entry B5 contains a series of
periods, and not a numeric percentage. Similarly, entries C14,
C15, C16, and others show the periods and not numeric values.
Many others show the value 0 (zero) .
This is an example of a template . The dots are printed at locations at which values are to be entered. In creating this, we are
providing a blank form for a user to complete. The user then fills
in the blanks and, in doing so, obtains results for chosen values.
The steps needed to enter numbers in these positions can be
taught to another person by the creator of the template. Thus, the
function of entering the data can be performed by someone
without the skill necessary to create the templates. This can be an
extremely important timesaver and means that the template
designer's skill can be used in preparing additional templates
while a client, secretary, or supervisor uses the model.
The templates are reusable, meaning that once written, they can
be used repeatedly or can be distributed to many units of an organization. For the experienced user who also performs the data
entry function, the existence of the template is also important for
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Figure 2-13. Our budget shown in model, or template, form.

many reasons, including use with different projections and the
general flexibility that they provide.

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES
Other capabilities of VisiCalc include the ability to insert, delete,
or move rows and columns.
Individual entries, or the entire sheet, can be formatted in a
variety of ways, for example, values rounded to integers, or
numbers shown with two decimal places (dollars and cents), etc.
All or part of the sheet may be printed.
We can prepare primitive bar graphs as shown in Figure 2-14,
where the budget amounts from our forecast are shown graphically.
VisiCalc also has capabilities for storage and retrieval of sheets
on diskettes or tape cassettes. This means that an application that
has been placed on a spreadsheet can be reexamined as needed
when conditions change or that reports can be generated periodically or on an as-needed basis. Since these data diskettes can be
copied, multiple copies of the sheets and templates can be distributed to various VisiCalc users or can be stored as backup copies .
At several places in the book, we'll discuss the importance of this
backup capability.
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Figure 2-14. An illustration of the limited graphing capabilities of VisiCalc.

SUiv1MARY
This chapter has provided an introduction to the capabilities of
VisiCalc:
• An electronic sheet on which we write labels (column or row
titles, underlines, etc.), numbers, or formulas .
• The capability to recalculate values rapidly when new values
are entered.
• A variety of screen formatting facilities to allow for the electronic sheet to scroll under the screen, for titles to be fixed in
place over columns or next to rows, for the screen to be split horizontally or vertically, for column widths to be changed, etc.
• The ability to use built-in functions to simplify formula
preparation.
• The capability to create templates that can be used like blank
forms on which we write our data.
• Commands to insert, delete, move, and copy rows and
columns .
• Formatting commands to control the display format of individual entries of the sheet or of all entries on the sheet.
• Commands to print all or parts of the sheet .
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• The ability to store electronic sheets, in various stages or with
a variety of calculations, on diskettes or cassettes for repeated use
as required.
The remainder of this book provides the knowledge to use these
capabilities, as well as to understand their limitations.

Chapter 3

Getting Started

INTRODUCTION
This chapter helps us to begin using VisiCalc to solve problems .
The chapter assumes that the reader is able to load VisiCalc successfully into the memory of the system in use. This implies the
ability to turn on the system, load a diskette properly into the disk
drive, and take the steps necessary to load and run VisiCalc.
Those unable to complete these steps should refer to either the
manuals accompanying the computer hardware or the VisiCalc
manual. These steps become routine for a regular user, while an
occasional user may at times require assistance from another user,
a vendor, or a manual to help recall the necessary steps.
All readers who have a computer available are encouraged to
follow the examples in this chapter, as well as throughout the
book, on that system and to develop skills with VisiCalc by completing the exercises in Chapter 13, Practice Problems .
THE VISICALC WORKSHEET AND THE COMPUTER WINDOW
We're beginning with VisiCalc loaded properly into our computer and producing the screen like the one in Figure 3-1. Once
this screen appears, the VisiCalc program diskette should be removed from the disk drive and replaced in its binder until the next
time we want to use it. For now we'll ignore the information on
the top three lines.
23
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Figure 3-1. The screen after VisiCalc has been successfully loaded into the
memory of the computer (refer to Chapter 1, Introduction, for details of the
specific hardware and VisiCalc version used in this book).

VisiCalc provides us with a large worksheet, called an electronic
worksheet, which has columns and rows named as follows: the
columns are named with letters, and the rows with numbers . Notice columns A, B, C, and D, and rows I, 2, 3, ... 19, 20 on the
screen . These names, called labels, allow us to identify locations
where columns and rows intersect.
Look closely at the intersection of column A and row I, which is
named, or labeled, Al in VisiCalc. Al is called the coordinate of
that position on the sheet. Notice a rectangle at this position. This
rectangle, pointing to AI, is called the cursor and acts like a
highlight of one entry. On the keyboard, locate the arrow keys
and the CTRL key; while watching the screen, we'll push the
CTRL key, holding it down, and then push the key on which the
arrow points to the right. When we do so, two things occur: first,
some of the information on the top three lines of the screen disappears; and second, the rectangular cursor moves. The cursor is
now positioned at the intersection of column B and row 1, called
entry B1, or simply Bl.
To use an arrow key on the ATARI, the CTRL key is pressed
first, and while it is held down, the arrow key is pressed, then
both are released. In this book we'll simply refer to pressing the
arrow key and will recognize that this means use both the CTRL
and arrow keys as described here. The ATARI keys have an auto-
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repeat capability, so that if the arrow keys (or other keys) are held
down the key repeats its action.
Now depress the left arrow key, which returns the cursor to AI.
Push the left arrow key again. This time the cursor flashes
momentarily and an audibl e beep occurs. Nothing wrong has happened; VisiCalc has gently notified us that we have bumped into
the left-hand edge of the sheet. Pressing the left arrow key repeatedly at this point will reproduce the same action.
Let's move right again, to El, then Cl, then Dl, and then again,
bringing us to EI. All of the column labels have changed and now
instead of A, B, C, and D we have labels B, C, D, and E. Press the
right arrow again several times (or hold it down) and notice that
we are moving across the columns with new columns coming into
view while others move off to the left. This action, called scrolling,
can be reversed by pressing the left arrow key repeatedly, which
returns us to the left.
As we move, notice that the top left corner of the screen, called
the cursor coordinate, contains the name (or coordinate), of the
entry at which the cursor points. This changes each time the cursor moves.
Move the cursor repeatedly to the right to location Zl, and then
once to the right, revealing location AAI. Continued movement
reveals ABl, ACl, ... AZl, BAl, BBl, ... and finally we bump
into the right-hand edge of the sheet at location BKI (again with a
flash of the cursor and a beep).
In total we have 63 columns on this worksheet, columns A
through Z, AA through AZ, and BA through BK.
Let's return to Al from our current location at BKI. We can do
so by pressing the left arrow key repeatedly, or by using the
auto-repeat capability (press a key and hold it down to repeat its
function) . The cursor moves quickly across the sheet, returning us
to location AI.
Let's move down the sheet. To do so we'll use the arrow keys
agam.
Let's discover the bottom of the sheet by moving down from Al
with the "down" arrow key. The bottom occurs at row 254. Now
from location A254 move horizontally across the sheet. (To do so,
move the cursor with the right arrow key.) We find that entry
BK254 is the bottom right corner of the sheet.
Suppose that we want to move into the middle of the sheet, for
example, to G45. Do so using the methods that we've presented.
For practice we'll return to entry BK254 but do so without the
arrow keys . VisiCalc provides a simple action allowing us to move
the cursor directly from one entry to another. It's called the GO
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Figure 3-2. Our VisiCalc screen after we have begun the GO TO instruction
but before entering the coordinate of the location we want.

TO. In order to use it, we first press the > key, after which the
screen looks like Figure 3-2 . Notice that the second line from the
top, which had been blank, now says
GO TO: COORDINATE
This is the prompt line used by VisiCalc to communicate to us
its expectations of our next action. Here we are being told that we
have entered a GO TO and that VisiCalc is waiting for us to enter
the COORDINATE of the location that we want.
Notice the box on the third line from the top of the screen . This
is the edit line. In this situation, what we now type will appear on
this line . We want to move to entry BK254. To do so, first type the
letter B. The B appears on the edit line; the box has moved one
position to the right, awaiting our next keystroke . Enter a K and
notice that the line now has BK and the box. Enter the value 254
by typing the 2, then the 5, then the 4. At this point we have
entered the desired coordinate. (If an error is made, read the next
few paragraphs.) To indicate to VisiCalc that we're finished entering the coordinate, we press th e key labeled RETURN. When we
do so, the window changes completely and the cursor is now at
location BK254 on the screen .
Let's return to G45 and deliberately type an error so that we
learn one way of correcting typing errors with VisiCalc. Again
we'll type the > key and enter our coordinate . Suppose that
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instead of entering G45, we type G456 and press RETURN. A beep
occurs, not a move of the cursor. Our coordinate G456 is not on
the sheet and nothing happens . In this instance VisiCalc did not
prevent us from typing something incorrectly (which would be
desirable) but did not accept the error.
Let's try again, entering the > followed by number 4 (without
the G). This time VisiCalc does detect the error as we enter it; it
issues a double beep and cancels the whole command.
Try again. This time enter
> G456
without the RETURN key. Suppose that we notice our error and
simply want to erase the 6. To do so we use th e key BACK S.
Press this key and notice that it erases the last character entered .
At this point we have our correct entry on the edit line and we
press the RETURN key to complete the move .
The BACK S key can be used to erase more than one character.
For example enter
> BK254 (no RETURN)
and then suppose that we want to erase all or part of this. Press
the BACK S key repeatedly and notice how it removes what we
have entered. Enter this same line again. Now press and hold
down the BACK S key; notice that this erases, character by character, all that has been typed.
The same effect can be obtained by pressing the BREAK key .
This full y cancels what we have entered, assuming that we have
not yet entered the RETURN key.
Let's start again from location G45 and put the whole sheet into
perspective by lookin g at Figure 3-3. Here we've superimposed the
current screen over a representation of the entire worksheet.
The screen is really a window onto the electronic sheet. As we
described in Chapter 2, The Capabilities of a VisiCalc System, this
window is like a magnifying glass moving over the sheet at our
direction or like a piece of microfiche in a reader. The sheet moves
under the window, enabling us to view only a part of it at a time .
However, as we' ll see, our sheet is much more powerful than the
microfiche, whose images cannot be changed.
Move the cursor back to entry Al and let's start learning how to
change the sheet by writing information of our own on it.
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Figure 3-3. An example of a VisiCalc screen superimposed over a representation of the entire sheet.
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WRITING ON THE ELECTRONIC SHEET
We will begin with four values that we want to total. Suppose
that they are the number of units of a new product, which our
company introduced in the FIRST quarter and then sold during the
SECOND and THIRD quarter of the year. Now, the end of the
third quarter, we are forecasting that we will sell 25 during the
FOURTH quarter. We want to use VisiCalc to produce a report
like the following.
QUARTER

UNITS
SOLD

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH

8
12
15
25

TOTAL

60

In this section we'll introduce the steps necessary to prepare this
report with VisiCalc. In the next section we'll expand this example
to project our future sales and to demonstrate additional VisiCalc
capabilities.
Let's start by noticing that this report really contains three different types of information:
• Column and row identification (QUARTER, FIRST, TOTAL,
UNITS SOLD, ---------, etc.), called labels .
• Numbers (8, 12, etc.), called values.
• Finally, the TOTAL (60), a value but also the sum of the four
quarterly values. This relationship, the sum, is called a formula.
We are able to begin writing anywhere on the sheet. Let's write
our labels down the first column. Move the cursor to location A2,
and we are ready to start entering our label, the word QUARTER.
When we type the first letter, Q, the prompt line shows the
word LABEL, the Q followed by a box appears on the edit line,
and the Q alone appears at the left of the cursor at entry A2. We
will finish typing the word, and correct any errors we make with
the BACK S key as we did earlier in this chapter. We'll use both
upper and lower case letters, using the SHIFT for upper case as on
a typewriter.
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When we're satisfied with what we have entered, we press the
RETURN key. A2 now shows the word QUARTER in the cursor;
the top line of the screen, the entry contents line, shows
A2 (L) QUARTER
at the left of the line .
A2 is the coordinate of the cursor, (L) indicates that a label has
been written at this position, and the word QUARTER is the label
itself.
If we notice an error now, for example, a spelling error, we can
enter the full label again and the old spelling will be removed and
replaced by the new spelling.
Let's finish the column by moving the cursor down to A4. As we
do so we see that we have left the word QUARTER at A2; that is,
we have successfully written a label on the sheet. At A4 we'll
enter the word FIRST. When it' s correct, we'll push RETURN and
then the down arrow. Now (at AS) type SECOND but don't press
the RETURN key. Instead, we'll use the down arrow key. The action of the arrow keys includes the function performed by the RETURN key; therefore, both are not required. Push the down arrow
key, and verify this result . Continue down the column, entering
the words THIRD and FOURTH, then skipping row 8, and entering the word TOTAL at entry A9 .
We have now finished column A. Use the arrow keys to move
up and down column A, noticing how the entry contents line (the
top row of the screen) repeats the contents of each entry where
the cursor rests .
Move to B1 and enter the word UNITS, then to B2 and enter the
word SOLD, and then to entry B4, where we are ready to enter
our first value (as compared to the labels that we've entered so
far) . Here we press the 8 key, which places the word VALUE on
the prompt line and an 8 followed by the box on the edit line (notice the value is not placed on the sheet yet) . Now, as with a label,
the RETURN or arrow keys are used to indicate that we're finished
entering our value. Let's use the RETURN key and notice that the
entry contents line shows
B4 (V) 8
and that the value 8 also appears at location B4. Moving down the
column, we'll en ter the other values, 12, IS, then 25.
For now we'll skip over the underline, and position the cursor at
location B9. If we want, we can simply enter the value 60 at this
point; however, we want the VisiCalc system to calculate this sum
for us. If our UNIT SALES were not the simple values shown here
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or if our column listed monthly sales (12 lines) or daily sales
(several hundred lines) , the importance of allowing the computer
to perform this calculation for us is clear. Remember also that our
FOURTH quarter sales is a forecast, which we may want to change
without the necessity of recomputing the total ourselves (more on
this example later).
USING FORMULAS
At entry B9 we want VisiCalc to compute our sum. Here we'll
enter our first formula . We want this entry to be the total of the
values stored at entries B4, B5, B6, and B7. We' ll examine two
ways to do this.
One way to accomplish this is to write the full formula, the sum
of the other four entries, at this entry. We'll write
(B4+ B5 + B6+ B7)
as the formula . This means that at location B9 we will type the left
parenthesis, at which time the word VALUE appears on the
prompt line, then B, then 4, then +, then B, then 5, then +, and
so on until we have entered the full formula, as shown in Figure
3-4. This figure shows the screen before pressing the RETURN
key.
In typing this formula, a number of possible errors can be made,
especially by those who are not regular computer users . In particular, in this formula, we may have problems in using the SHIFT
key to get the parenthesis entered correctly. We may be beeped or
discover that we have not entered what we wanted. If this occurs,
use the BACK S key to correct the formula or use the BREAK key;
if the formula has been accepted incorrectly (if it appears on the
top line) , then simply enter it again at the same location. Doing
this will destroy the old incorrect formula and replace it with the
new one .
If we enter the formula as we want and if we then type the RETURN key, two things occur:
• The formula appears on the entry contents line at the top of
the screen .
• More importantly, our sum, 60, appears at location B9.
The screen, after the RETURN key is pressed, appears as shown in
Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-4. We have entered the formula for
our total at location 89 but have not yet
pressed the RETURN key.

Figure 3-5. After pressing the RETURN key of
the sheet in Figure 3-4, VisiCalc accepts and
lists our formula on the top line (entry contents
line) and displays the value of this formula, 60,
at entry 89 of the sheet.

We have successfully entered our formula and have learned how
to .enter labels, numbers, and formulas.
It is significant to recognize that when a formula is stored, the
current computed value of the formula is displayed. On the sheet
we see the value 60, and not the long formula. This is different
from the other entries on this particular sheet, where the item
stored was identical to the item displayed . When we study formatting, we'll learn that we can control how items are displayed.
To illustrate the significance of this, let's suppose that we want
to change our forecast for our FOURTH quarter entry: suppose
that we want to forecast sales of 35, not 25 . We'll move the cursor
up to B7 and enter
35 RETURN
The results are shown in Figure 3-6, where our displayed total
has changed from 60 to 70 .
If we wish, we can continue this forecasting process, determining in turn the results of a series of "what if ... projections f()r the
FOURTH quarter .
/1

USING ONE OF THE BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS
Let's return the cursor to location B9 and examine a second way
of writing our formula for this sum. Recall the possibility that our
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Figure 3-6. Our electronic sheet after changing the FOURTH quarter UNITS
SOLD to 35 (instead of 25 as shown in Figure 3-5). Notice that the total is
instantly recomputed and displayed as 70 (not 60).

record-keeping period may be monthly or daily instead of quarterly as shown here. If that is true, it means that our formula for
the TOTAL will become extremely long, and therefore both timeconsuming and difficult to enter accurately .
VisiCa1c provides another way to total a column of numbers,
called the built-in SUM function. We'll use it here, simply writing
it on top of the old entry and thus replacing the previous formula.
We begin by entering the five characters
@SUM(
the first of which, the @, indicates that we want to use one of the
VisiCa1c built-in functions, and the next three, SUM, indicate the
particular function that we want, here the SUM function . In
Chapter 6, Built-in Functions, we'll learn that there are many others available in VisiCa1c, and we'll study how each one is used.
At this point, after the left parenthesis we want to request a
sum for the "series" of entries from B4 through B7. To do so, we'll
first type
B4
then a single period, at which time VisiCa1c expands the single
period into three periods ( ... ), an ellipsis, on the edit line (all for a
visual effect) . We then type
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B7)
of which the B7 ends the series and the right parenthesis ends the
built-in function . A RETURN gives us the screen of Figure 3-7.
Let's illustrate how this entry can be provided in a somewhat
more convenient manner. Now we'll type only
@S(

to begin the sum built-in function. The edit line shows
@SUM(

even though we have not typed the UM. VisiCalc has printed
these two middle letters for us on the screen.
At this point we're ready to enter the coordinate of the first entry of our series. To do so, we typed the location; however, here
we'll demonstrate another way of doing this by pointing the cursor to the desired location . Press the up arrow. As we do so, the
box on the edit line moves to the right; B8, the current cursor location, appears on the edit line. Push the up arrow again and observe that B8 changes to B7. Push it again and we have B6; again,
B5; and finally, B4. If we pass B4, simply press the down arrow
key to return to location B4. With B4 correctly on the line , press
the period key (.). Three things occur: first B4 becomes a part of
the edit line; second, B4 is followed by the ellipsis ( ... ); and third,

Figure 3-7. Entry B9 illustrates the use of the built-in SUM function to calculate the sum of the entries from 84 through B7.
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the cursor has jumped back to position B9, where we are building
the formula .
Let's complete the series by moving the cursor to B7, using the
same technique used for B4. Again we'll press the up arrow key
several times until the cursor is positioned at entry B7. Now we'll
type
which, like the preceding period, results in B7 being accepted on
the edit line, followed by the right parenthesis, and also causes
the cursor to jump back to B9, our original location. The RETURN
key completes the action.
The use of the cursor to point to entries that we want included
in our formulas is a powerful tool with many applications.
With the SUM function, as with this formula, we can change
any or all of the values in locations B4, B5, B6, and B7, and our
numeric value displayed at B9 will be instantly updated.
In developing this sheet, we have used only a miminum of the
available capabilities of VisiCalc; in fact we have not used any of
the commands available . We will introduce a number of these in
the next section.
SOME OF THE VISICALC COMMANDS
We'll continue with our quarterly report and present a number
of the commands available with VisiCalc. Move the cursor to location B1. Notice that the label UNITS is at the left of this column,
and not to the right of this column over the numbers. Let's introduce the commands of VisiCalc by using one of them to move this
word to the right of this entry . First press the
key, and notice, as shown in Figure 3-8, that the prompt line
shows
COMMAND: BCDFGIMPRSTVWWe are being prompted to enter one of the many letters (or the
hyphen) following the word COMMAND on the line. Each
separate character represents one of the VisiCalc commands. Some
of these are described below.
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Character

Means

B

Blank the single entry at which the cursor is
loca ted .

C

Clear the entire sheet so that we can begin a
new example with a clean sheet.

F

Provide a particular display format for the
en try at the cursor location.

G

Take an action that affects the entire sheet, a
global action.

I
R

Insert a row or a column.
Replicate one part of the sheet in another
location on the sheet.

S

Use diskette (or cassette) storage in some way.

T

Freeze titles in place on the screen .

W

Split the screen to display part of the sheet in
one area of the screen and another part in a
separa te area.
Use a repeating label.

We'll briefly demonstrate these. All are fully explained in
Chapter 4, Commands.

Figure 3-8. The screen after pressing the
/ key to begin a VisiCalc command .

Figure 3-9. The same screen after typing F
for the Format command.
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THE FORMAT COMMAND
Let's start with the Format command. Press the F key, and notice the new prompt line
FORMAT: D GIL R $

*

which appears as in Figure 3-9.
Again we are presented with a series of choices (they are not
called commands at this point), some of which have the following
meanings.
Character

Means

I

Display this value as an integer. Notice that
an I as a command, after a slash, has a
different meaning. In one usage I means the Insert
command, and in another usage I means integer.
This is true of many characters in VisiCalc.

L

Display the item to the left of the entry,
called left justified.

R

Display the entry at the right of the column,
called right justified.

Right justification is what we want at this point, as we want to
move the word UNITS to the right of the column. We press the R
and observe the screen shown in Figure 3-10.
The entry contents line (the top line of the screen) now includes
the characters
IFR

indicating right justification for this entry; the entry itself, the
word UNITS, has been moved to the right. Move the cursor to position B2, and repeat the process, now by simply typing
IFR

in one sweep, while mentally thinking
Character
I
F

R

Means
Command
Format
Right justification
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Figure 3-10. After typing an R, the word UNITS has been right justified in the
field.

THE REPEATING LABEL COMMAND
Let's try another command. Move to location B8, which is
blank. We'll use the Repeating Label command to obtain an underline at this entry. This is the - command, which is initiated by typing
1-

at which time the prompt line displays the line
LABEL: REPEATING
and the box appears on the edit line. Enter one underline character and a RETURN, that is,
_RETURN
which fills entry B8 with an underline.
THE BLANK COMMAND
To remove the underline, we can use another command, the
Blank command. Type
IB RETURN
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and the underline disappears.
Let's compare the Format and Blank commands and notice an
important distinction between the two. We typed IFR for the Format command and IB RETURN for the Blank command.
The Blank command required a RETURN while the Format did
not. In general, VisiCalc requires a RETURN or other confirming
action before completing an irreversible action . After the Blank
command operates, we cannot retrieve what has been removed.
However, the Format command is reversible, and as we'll learn
later we can easily delete the format without affecting the contents.
Now at location B8 type
1-= RETURN

and notice that a row of double lines composed of equal signs appears.
USING LABELS
Let's suppose that we like the appearance of this double line but
want to have only four equal signs right justified in the entry instead of the full row of nine now shown. We want to obtain a final resul t like the screen of Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11. We'll add the double underline as shown at location B8.
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By typing an indication that we want to right justify the field
and that we want four equal signs, that is,
IFR = = = = RETURN

we think we should obtain the results we want. Let's try it. The
first three characters are accepted as satisfactory; however, as we
press the equal sign, it is not accepted and we are instead repeatedly beeped . In this instance VisiCalc is not sure of our action. It
believes that we are entering an improper character and beeps us.
To override this we must begin our entry with a double quote indicating that a label is being entered. Here entering
"====

RETURN

creates the desired result. Notice that the double quote is used at
the start of our keystrokes, and not at the end.
We'll find that the double quote is required for starting labels
that do not begin with a letter of the alphabet. This is discussed in
Chapter 5, Labels, Numbers, and Formulas.
Another example is necessary to clarify the action of the double
quote. Suppose that at our labels for the quarters we wanted to
type
1ST
2ND
3RD
and 4TH

instead
instead
instead
instead

of
of
of
of

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH

When we type the 1 of 1ST, VisiCalc believes that we are entering a numeric value, not a label. As we type the next character, S,
we are beeped, and the S is not accepted. In many instances this
is desirable to prevent us from an error. For example, if we want
to type the value 10 but instead of the digit zero we type the letter
o (oh), we will be beeped and an error will be avoided.
However, here we are not in the process of making an error. As
we learned, if we enter the double quote, our characters they will
be accepted. Here we'll enter
" IST RETURN
which causes all three of our characters, 1ST, to be accepted as the
label that we want.
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THE INSERT COMMAND

As we look again at the report we have been building, suppose
we realize that it would be desirable to have the word PROJECTIONS appear on the fir st row of the report, above the current
column labels . Let's demonstrate how to add it. Move the cursor
to position Bl (any entry on row 1 will be satisfactory). Type
II

to initiate the Insert command. This places
INSERT: R C
on the prompt line. Press the R to insert a row (the C inserts a
column) . As we do so, the entire report is shifted down one row .
Repeat this action; that is, type
IIR

and it shifts down again.
Before we add our report heading (the word PROJECTIONS),
move the cursor to location B11 and observe
@SUM(B6 . .. B9)
on the entry contents line. The series, which had previously been
B4 ... B7

has been updated to accommodate the new locations of our quarterly values for UNITS SOLD. This is an extremely powerful
feature, which allows us significant flexibility in building our
sheets.
Let's return to row 1 and add the title that we want, the word
PROJECTIONS. We want to center the word over the report,
which means that we'll need to split it between column A and
column B. At location Al we'll type
IFR PROJE RETURN

and at location Bl we'll type
CTIONS RETURN
the rest of the label. This type of action, although often awkward,
is commonly performed with VisiCalc. VisiCalc does not have
another method of performing this label splitting.
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THE GLOBAL COMMAND
Our sheet has the appearance shown in Figure 3-12. Let's
change that appearance again, this time by displaying the sheet
with columns that are narrower than the 9-character wide columns
displayed here . Why do we change the width? There may be
several reasons; for example in our problem we might want to
move the two columns closer together to make them easier to
read . We'll discuss another reason shortly .
We'll enter
IG

to initiate the Global command and indicate that we want to take
an action affecting the entire sheet. The location of the cursor is
unimportant with this command. The prompt line displays
GLOBAL: COR F
We'll press the C, which places the words
COLUMN WIDTH
on the prompt line. Now we must decide what width we want
and enter that width at this point. Let's enter a width of 7 by typing

Figure 3-12. We've added two rows at the top of our sheet and centered the
word PROJECTIONS between columns A and B by breaking the word between
the two col umns.
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7 RETURN
All our report still appears, although it has been compressed to
the left; significantly, column E (here all blank) appears on the
screen.
We see another reason for using narrow columns; where appropriate we can increase the part of the sheet displayed on the
screen .
Let's narrow the columns again, to a width of 5, by typing
ICCS RETURN

Figure 3-13 shows the resulting screen. We observe a number of
things . We've again increased the number of columns (here to 7);
that is, columns A though C appear. We've lost parts of our labels. For example, at A4, where the cursor is located in the figure,
the letters QUART and not QUARTER appear. However, look at
the entry contents line that shows
A4 (L) QUARTER
This is important. We're displaying something different from
what is stored on the sheet. We'll discover that many of the VisiCalc commands deal with the way information is displayed and
not with the way it is stored . When we change the display format,
we do not change what is stored on the sheet. Let's demonstrate
this by returning the column width to 9, by typing

Figure 3-13. Our sheet after narrowing the column width to five characters.
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IGC9 RETURN

which returns our complete report.
It is also important to observe that establishing a column width
for a spreadsheet before entering labels will avoid the problems
with label display encountered here .

ADDING FORECASTING TO OUR SALES REPORT
The report that we've worked on shows our activity for this year
but not for future years . Let's add some forecasts, for example, for
each quarter for the next 9 years, making this a 10-year report, including this year. We'll start by revising our column titles slightly.
Let's blank locations B3 and B4 (position the cursor at each one
separately and type IB RETURN). As we do so, notice that the format we entered earlier, IFR, remains. This is satisfactory for our
purposes. (We'll learn how to erase it in the discussion of the Format command in Chapter 4, Commands). At location B3 enter the
word YEAR and at location B4, the value 1. We've produced a
simple column label
YEAR
1
over the values in column B. Using the Replicate command, let's
take the steps necessary to enter
YEAR YEAR YEAR
234

YEAR
10

over columns C, 0, E, ... K.

THE REPLICATE COMMAND
Move the cursor to B3, and type
IR

which initiates the Replicate command. We'll use it to reproduce
the word YEAR, instead of typing it nine additional times. It will
also reproduce the associated format (here IFR), which again saves
us from repeating this entry nine times . When we look at the
screen now, we see a prompt line and an edit line as
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REPLICATE: SOURCE RANGE OR RETURN
B3
Press the RETURN. This changes the two lines to
REPLICATE: TARGET RANGE
B3 ... B3:
At this point we have entered a SOURCE RANGE, which is the
location of the item that we want to replicate. The SOURCE
RANGE is the area from which we want to copy some items . In
our example the location is B3 . .. B3, which is a redundant way of
stating that we want to reproduce the single item in location B3.
(The redundancy is explained later). What's the target; that is,
where do we want to reproduce this value? We want it from C3
through K3. To indicate this we'll type the now familiar "series"
entry
C3 .K3
in which the single period becomes an ellipsis ( ... ). We have now
created an edit line that contains
B3 .. . B3: C3 ... K3
followed by a box.
Our SOURCE RANGE is to the left of the colon, and our TARGET RANGE is to the right. The TARGET RANGE is the area onto
which we want to reproduce the items of the SOURCE RANGE.
Watch the screen, and press the RETURN key. The word YEAR
appears in location C3 and 03, visible on the screen, and in locations E3, F3, G3, H3, 13, J3, and K3, which we can verify by moving the cursor to these locations.
Let's move down to the next row, row 4, and discuss how we
will replicate our year values, to produce 2, 3, 4, ... 10 in the
desired locations . Place the cursor at location C4, and enter the
formula
(B4 + 1) RETURN
which places the value 2 at this position on the sheet. This formula says that the value placed at C4 should be one greater than
the value at location B4. That is, C4 should be equal to B4+ 1 as
shown on the preceding line .
This seems awkward, when simply entering the number 2
would have done the same thing. We'll see why this formula is
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useful when we replicate again; however, instead of a label, we'll
replicate a formula. With the cursor at location C4, type
IR

which gives us prompt and edit lines
REPLICATE: SOURCE RANGE OR RETURN
C4
Again we'll enter RETURN, now changing the two lines to
REPLICATE: TARGET RANGE
C4 ... C4:
Our target starts at 04, which we can type or which we can
enter by cursor move. Let's do the latter, moving the cursor to 04 .
This is the same type of cursor move used earlier in the chapter. It
gives us lines
REPLICATE: TARGET RANGE
C4 .. . C4:04
Pressing the period adds an ellipsis after the 04 on the edit line,
as the cursor jumps back to C4. Let's locate the end of our target
by cursor move, pressing the right arrow key until we are at position K4, under the last occurrence of the word YEAR. Now press
the RETURN key, and study the screen in Figure 3-14.
The prompt line indicates with the word REPLICATE that we
are not done with the Replicate command . We are being prompted
to enter either an N, meaning No Change, or an R, meaning Relative. Notice that the entry line has been compressed and reads
C4: 04 .. .K4 : (B4
and that the coordinate B4 appears in a box. Finally notice that the
entry contents show that the cursor location, C4, has the formula
(B4+1) stored in it. Press the R key. The R here means relative.
Most of the top three lines of Figure 3-14 disappear, and the
values 3, 4, 5, ... 10 appear where we want them to appear in the
target range of 04 through K4.
What happened? To explain it, move the cursor to 04, then E4,
then F4, etc., and watch the formula stored at each location . It
changes from (B4+ 1) at location C4, to (C4+ 1) at location 04, to
(04+ 1) at location E4, etc. The coordinate in each formula has
changed relative to the entry.
If instead of an R we typed an N, we would have replicated the
formula (B4+ 1) in each entry with No Change, meaning that our
years would have been incorrectly labeled
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Figure 3-14. The screen as we are almost finished replicating the year value
relatively across row 4.

I, 2, 2, 2, ... 2
and not
I, 2, 3, 4, ... 10
as we wanted . We'll explain this command in a number of additional examples in the book in Chapter 4, Commands.
In our example we are ready to include the quarterly forecasts
for each of the next nine years. We need to supply the assumptions for the forecast: VisiCalc cannot do that. Let's make a simple
assumption, that UNIT SALES will increase by 10% over the same
quarter of the previous year. We have a business in which sales
are seasonal, and we want to know what to expect for the quarters
of the coming years .
At location C6 of Figure 3-15, we have entered the formula
(B6*1.I)
using the * to indicate a multiplication and using 1.1 to indicate a
10% growth; that is, C6 is equal to 110% of B6, or B6 times 1.1.
Location C6 shows a value of 8.8, and our formula appears on the
top line of the screen.
Let's replicate this formula down the C column into a target
range of C7 through C9. This is identical in concept to the process
that we followed to label the years I, 2, 3, ... 10.
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Figure 3-15. The beginning step of forecasting sales for each quarter of the
next nine years.

We'll place the cursor at location C6 and then enter the following keystrokes:
IR:C7.C9 :R

Let's explain each item that we've typed .

Keystrokes
I

R

Purpose
Enter the command structure of VisiCalc.
Select the Replicate command.
End the SOURCE RANGE, meaning that we're
replicating from the sole entry C6. We can also use
the RETURN key as we did in the earlier example
in this chapter. The two function similarly
here.

C7

C9

Enter the first coordinate of the TARGET RANGE .
A cursor move can also be used to specify this
entry.
Indicate a series. The ellipsis (. .. ) appears
on the edit line.
Enter the end of the TARGET RANGE. Again the
cursor can be used.
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Indicate the close of the series. As mentioned,
the RETURN key also can be used.
Indicate that the coordinate in the formula is
to be relative; that is, each quarter is 10%
greater than the quarter of the previous year,
not of the first quarter of year 1.

Now let's turn on the true power of the Replicate command by
replicating the relationships that we've just established in column
C across all the remaining eight years of our report. With the cursor again at C6 we type
IR.C9:06 .K6:RRRR

Let's explain again.
Keystrokes

Purpose
Enter the command structure of VisiCalc.

R

Select the Replicate command .
Indicate that the ellipsis is required for the
middle of a series of our SOURCE RANGE . This
is different from our earlier examples . Instead of
a single entry as the source, we now have a
series, beginning with C6. We'll see the end with
the next keystrokes.

C9

Enter the coordinate of the end of the series .
Close this series (the RETURN key can also be
used). We now have as our SOURCE RANGE a
portion of a column rather than a Single entry.

06

Enter the start of the TARGET RANGE.
Indicate the middle of the target.

K6

Enter the end coordinate of the TARGET
RANGE. Notice that our TARGET RANGE is
across row 6 while our SOURCE RANGE is down
column C. When this occurs-that is when the
source and target areas are perpendicularVisiCalc replicates the source onto a two
dimensional rectangular area rather than onto a
row or column as illustrated earlier. This is a
powerful tool.
End the series of the TARGET RANGE.
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R

Indicate Relative for the formula being replicated
across row 6 (as explained in the next
paragraph) .

R

As directly above except for row 7.

R

As directly above except for row 8.

R

As directly above except for row 9.

The last four R's entered indicate that the formulas being replicated across this rectangle are to have a relative coordinate in their
formulas. For these formulas it means that the percentage increase
for each year will be 10% over the previous year, and not over the
first year .
Let's move the cursor to the right to see some of the values that
we've placed on the sheet. Figure 3-16 shows YEAR 7 through
YEAR 10.
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Figure 3-16. Our forecast of quarterly sales for YEAR 7 through YEAR 10.

We notice that the results are shown with five decimal places for
all the entries here. Let's use the Global command to reduce the
number of decimal places, first to two places and then to none .
We'll enter
/GF$
and notice that these few keystrokes change all values to two decimal places as explained next .
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Purpose

/

Enter the command structure.

G

Select the Global command, whose action affects
the entire sheet.

F
$

Select the format option.
Select the dollars and cents option from the
formats available. Here we do not have dollar
values but are using this option to obtain two
decimal places.

After entering these keystrokes, we have the screen shown in
Figure 3-17.
Notice that unfortunately we have also changed the column labels of row 4 to two places. We now have YEAR 7.00, YEAR 8.00,
etc. To correct this, we can place the cursor at each year number,
enter the Format command, and indicate that an integer, I, format
is desired.
Instead of doing this only for the individual year labels, let's
change all values to integer. To do so, we enter
/GFI
where all keystrokes have the preceding explanations except for I,
which indicates integer format. When we enter these keystokes,
our screen is again promptly revised and appears as in Figure 318.
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Figure 3-17. The forecast with values printed
with two decimal places (a dollars and cents
format).

Figure 3-18. The forecast shown with an
integer format for each entry.
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We'll return the cursor to location B1O, and replicate the double
underline and the SUM function of column B across the other
columns by entering
IR.Bll :C10.K10:RR

In this case we did not need the intermediate step of entering formulas in column C. These two lines contain entries that can be replicated as is. The keystrokes RR at the end indicate that the series
of the SUM function is Relative; that is, each SUM function at the
bottom of a column sums the entries of that column.
Look carefully at the total for YEAR 2 (see Figure 3-20). It is not
correct, as the sum of the four numbers shown is 78, not 77 as
shown . VisiCalc, at our direction, is displaying these values as integers; however, the values stored on the sheet have several decimal places. In the SUM function, and in all formulas, the values
used are the values stored on the sheet, not necessarily the values
displayed on the screen. In this example, if we want the totals to
be correct, we'll need to use the integer function, which is @INT
and which we'll describe in Chapter 6, Built-in Functions.
THE TITLES COMMAND
Scroll to YEAR 10 and notice that the labels at the left move off
the screen, which can make it difficult to identify our values
correctly. Return to A6 and enter
lTV

Then scroll to YEAR 10. As we do so, our labels in column A
remain on the screen, providing us with an easy way to identify
our data, as shown in Figure 3-19. Our actions worked as follows:
Keystrokes
IT

V

Purpose
Use the Title command.
Establish a vertical title at, and to the left
of, the cursor location.

Let's remove the titles, indicating no (N) titles by entering
I TN

which returns us to where we were.
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Figure 3-19. A demonstration of the use of the Title command to freeze titles
at the left of the screen.

, THE WINDOW COMMAND
If we want to see all our forecast on the screen, we can try to
narrow the columns, for example, by scrolling to A6 and then
entering
IGC3 RETURN

to obtain a global column width of 3. The results of this are shown
in Figure 3-20. Notice that the totals for YEAR 5 through YEAR 10
are no longer on the screen; instead we see

»
at each total location. In this example the sum is too large to fit
into a column three characters wide (and leave a blank at the left
to separate it from the next column). When this occurs VisiCalc
prints a series of greater-than symbols to indicate the problem to
us. If we enter
IGC4 RETURN

we can only obtain through YEAR 8 on the screen . Let's enter
IGC6 RETURN

to set the column width to 6 and examine another way to solve
this problem .
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Figure 3-20. All columns of our report show on this screen when we reduce
the column width to 3, but we no longer have room for the sum at the bottom of
every column.

VisiCalc provides a split screen, which can be helpful in problems like this . Move the cursor to location A12 and type
/WH
which produces the screen of Figure 3-21. The functioning of the
keystrokes here is explained next.
Keystrokes
/W
H

Purpose
Enter the Window command.
Establish a horizontally split window.

Now press the; key. Press it again and again. This key jumps
the cursor back and forth between the two windows. With the cursor in the bottom screen, use the arrow keys to move YEAR 6
through YEAR 10 into view as in Figure 3-22.
It's important to recognize that we are working with a limitation
of a VisiCalc system. The size of the electronic sheet is often larger
than the capability of the hardware to display on the screen. In
our forecast, if we had a larger report, for example, a 20-year forecast, we simply could not see it all on the screen at one time. Even
though VisiCalc provides powerful screen formatting capabilities,
we are nevertheless often limited by the hardware.
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Figure 3-22. After scrolling in the lower window, we have our full forecast on the screen at
once,

Use the; key to jump to the top screen and then position the
cursor to location B9. Remember that we started by forecasting for
the next quarter, the FOURTH quarter of YEAR 1. We then added
the additional years. Let's return to the FOURTH quarter and
change that value. Enter the value 40. As we do so, we can watch
a rippling down each column as VisiCalc updates each FOURTH
quarter value (each is dependent on the previous one). Also notice
that the character! at the top right of the screen appears while the
recalculation occurs. Change the value and watch this recur.

THESTORAGECO~D

We've completed a significant amount of work and want to retain this sheet . To do so, we'll introduce and use the Storage command. Chapter 4, Commands, contains additional information
about this whole process.
Saving an electronic sheet requires either a blank diskette (not
the VisiCalc diskette) or a cassette. For our example we'll work
with a diskette. To initialize the diskette (a process required before recording data on a new diskette, or to cause existing unneeded data on a used diskette to be destroyed) we'll first place a
new diskette into our disk drive and then type
lSI
We should then double check to be certain we have the correct
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diskette in the disk drive and when we're satisfied, press the RETURN key. This begins a process that requires a minute or so
while the diskette is initialized. We'll relax while waiting for this
and briefly explain the keystrokes
Keystrokes

Purpose

IS

Enter the Storage command.
Request the diskette initialization option.
Begin and complete the initialization process.
We'll see in Chapter 4, Commands, the importance
of this confirming action.

I
RETURN

We are now ready to save our sales forecast sheet on the recently
initialized diskette . We type
ISS FORECAST RETURN
meaning
Keystrokes

Purpose

IS

Enter the Storage command.

S

Use the Save option of this command. At this
point the box appears on the edit line, as
VisiCalc waits for us to enter a file name.

FORECAST

This is a name selected for the sheet that we'll
store on the diskette. Since we may store many
sheets on one diskette, we need to name each one
separately.

RETURN

Begin and complete the process of copying our
sheet from memory to the diskette .

We have successfully stored our sheet on a diskette ready to be
copied into memory when we need it again, perhaps after the
FOURTH quarter, when we can enter the actual UNIT SALES.
Let's summarize all that we have done .

SUMMARY
Beginning with VisiCalc correctly loaded into the memory of our
computer, we have gone through a series of steps to create an
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electronic sheet that forecasts unit sales over a 10 year period. In
doing so, we have introduced many actions, all of which are explained in depth in subsequent chapters.
We have seen that VisiCalc provides an electronic twodimensional worksheet. We have learned how to scroll the sheet,
how to move the cursor, and how to write labels, numbers, and
formulas on the sheet.
We have used formulas in a number of entries introduced and
demonstrated one of the built-in functions available. Built-in functions can be a powerful tool in simplifying our work and reducing
the possiblity of error.
A number of commands were demonstrated, induding the Format, Repeating Label, Blank, Insert, Global, Replicate, Title, Window, and Storage commands . One of them, the Replicate command, provides a powerful tool that we used in several instances
to generate a large number of relationships with a limited amount
of typing on our part .
In subsequent chapters all of these, in addition to the remaining
commands and built-in functions, will be explained.

Chapter 4

Commands

INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains a detailed explanation of each of the commands of VisiCalc. The commands are accessed by entering the
slash (I) followed by the letter indicating the desired command.
When a slash is entered, the following appears on the prompt line:
COMMAND: BCDFGIMPRSTVWEntering any of the characters after the colon initiates the
desired command. The available commands are
B
C
D
F
G
I
M

Blank
Clear
Delete
Format
Global
Insert
Move

P
R
S
T
V
W
X

Print
Replicate
Storage
Title
Version
Window
Repeating label
Unnamed

This chapter contains a detailed explanation of each of these
commands.
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THE BLANK COMMAND
The Blank command, IB, is used to blank, or clear, a single entry
on the sheet. The action occurs when we type
IB

followed by an arrow key or the RETURN key. To cancel the action (after typing IB), type the BREAK key. In fact, many other
keys will also cancel this command, but to be certain let's establish
the BREAK key as the cancel key, its intended purpose. The large,
easy-to-Iocate space bar will also cancel this and many other commands . Canceling the Blank command leaves the contents of the
entry unchanged .
As an example of the action of this command, compare Figure
4-1 with Figure 4-2. We want to blank entries A17 and A18, starting with A18 where the cursor is located. After typing
IB RETURN

the entry is cleared, as we see in Figure 4-2.
Let's move the cursor to location A17 and note on the entry contents line that the entry has a format, IFL (left justification), and a
value of 517 as shown in Figure 4-3. Notice in Figure 4-4 that the
format remains after executing the Blank command. Blank does
not affect the format of the entry. To remove the format, use IFD
as described later in this chapter.
The command, when executed, does not become the entry of
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Figure 4-1. A sheet on which we want to
blank entries A 17 and A 18. The cursor is
located at entry A 18.

Figure 4-2. The same screen after the Blank
command is used.
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Figure 4-4. The same screen after the Blank
command is used. Note that the format
remains.

the location and does not itself require storage if the sheet is
saved.
Blank entries are evaluated as zero (0) when they are referenced
in formulas in other entries .
This command can be used in combination with the Replicate
command to blank large areas of the sheet, as Figure 4-5 demonstrates. This sheet has a column of erroneous values (garbage)
from C20 through C31, which may have been generated by incorrect use of the Replicate command (described later in this
chapter). In Figure 4-5 we have blanked entry C20 (lB RETURN),
removed the format (lFO) , and begun the process of replicating
the now blank entry down the column. We have left the cursor at
entry C20 and entered
IR:C21.C31

When we press RETURN, the blank entry is replicated down the
column. This is particularly effective on areas to be blanked on the
bottom or right edge of the sheet, where multiple rows or columns
may be deleted .
When we want simply to replace one entry with a new value, label, or formula, it is not necessary to use the Blank command as
an intermediate step. Simply moving the cursor to the desired location and then typing the new entry will result in replacing the
old contents with the new contents.
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Figure 4-5. A spreadsheet on which we have blanked entry C20 and are
preparing to blank entries C21 through C31 , using the Replicate command as
shown.
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THE CLEAR COMMAND
The Clear command, IC, is used to clear the electronic sheet. Its
action is final, and for this reason there is a built-in requirement
that we verify our desire to destroy the existing contents of the
sheet . The command is initiated by typing
IC

at which time the prompt line reads
CLEAR: Y TO CONFIRM
If we want to complete the action, type
Y

at this point. The screen is blank for several seconds and then
reappears as if we were loading VisiCalc from the start.
To cancel the command, type BREAK or use the space bar. In
fact, other keys will also cancel the action, but as discussed under
the Blank command, let's establish the habit of using the BREAK
as our cancel key. The reason for not typing "any" key is clear in
this case: consider what happens if we enter IC, then decide that
we do not want to destroy the sheet. Suppose we simply pressed
any key, and in fact press the Y key. We will destroy the sheet.
Clearing the sheet means that
• All entries are set to blank.
• The global parameters are set to general:
The column width is set to 9.
The order of calculation is columnwise (explained later in
this chapter).
The recalculation mode is automatic (explained later in this
chapter).
The format is general, indicating no particular global format.
The window is set to 1 (single window).
The cursor is positioned to entry Al.
There are no fixed titles.
Figures 4-6 and 4-7 illustrate this action . In Figure 4-6 we see the
screen before the Clear command; and Figure 4-7 shows the screen
after that command . After the Y is typed, the screen appears as in
Figure 4-7 .
Clearing affects the sheet currently stored in memory but does
not affect this or any other sheet stored on a diskette or tape. If
we clear a sheet in memory that we want to restore, we can do so
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Figure 4-6. An electronic sheet before clearing.

Figure 4-7. Our screen after confirming , by
typing Y, that we want to clear the sheet.

only if we have saved it. This emphasizes the importance of creating backup copies of valued spreadsheets. We'll discuss this again
in this chapter in the Storage command section.
The Clear command should be used between finishing work on
one sheet and before starting on another at the same sitting. If the
first sheet is to be saved, do so before issuing the Clear command.
Then clear the sheet. If a second sheet is to be loaded from
diskette or tape, do so after clearing memory with this command.
If one sheet is loaded on top of the other without issuing the Clear
command, an incorrect combination of the two sheets may result.
(Using this action constructively as an overlay technique is considered under the Storage command.)
We should never think of this command as a continuous three
keystroke ICY command. Instead, it's important to consider this
command as a three-step process:
Step 1. Type Ie.
Step 2. Hesitate to be certain that we want to clear the sheet.
Step 3. Type Y.
This will ensure that we use the confirmation action of this command appropriately.
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10

THE DELETE COMlv1AND
The Delete command, 10, is used to delete a complete row or
column of the sheet. The action occurs when we move the cursor
to any entry on the row or column that we want deleted and then
type
ID

which places
DELETE: R C
on the prompt line. We then enter
R to delete the row
or C to delete the column.
To cancel the delete action, we'll type BREAK or use the space bar
instead of an R or C. Other keys will also cancel the action, but as
in discussions of IB and IC earlier in this chapter, let's u se the
BREAK or the space bar as our cancel key.
No confirming action is required although it would have been
desirable to require a RETURN or other action to help prevent
inadvertant deletion. There is no restoring the row or column after
deletion . Therefore, caution is necessary, and the need for backup
of spreadsheets, emphasized in many other places of the book, is
clear. A rippling occurs through the sheet as it is rewritten
without the deleted row or column. With a large sheet this will require several seconds with no indication that anything is occurring.
All rows below the deleted row (or to the right of the deleted
column) are moved up one row (or one column to the left).
The action of deleting either a row or column will usually affect
formulas on the sheet. Look at Figure 4-8 and notice that the formula on the entry contents line for location B19 is
(B10 + B14+ B16)
Now let's delete row 3. We'll move the cursor up to B3, as
shown in Figure 4-9 (any entry on row 3 would be suitable), type
ID

look at the screen to verify that we've located the cursor correctly,
and then type
R
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Figure 4-8. One entry of the sheet (819) before deleting a row. Notice that the
formula here is (810 + 814+816).
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Figure 4-9. Preparing to delete row 3 of this
sheet.
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Figure 4-10. After deleting row 3 of Figure 49, we have this new sheet with a new row 3.

This hesitation after typing 10 and before typing either R or C is
important because it can prevent the unwanted deletion of a row
or column. Notice in Figure 4-10 that all entries below the old row
3 have moved up one row and our cursor is still in position B3
(which now has value 700 in it). Now let's look again at the total
for this column, in Figure 4-11, by moving the cursor to location
B18.
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Now the contents of this entry are
(B9+ B13+ B15) not (BI0+ B14+ B16)
and we see that VisiCalc has adjusted this formula, and all others,
to reflect that a row has been deleted.
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Figure 4-11. The formula in the total entry of column B is revised by VisiCalc
to adjust for the deletion of the third row. Compare this to Figure 4-8.

Let's consider wha t happens when we delete a row in the middle of a series, such as the row containing BUDGET NUMBER 235
of our budget. Refer to Figure 4-12 as our starting point . The formula for position BI0 indicates that it is evaluated as the sum of
entries B4 through B9. That sum is currently 3000, which includes
B6, with a value of 800, on the row that we want to delete. Let's
delete row 6, and then return the cursor to the location of the sum
that we're discussing. This is now location B9 as sh own in Figure
4-13 . Notice that our new formula sums B4 to B8, the new ra nge,
and that the total is no longer 3000 but 2200 . Row 6 is gon e and its
value is no longer part of the sum.
There are times when deleting a row or column can cause problems . Let's delete row 8 from Figure 4-13, and look at the results
shown in Figure 4-14.
Notice that six entries show ERROR and that the entry at location B8 shows a formula of
@SUM(B4 ... @ERROR)
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Figure 4-12. One entry of the sheet containing
a series reference from which we'll delete a
middle row.

Figure 4-13. Our formula, after deleting a row
from the middle, has had the closing entry of
the series altered to compensate for the missing row.
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Figure 4-14. If we delete the row with the last element of the series, we cause
ERROR entries in the sheet.

VisiCa1c has n ot replace d the old B8 in the su m w ith another
coordinate but h as instea d replaced it w ith the @ERROR functi on ,
indicating tha t n o computation w ill be performed . (The @ERROR
function is discussed in Chap ter 6, Built-in Function s.) Loca tion
B1 7, w hich referen ces B8, is also ERROR, and similar results h ave
occurre d in the other en tries of rows 8 and 17 of Figure 4-14. This
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problem is discussed again, and a solution suggested in the discussion of the @SUM function.
As with other commands, the hesitation between entering
!D

and then selecting R or C is very important . For many users, the
insertion and deletion of blank rows to improve the appearance of
the sheet are a common activity. Thus, entering the three keystrokes
!DR

may become a habit. We should avoid this, since we may inadvertently delete a row when we really wanted to delete a column . We
can prevent this by developing a hesitation after entering 10 with
a conscious decision before entering an R, C, or BREAK (to cancel).
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THE FORMAT COMMAND
The Format command, IF, is used to establish a format for a single entry of the sheet. It is initiated by typing
IF

at which time the prompt line reads
FORMAT: D GIL R $

*

The available formats are
D
G
I
L
R
$

*

Default
General
Integer
Left justified
Right justified
Dollars and cents
Graph

Format indica tes the method that VisiCalc will use to display a
value or label on the screen, or in a printed report when part or all
of an electronic sheet is printed. This command affects only the
single entry in which it is entered, although we'll see that it is
possible to use the Replicate command in conjunction with it to
simplify reproducing various formats on the sheet . The format becomes part of the entry and is displayed on the entry contents line
(except for the D format).
It is important to realize that this format affects the appearance
of the entry and not the method of storage . For example, a
number may ha ve a decimal part that will not be displayed with
the integer format; however, the integer format only affects the
display. The decimal part of the number remains stored, and the
full value is used in any references in formulas .
Each of the format options is discussed next.
D

Default to Global Format
The D format indicates that this entry should be displayed with
the global format. The entry contents line for a field with the D
format indicates no format, meaning that this should default to
the global format in effect. Since an entry with no format defaults
to the global format, this particular entry is used only to erase an
existing format within an entry or in conjunction with the Repli-
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cate command to remove formats from many entries (as discussed
earlier in this chapter in the Blank command section).
G

General Format
The G indicates the general format (not the global format obtained with the Default D option).
For labels, the specification acts as the left justification (L) format; a field containing a label and the G format remains left justified even if the global format is right justification.
For numbers, this format will display values in either normal (as
entered or computed) format or in scientific notation, depending
on the column width. Numbers that are entered with leading or
trailing zeros will be stored without them. Leading and trailing
zeros and scientific notation all are discussed in Chapter 5, Labels,
Numbers, and Formulas .

I

Integer Format
This format indicates that the field will be presented as an integer value, although as with other values it may be stored as a
noninteger. As with other formats this affects the way in which
the number is presented, not the stored value. If the entry contains a number that is not an integer or a formula whose current
value is not an integer, the value will be rounded and displayed as
an integer. Rounding means that if the decimal portion of a positive value is greater than or equal to 0.5, then the next larger integer is displayed; otherwise the next smaller integer is displayed .
With a negative value, if the decimal portion is greater than or
equal to 0.5, then the next smaller integer is displayed; otherwise
the next larger integer is displayed.
For example, four values are shown as they are stored and as
they will be displayed with an integer format .
Stored
Value

Displayed
Value, IF!

6.8
6.3
-6.3
-6.8

6
-6

7
-7
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Left Justified Format
For VisiCalc, this format means that all characters of a label entry
will appear, starting in the leftmost position of the field, and that
all characters of a value displayed will appear, starting in the
second leftmost position of the field with a blank as the first character. For numbers, this blank prevents several fields from being
run together when displayed. If we want to enter numeric characters that are fully left justified, they must be entered as a label, for
example, by entering
"50
in a field. When this is done, the characters 50 are a label and not
a value, meaning that if it is referenced in a formula or other calculation it will be evaluated as 0 (zero) and not as the value 50.
With VisiCalc, all labels are left justified by default, so that the
IFL format is redundant when used with a label unless the global
format is right justified.

R

Right Justified Format
This format means that all characters of a label entry will appear
with the last character ending in the rightmost entry of the field.
For labels larger than the current column width, this format is ignored; that is, the entry is filled with characters starting with the
leftmost of the entry.
Values are right justified by default so that this format is unnecessary for values or formulas unless a global left justification is
in effect.

$

Dollar and Cents Format
This format displays numeric values with two decimal places.
Entries evaluated with more than two decimal places will be
rounded to two places. Entries evaluated with less than two decimal places will be shown with two places; for example, 16.5 will
be shown as 16.50. Dollar signs ($) and commas (,) do not appear.
This may be undesirable, depending upon the application. A $
may be right justified in the field immediately to the left of the
value in order to give the desired appearance for some applica-
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tions. If appearance is significant and the entry will not be used in
computation, then it can be entered as a label. For example, a
price list could include an item description followed by the price
included both as a label and as a value, such as
Description:

Price (L)

Price (V):

MICROCOMPUTER

$2,867.00

2867.00

In this example the middle
in printing reports, while the
used in computation where
column is right justified (IFR)

column is a label that could be used
right column is a value that could be
the price is required. The middle
and entered as a label

"$2,867.00
Care is of course necessary to ensure that the two are the same
and that if the price changes, both columns are changed.

*

Graph Format
This format provides a simple bar graph capability. It left justifies asterisks in the field (starting at the second position of the entry). The number of asterisks placed is equal to the unrounded
(truncated) integer portion of the value at the entry (with the exceptions that follow). When truncated both 9.1 and 9.8 become 9.
The exceptions are
• If a label is placed into a field with a IF* format, the graph
format is ignored (although not destroyed) and the label is left justified.
• Values less than one, including negative values, or formulas
evaluated in this range are displayed as a blank field.
• A value or formula whose truncated integer portion is equal
to or greater than the width of the field will be displayed as the
field filled with asterisks except for the blank in the leftmost character. Thus, a field of width 9 whose current value is 9 or greater
(9.1, 10, 15 .37, etc.), will be displayed as a space followed by eight
asterisks. No error indication is given when this occurs, which is
undesirable for many applications.
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Considerations in Formatting
There are a number of important considerations in using the
Format command.
• Every entry has a format even if one is not specified with this
command . If no explicit format has been entered with the Format
command, then the entry has the global format in effect at the
time .
• Any rounding of values (for example, with IFI or IF$ ) affects
only the display of the value and does not affect the way in which
the number is stored or evaluated on the sheet.
• Only one explicit format can apply to a single entry. It is not
possible to have a single entry in dollars and cents format (lF$)
and also left justified (lFL). However, dollars and cents and right
justified do occur together since right justified is the implicit default justification for numeric values . Similarly the integer built-in
function (@INT) could be used to provide an integer format in
conjunction with an explicit format specification, for example left
justifica tion .
• This command is local, meaning that it only affects the one
entry at the cursor location where it is entered. However, we'll see
that the F can be used with the Global command to es tablish formats for all entries without a local format and can also be used
with the Replicate command to repeat formats in a number of entries.
• The formats established with this command take precedence
over the global format setting. That is, changes in the global format (see the next section of this chapter) will not affect these individual entry settings .
• The column width significantly affects the display of values
and labels; therefore, a combination of formats and column width
determines how an item will be displayed. This will be discussed
in Chapter 5, Labels, Numbers, and Formulas.
• It is possible to use the Replicate command (/R) to replicate
formats in the same way that other items are replicated. If there is
a value, label, or formula in the entry or entries being replicated,
then both will be replicated. Where this is undesirable, then either
the format or the values, labels, or formulas must be entered individually.
• There is no way to erase all local formats with one command .
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Also, no replicate-format command allows for replicating only the
format of an entry, and not its value . However, the format can be
entered first and replicated, and then values entered individually
later .
• It is possible to generate formats in areas of the sheet that we
expect to use, and then to leave them there in error when we do
not use that part of the sheet. Similarly, it's possible to use the
Blank command (lB) to blank values, labels, or formulas and unintentionally leave formats intact. If it's desirable to remove these
formats, then the default option of the Format command should
be used (lFD) as already described in this section.
• The formatting process in many data processing applications
often requires more effort than the procedural aspects of the problem solving. This is true with many VisiCalc applications where
correct placement of labels, setting of column widths, and formatting of individual entries may require significant activity on our
part.
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THE GLOBAL COMMAND
The Global command, /G, is used to control, for the entire sheet,
column width, order of recalculation, mode of recalculation, and
format. It is initiated by typing
/G

at which time the prompt line reads
GLOBAL: COR F
These correspond with the available global commands, which
are
C

o
R
F

Column width
Order of recalculation
Recalculation mode
Format

Each one of these is discussed next.
C

Column Width
It is possible with this option to vary the width of the columns
appearing on the screen from three characters to thirty-seven . To
change the width, enter

/GC
at which time
COLUMN WIDTH
will appear on the prompt line. You should now enter the desired
number. After the first digit has been entered, a box appears and
the software is waiting for us to enter a second digit or a RETURN, as appropriate.
The column width can be different in two windows of the
screen. Figure 4-15 demonstrates this and also demonstrates the
maximum and minimum allowable column widths for this version
of VisiCalc. The top screen has a label in entry A2; only one
column, here column A, fits on the screen. Notice that it extends
fully to the rightmost edge of the screen . In the lower window a
global column width of 3 has been entered . Notice that 12 columns
(A through L) appear and that the total width of all columns is
one less than the number on the top screen.
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Figure 4-15. A split screen showing the maximum column width of 37 for this
computer in the top window and the minimum column width of 3 in the lower
window.

Also notice that the label at location A2 in the lower screen contains

THI
and not the full message stored at A2. It has been truncated (cut
off) from the right, leaving only the leftmost three characters. The
full label, as stored on the sheet, is unchanged; only its presentation on the window is altered.
Printing is affected directly by the column width, and reports
prepared from the sheet will have the column width of the screen.
If there are two windows with different screens, the column width
of the window from which the report is printed will be used.
(Refer to the Print command.)
The global column width is also discussed in Chapter 5, Labels,
Numbers, and Formulas.

o

Order of Recalculation
A recalculation of all entries of the sheet occurs, either by
changing an entry or by entering an exclamation point (!) to initiate a recalculation. When we do so, the software can either perform the recalculation in column order, C, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 4-16, or in row order, R, as shown by the arrows in

Cluarter:

Sales

P(0rcent

(000)

I.

Quarter:
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Sales

Percent

(000)
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First

Third
Fourth

TOTAL
Figure 4-16. A sheet graphically indicating the
meaning of columnwise recalculation order, C.

Figure 4-17. A sheet indicating rowwise recalculation order, R.

Figure 4-17. In both cases the action begins at entry AI. These figures contain a simple sales-by-quarter report in which quarterly
sales are totaled in the SALES column and then each of the four
sales entries is divided by the total to determine the PERCENT for
that quarter.
By default the recalculation order starts at entry Al and
proceeds down the A column, then continues at Bl and moves
down the B column, etc. However, if we want to go across, we
enter R, as described below, and we will start at Al and go across
row I, return to A2, and then go across row 2, etc.
In the upper righthand corner of the screen, on the entry contents line, is the recalculation order indicator as shown in Figure
4-18. This is either a C or an R, depending on our action. When
we enter
IGO

the prompt line indicates
REEV AL ORDER: R C
We now enter either R or C, indicating the desired reevaluation
order. They mean
R
C

Rowwise recalcula tion
Columnwise recalculation

Let's look more closely at the last examples to demonstrate the
difference between these two. Suppose that we begin with the ex-
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ample of Figure 4-17 with an R (rowwise) recalculation order.
Look at Figure 4-18 . It has been derived from Figure 4-17 by
changing the entry for the FOURTH quarter from 100 to O. Note
that the SALES column now correctly totals 100. However, look at
the PERCENT column. The individual percentages are all incorrect. The PERCENT total is 50% and not 100% . The formula for
the percentage entry on the FIRST row has been computed by dividing FIRST by TOTAL and multiplying the result by 100, that is,
(B7/B12)* 100

This is the correct formula but the wrong answer. The problem
is that when this was computed, the value at B12 was still 200 and
not the total of 100, which was correctly placed there later.
Let's follow a simple trace through the reevaluation to emphasize how this occurred. To do so, we begin with the values
shown in Figure 4-17. The trace is a step-by-step tracking of what
occurs. Let's follow the action until we discover the cause:
Entry
Location

Entry
Contents

B10

100

BlO

0

Evaluation

Notes

100

We position the cursor to this
location in order to change our
FOURTH quarter value from 100
to O.

0

We make the change, triggering
the recalculation of the entire
sheet, which occurs after the
value here is changed.
The reevaluation occurs, sweeping
across the rows, from Al to B1 to
C1, then A2, B2, C2, etc. Nothing
is in fact changed until the
formula at C7 is encountered.

C7

(B7/B12)dOO

(10/200) *100

5

Here is the problem. Entry B12
still has the old total of 200.
It is not updated until the other
rows have been reevaluated. As a
result, each percentage is wrong.

At this point we see the value of the exclamation point. If we
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Recalculation order indicator
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Figure 4-18. The rowwise order of recalculation has resulted in this incorrect sheet. Note
that the percentages are all incorrect even
though the formulas are correct.
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Per-,: e nt

Figure 4-19. The sheet of Figure 4-18, now
correct, after a recalculation initiated byentering an exclamation point (!).

enter !, our sheet will be fully recalculated, providing the correct
values as shown in Figure 4-19. We get correct results because the
value at entry B12 is 100, and no longer the older value of 200 .
Why use rowwise recalculation? For this sheet it was incorrect;
however, its use can be demonstrated by a different presentation
format of the same data. Suppose that we wanted to prepare this
report in the format shown in Figure 4-20 . For this report the
correct order of reevaluation is rowwise. This is true because we
must compute the value at location F8 before we compute any
value in row 9.
With this understanding of the differences between row and
column calculation order we can emphasize the need to develop
models which do calculate correctly. We want to build our sheets
so that each entry is a function of entries to its left and above its
location . There is additional discussion of this concept in Chapter
7, Other Topics, under the discussion of Forward Reference .
A problem in the order of recalculation can become apparent
when a sheet is stored and later reloaded into memory. If a value
is required before it has been placed on the sheet, then ERROR is
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Figure 4-20. The same problem formatted in a way in which the correct order
of recalculation is rowwise.

presented. These will disappear when a recalculation (!) occurs.
Let's summarize:
• VisiCalc defaults to a column wise order of recalculation.
• Users can change the recalculation order by use of the 0 option of the Global command.
• The correct choice (C or R) will depend on the requirements
and layout of our solution to the problem.
• Entering an ! will usually eliminate any problems and is suggested before using the results .
R

Recalculation Mode
On large sheets, or on small sheets with lengthy or timeconsuming formulas, the recalculation that automatically occurs
when any value on the sheet is changed can take several seconds,
or longer, to complete. Although not long, even this delay can be
frustrating, especially when many changes are being made on the
sheet. VisiCalc defaults to this automatic, instantaneous recalculation mode; however, it provides the capacity to shift to a mode in
which a recalculation occurs only when we want it.
This is accomplished by entering
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/GR

which generates
RECALC: AM
on the prompt line. The two recalculation modes are
A
M

Automatic
Manual

Automatic is the default and produces a recalculation wherever a
value or formula is entered or revised. Manual postpones this recalculation until we initiate it by entering an exclamation point.
Figure 4-21 contains a sheet on which the recalculation mode has
been set to M, for manual. Notice that the TOT is shown as 0
(zero). At this point, assume that we want to see the total, which
we can obtain by entering !. It can also be obtained by changing
the mode to automatic, which activates a recalculation. Figure 4-22
shows the result of entering the !. While a recalculation is occurring, an ! appears in the upper right of the screen until the action
is completed.

Figure 4--21. A spreadsheet on which the
manual recalculation mode is in effect. Note
that the total (TOT) column is temporarily
incorrect.

Figure 4-22. The sheet of Figure 4-21 after a
recalculation (!). The total (TOT) is computed
and correctly displayed.

Since a manual recalculation mode can temporarily leave the
sheet with incorrect values and since there is no visual indicator of
which mode is in effect, it's important to depress the! before relying on values on the sheet.
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F

Format
All of the actions of this option are similar to those listed in the
last section on the Format command, but the actions here affect all
entries of the sheet that do not have an individual format. In this
usage, the format entered becomes the default format. It does not
appear on the entry contents line as the Format command does.
If a split screen is being used, the global format only applies to
the half in which it was entered.
To return to the original global format, the IGFG (global format
general) is used.
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THE INSERT COMMAND
The Insert command, II , is used to insert a complete row or
column on the sheet. The action is initiated by typing
II

which produces a prompt line of
INSERT: R C
At this point, entering an R causes a row to be added above the
current cursor location, and entering a C causes a column to be
added to the left of the column in which the cursor is located. The
new row is inserted above the cursor row (rather than below it);
otherwise it would be impossible to add a new row above row 1.
The same action is true with adding a column to the left of the
cursor.
To cancel the action, depress the BREAK or the space bar.
No confirming action is required. The sheet ripples as the insertion occurs, which on a large sheet may require several seconds.
This command inserts a blank row or column. If we wish to
have formulas , values, or labels in place on the newly inserted
row or column, we can do so by writing on the newly expanded
sheet .
As with the Delete command, formulas are automatically revised
as necessary to accommodate the new row or column. When a row
or column is added to the middle of a series, for example, with the
@SUM function, the values placed in the row or column will be
included in the series. A review of the description for the Delete
command will show what occurs. When a row or column is added
at the start or end of a series-for example, a series that is an argument of the @SUM function-the series is not revised to include
the new values. The discussion of the @SUM function in Chapter
6, Built-in Functions, presents one way of including this new row
or column when it appears at one end of the series. The description of the Delete command earlier in this chapter also includes a
discussion of the problems associated with deleting in series references.
Although it is sometimes desirable to have the capability to add
more than a single row or column, only one row or column can be
added at a time .
As suggested in Chapter 9, Creating Templates, blank rows or
columns included for appearance should be inserted as the last
step in developing a sheet . This will prevent undesired entries in
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the blank row or column, which can be generated when replicating down or across areas of the sheets that should be blank.
Although VisiCalc does not have a sorting capability, it is sometimes possible to perform a crude sort by inserting. If we have an
unsorted list of items, for example, employee names, we can enter
the names one after the other by inserting a blank row in the appropriate position and then entering the next name onto the blank
row. Since this is being done "by eye," it is not a reliable sorting
activity but can be helpful in some instances.
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THE MOVE COMMAND
The Move command, 1M, is used to move either a full row or a
full column to another location on the sheet. It is initiated by typing
1M
which places
MOVE: FROM ... TO
on the prompt line.
The same command is used to move either a column or a row;
only a starting FROM coordinate and an ending TO coordinate are
provided. Therefore, if we specify a move from entry B12 to B6,
we are indicating a move of a row, that is, move row 12 to row 6.
Similarly, if we move from E6 to B6, we are specifying a move of a
column, here move column E to column B. If we specify a move
from B6 to G12, no move occurs and no error is indicated. In the
last case both the row and column identifiers are different and
thus the command structure cannot determine whether this is a
row or column move .
The Move command has an action similar to the action involved
when we have a pile of 3xS cards and move a card from one position to another. If we move one card forward in the deck, all
cards behind its original position do not move, and all cards
behind its new position back to its old position are bumped down
one relative position. It is a real move, which means that the card
no longer exists at its old location .
Similarly, if we move a card back in the deck, cards are shifted
forward as the card is removed and replaced in its new position.
In VisiCalc a forward move-that is, down for a row or to the
right for a column-leaves the TO column (or row) intact and
places the moved column (or row) to the left (or above) the TO location.
Let's look at the example in Figure 4-23, in which we have
determined that we want to move the row with sales by NOAH to
between MARTHA and TOMMY, its correct alphabetic position.
We position the cursor to AS (any entry on row S would be satisfactory) and enter
1M
which is what has occurred in Figure 4-23 . At this point we have
AS followed by a box . We can
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• Press BACK S to erase the A5 and reposition the FROM entry
if we realize that we have an error.
• Enter BREAK to back out of this command if we want to cancel the action (the space bar will not work here) .
• Enter a period to include an ellipsis at this point in our series,
then type our desired TO location.
• Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to our desired TO location . This action automatically includes the ellipsis in the middle
of the series.
Suppose that we follow the last listed action, moving the cursor
from A5 to A8, leaving
A5 ... A8
on the edit line followed by a box . If we complete the action by
entering the RETURN key, we'll have moved the row to its
desired position as shown in Figure 4-24. The cursor remains at
A5, the FROM location .
Notice that all subtotals and final totals are unchanged and still
correct.
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Figure 4-23. A screen in the middle of the
process of moving the row with NOAH to its
correct alphabetical location in DEPT. A.

Figure 4-24. The screen after completing the
move described in Figure 4-23.

Now suppose that we realize that TOMMY is actually in DEPT.
B and that we want to move him to that department and list him
after JASON. Figure 4-25 shows the screen after completing this
move.
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Notice the two subtotals, both incorrect. The formula for the
SUBTOTAL of department A shows
@SUM(B3 ... BI6)
at location B9 and for department B shows
@SUM(B13 ... BlS)
at location B18.
The formula at location B9 has been revised by VisiCalc to show
the new location of TOMMY, now B16; the formula at B18 has not
been revised to contain a new end entry for the series. In fact, repeated recalculation (!! ... !!) will continually change the values.
This is caused by the "forward reference," which is discussed in
Chapter 7, Other Topics.
We'll need to use the Move command with care because of the
type of problems already described. There is additional consideration of this problem and a partial solution suggested for the series
problem in the discussion of the @SUM function .
Moving only part of a row or column, instead of a complete row
or column, cannot be accomplished with this command, although
that can be done in several steps by using the Replicate command
and the Blank command.
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Figure 4-25. Errors introduced by moving TOMMY from the last position of
DEPT. A to the last position of DEPT. B. Neither SUBTOTAL is now correct.
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THE PRINT COrvIMAND
The Print command, IP, is used to print all or part of an electronic sheet or to write a file to a diskette or other device containing the current labels and values of the entries (rather than the
formulas). It is initiated by typing
IP

at which time the prompt line reads
PRINT: PRINTER, FILE
which prompts for one of two items. They are
P (for PRINTER), meaning print to paper.
F (for FILE), meaning write the file to a diskette with only the
labels and values. This creates a file that can be accessed by programs other than VisiCalc. It can also be used to print to a serial
printer.
The Print command is conceptually straightforward. We begin
with information on an electronic sheet that we want to print. We
will consider all printed reports as a rectangle. To print a report,
we place the cursor at the top left corner of the portion of the
sheet that we want to print, and we issue the Print command. The
command includes pointing to the bottom right corner of our portion of the sheet, which completes the rectangle and produces our
report. Thus, on a grid system like the worksheets of VisiCalc,
two coordinate points define the rectangle that we want to print.
Printers vary significantly in their capabilities and in the way in
which we send information to them. To simplify this section, we
will discuss printing with one printer. For other printers our vendor can be helpful in supplying specific information.
Our example will be for the ATARI 825™ printer. Let's look at
the example in Figure 4-26 where we have on the screen a SIMPLE
BUDGET report that we want to print. Notice that the cursor here
has been moved to position AI . At this point we initiate the Print
command (by typing IP) , receive the prompt line previously indicated and type
P

which places
PRINT: LOWER RIGHT, "SETUP, +, -, &
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Figure 4-26. A screen displaying an electronic sheet that we want to print.

on the prompt line. This somewhat confusing prompt line is requesting one or more of several possible actions on our part. They
are
LOWER RIGHT, meaning type the coordinate of the bottom
right (LOWER RIGHT) of the rectangle that we want printed, here
B14, or use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the desired entry. When followed by a RETURN, this begins the printing, giving
us the printed report of Figure 4-27. Notice that the report is single spaced on this printer. This prints the report at 80 characters
per line.
The lower right coordinate can be anywhere on the sheet and
does not need to be currently visible on the screen.
"SETUP, meaning the option to choose for a number of other
actions, for example to print 132 characters per line. Here we are
requested, or prompted, to enter the double quote key followed
by what's called a SETUP string. SETUP strings allow us to send a
series of characters to the printer to establish settings for, or control the carriage, line feed, and other features of individual
printers.
The string does not initiate printing. After it is ended by a RETURN, a "lower right" coordinate must still be entered followed
by a RETURN.
On the ATARI 825, the setup string
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"ESC CTRL-T RETURN
sets the printer to 132 characters per line and the string
"ESC CTRL-S RETURN
returns the printer to 80 characters per line, its default setting. In
both the CTRL-T and CTRL-S, the CTRL key is held down while
the T or S is pressed.
The ability to print 132 characters per line can be very significant
for wide VisiCalc sheets.
As an example of another use of a setup string, Figure 4-28 was
printed at 132 characters per line, and every line was underlined .
This was done by entering a setup string of
"ESC CTRL-T CTRL-O RETURN
To stop underlining, enter a setup string of
"CTRL-N RETURN

+, -, & Of these choices, the + is used to advance the paper on
one line before printing, and can be held down to advance multiple lines to separate one report from another. The - and & are
used with serial devices as explained in the VisiCalc documentation.
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Figure 4-27.
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A single spaced printing of our

50

10 00000
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2000
100 00
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An underlined printing of our
report with condensed print.

Figure 4-28.

The Print command prints all columns with the column width in
effect, and it uses existing formats from the sheet. Labels and
current values of the entry are printed, not the formulas . The
screen may appear in an altered state while printing but it is restored by VisiCalc after printing.
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On occasion we may want to stop printing before the full report
has been printed. To do so, press down the CTRL key and, while
holding it down, press the C key.
Considerations in Printing
There are a number of considerations in using the Print command to print a report to a printer.
• Each printer has a maximum number of characters per line
that can be printed, for example, 132 on the ATARI 825. If we
attempt to print rows that are wider than 132 on this printer, then
the additional characters will print on the next lines. The capability for characters printed per line varies for different printers.
• If we want to print a report wider than the capability of our
printer, we can do so by printing it in several sections and then
combining them into one report. For example, if we have a report
with twelve columns (A through L), each 15 characters wide and
with 40 rows (1 through 40), we can print columns A through H
(120 characters wide) by printing the rectangle between Al and
H40 and then printing again from HI to L40. By printing column
H in both reports, it may be easier to align them when overlaying
one on the other for the final report.
• Although the window may be split when printing, this is ignored when the sheet is printed. However, different sections of
the sheet may be selected and sequentially printed for the desired
format.
• Even though we may have titles fixed in place, the rectangle
from the cursor to the lower right coordinate is printed ignoring
the appearance of these titles on the screen, that is, as if there
were no fixed titles.
• In identifying the d esired lower right location, a split screen
can be helpful in locating the coordinate . Use the semicolon (;) to
jump the cursor to the lower (or right-hand) screen and have it
land on the d esired lower right location (which we earlier left).
Then by entering a RETURN, we will initiate the printing .
• Another method of identifying the lower right coordinate and
simplifying the printing process is to include a row of directions
like row 2 of the screen shown in Figure 4-29 . Here we have a
direction to go to A2 and then enter
IPP B20 RETURN
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Figure 4-29. This spreadsheet contains directions included as a row of the
sheet.

Following these directions will produce our report. This row has
been entered as label data, beginning with the double quote (").
We cannot get VisiCalc to do this automatically for us, but we can
include this as internal documentation, here serving as a reminder
for us of the necessary steps to print our report. This can be especially helpful with setup strings .
• Notice in Figure 4-29 that we have left several blank rows at
the top and at the bottom of the specified printing rectangle. On
some friction feed printers, the top line of a report may be spaced
too closely to the line beneath it. Placing blank rows at the top of
the sheet eliminates this problem. The final blank rows eject the
paper from the printer so that it is ready to be torn from the
printer if a paper roll is used.
• If a report is to be prepared on special preprinted forms then
an alignment check may be necessary. To do so, we can place a
rectangle of "dummy" data on the top of the sheet and then print
from this area above the desired report. This can be used to test
that the paper has been properly loaded into the printer.
Chapter 8, Recognizing, Preventing and Correcting Errors, and
Chapter 9, Creating Templates, also contain considerable information and suggestions regarding printing.
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If desired, the following space can be used to record special procedures or setup strings for the printers used.

Printers

Setup strings
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THE REPLICATE COMMAND
The Replicate command, IR, is used to replicate labels, values,
or formulas from one section of the sheet to another . The examples in this section will explain the meaning of replicate as used in
this context. The command is initiated by typing
IR

at which time a ser:ies of prompts asks us in turn for a SOURCE
RANGE and then a TARGET RANGE . These are
SOURCE RANGE-the coordinates of the items which are already
entered on the sheet and which we want to reproduce elsewhere .
TARGET RANGE-the coordinates of the locations into which we
want our items replicated.
The Replicate command was introduced in some detail in
Chapter 3, Getting Started; a rereading of that section may be
helpful before continuing.
We must prepare a request in which the source and target
ranges are each specified as a series, with the source first, then a
colon, then the target .
Let's look in detail at some examples of replication processes,
beginning with labels and studying what we want to do, why we
want to do it, and then how we do it with VisiCalc. In each case
refer to Figure 4-30.
Replicating Labels
Example 1.

What we want done: Copy the contents of one entry to another
location, for example, from B2 to 02.
Why we might want to do this: We may have entered a lengthy
label that we want to enter again completely at another location.
Instead of typing it fully, we can use the Replicate command to do
this for us.
How we do this: Let's assume we have the word YEAR at B2.
We place the cursor at B2 and type
IR
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Figure 4-30. Examples of the process of repli cating a single entry onto other
areas of the sheet.
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which generates prompt and edit lines as follows:
REPLICATE: SOURCE RANGE OR RETURN
B2
with the box after B2. Pressing the RETURN or colon (:) key
changes these two lines to
REPLICATE: TARGET RANGE
B2 ... B2:
Now type
02
(or move the cursor to 02) and then type RETURN. Our label has
been copied and is in both locations B2 and 02. Instead of the RETURN, we could have typed
.D2 RETURN
which would give us a source and target range of
B2 ... B2:02 ... D2
Although redundant (a series is not needed here), that's the way
the two ranges are specified.
Example 2:

What we want done: Replicate a label from a single entry to a
series of entries on the same row.
Why we might want this done: Suppose that we have entered
an underline at B5 and want to extend it from C5 through F5 .
How we do this: We begin the same way with the cursor at B5
by typing
IR:

then typing
CS .F5 RETURN
to complete the replication. We can use the arrow keys to enter
the coordinates; after moving to CS, the period (.) jumps the cursor back to BS as the RETURN does after entering F5.
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Example 3:

What we want done: Replicate a single entry across a row, as
shown in Example 3 of Figure 4-30.
Why we might want to do this: We may have entered a date at
the top of the sheet that we want to repeat at the top of each
column .
How we do this: With the cursor at C8 type
IR:BlO.ElO RETURN

If the cursor is not at C8 to begin with, we can then type, without
moving it,
IR BACK S C8:BlO.ElO RETURN

The BACK S erases the current cursor location.
Here, as in other uses of the cursor to identify a series, if we
have used BACK S to erase the current location and then decide
that we do want it, we can obtain it again on the line by typing
the space bar.
Example 4:

What we want done: Replicate a single label entry down a
column.
Why we might want to do this: We want to repeat a label, as
shown in Example 4.
How we do this: As in the previous examples, we place the cursor at B14 and type
IR:BlS.B22 RETURN

Example 5:

What we want to do: Replicate a single label entry into a twodimensional shape.
How we do this: This cannot be done with one Replicate command . To accomplish this, we'll need several replicate commands.
In all these examples, we began with a single entry. Now let's
begin with a row and replicate a row, also of labels . Refer to Figure 4-31 for these examples.
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Figure 4-31. Examples of the process of replicating a row onto other areas of
the sheet. The same principles apply to replicating a column.
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Example 6:

What we want to do: Copy a row into another row.
How we do this: The command to do this, with the cursor beginning at B3, is
IR. E3: B5 . B5 RETURN

This is tricky, and the cause of many errors. When replicating a
row (or column) into another row (or column), only the starting
coordinate of the target is provided. VisiCalc does the replicating
with only this information. In the next example we'll see what
happens if we give both the start and end of the target range.
Example 7:

What we want to do: Same as example 6.
How we do this: Now let's put the cursor at B9 and enter
IR.E9:Bll.Ell RETURN

Our results are in error. This kind of specification is used only to
replicate a row (or column) into a two-dimensional area as we'll
see next.
Example 8:

What we want to do: Replicate a row down a column.
How we do this: This cannot be done with this command. We'll
see next that a horizontal source range with a vertical target range
results in a two-dimensional area, not in perpendicular areas.
Example 9:

What we want to do: Replicate a row into a two-dimensional
area.
How we do this: With the cursor at B24, we enter
IR.E24:B26.B30 RETURN

In this example we get the row successfully repeated over several
rows.
These concepts for replicating a row apply similarly to replicating a column.
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Finally let's discuss replicating a two-dimensional area of labels.
This cannot be done in one step with the Replicate command
although repeated use of this command can do this task.
Replicating Formulas With Relative Coordinates
When formulas induding coordinate references are replicated,
one step is added to the process of replicating. Let's follow this
processing, beginning with the screen shown in Figure 4-32. Here
we have entered numbers for our sales for each quarter of last
year and this year. We've placed a total at the bottom of each of
these two columns and we're beginning the process of finding the
difference between sales this year and last year.

,

n~parisans

Figure 4-32. We'll replicate the formula at D6 down column D.

Notice that at 06 we have the formula
(C6-B6)
We want similar, but not identical, formulas all the way down that
column. What we want is
Location

Formula

07
OS

(C7-B7)
(CS-BS)
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(C9-B9)
(C11-B11)

The similarity between these formulas occurs because each performs a computation like the one at 06 but with coordinates relative to location.
The power of the Replicate command allows the replication process to occur while accommodating these changing relationships.
Let's see how .
We'll begin the process with the cursor at 06 by typing
IR07 .011
which establishes a source and target range of
06 ... 06:07 ... 011
Now we'll press RETURN, producing the edit line
06: 0 7 . .. 011: (C6
with the C6 appearing in a box. Now the prompt line asks us to
enter either an N or an R. It says
REPLICATE: N=NO CHANGE, R=RELATIVE
In our discussion we've emphasized that these coordinates are
relative. We'll enter an
R

here . The prompt line is unchanged, in effect again asking us to
enter an N or an R. However, the edit line now shows
06: 07 .. . 011: (C6-B6
with B6 in a box . Again we'll enter

R
meaning that B6 is considered a relative coordinate down this
column.
As we indicate that B6 is relative (by pressing R), VisiCalc has
all the n ecessary information to replicate the item down the
column; we now ha ve the screen of Figure 4-33 .
Everything is correct, with the exception of 010, where 0 (zero)
has occurred as the difference between the two labels at CI0 and
BI0. This illustrates the deSirability of postponing parts of the labeling process until the last steps of preparing electronic sheets.
We'll discuss this again at several points in later chapters .
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Figure 4-33. We have successfully replicated our formula with the exception of
entry 010, where we'll need to correct the entry.

Replicating Formulas With No Change Coordinates
Let's continue with a similar example and explain how the NO
CHANGE is used . We've simplified our report and have one
column for sales THIS YEAR and another column started in
column 0 in which we want to determine the percentage of our
sales in each quarter of the year, as shown in Figure 4-34. At location 05 we've placed the formula
(B5/B9)*100

that is, divide the sales for the first quarter by the total and multiply by 100. Notice that an integer format (IF!) has been placed at
the entry.
Now consider the formulas that we want at the other locations.
What we want is
Location
06
07
08

Formula
(B6/B9)*100
(B7/B9)*100
(B8/B9)*100

In studying the formula s, notice that the first coordinate changes
relatively as we go down the column; however, B9 is absolute, it
does not change; that is, it is NO CHANGE.
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Figure 4-34. We'll replicate this formula, using both the RELATIVE and NO
CHANGE options.

Let's replicate. The cursor is at 05.
We type

Meaning

IR:

Initiate the Replicate command and establish this as a
replication of one entry.

06

Type this as shown or move the cursor to this location.
Signals the middle of the series and adds an ellipsis
( ... ) to the line.

08

Enter the end of the series .

RETURN

End the TARGET RANGE. This places the formula on the
edit line with B5 highlighted and prompts us for an R
for relative or an N for no change.

R

This is the relative part of the formula.

We're then similarly prompted for B9, which appears under the highlight.
N

This entry, B9, does not change. It's the same in each
formula.
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Our formulas are replicated as required on the screen of Figure
4-35. We can include the total at the bottom of column 0 and complete the sheet. (A word of caution: In Chapter 5, Labels, Numbers,
and Formulas, the topic of computing percentages and accurately
totaling them is discussed . Values have been chosen here so that
rounding occurs with a total of 100% . With different quarterly
sales values, this might not occur.)
Here we also replicated the format by including it with the formula that we reproduced. If w e hadn' t done that we would be required to enter it separately for each entry since VisiCalc doesn' t
provide a separate Replicate-Format command.

-. :-". .- ;=.

r-- -:-

Figure 4-35. We have replicated D5 (including the format) down column D as
planned.

Additional Considerations
This command is the most complex of the VisiCalc commands
and can easily lead to significant problems in developing a sheet.
For this reason, when using this command experimentally, it's important to copy the current sheet to backup so that if replicating
causes problems, the previous sheet can be retrieved. Backup is
discussed in the next section of this chapter and in Chapter 7,
Other Topics .
Finally, this command can be used to erase portions of a sheet
by replicating blank rows onto two-dimensional areas.
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THE STORAGE COMMAND
The Storage command, /S, provides the capability to save, load,
and delete files on diskettes or other media in several formats, to
initialize a diskette, and to exit from the VisiCalc program. It is initiated by typing
/S

at which time the prompt line reads
STORAGE: LSD I Q

*

These correspond with the following options:
L
S
D
I
Q

*

Load a file into memory.
Save a file from memory onto storage media.
Delete a fil e.
Ini tialize a diskette.
Quit (exit) the VisiCalc program.
Save or load a file in the Data Interchange
Format, DIF (trademark of Software Arts, Inc.) .

We'll briefly discuss each after presenting some general considerations of this command.
General Considera tions
In working with this command, a number of factors can be applied to all of the Storage options .
• Files are stored for a variety of reasons. We may want to
reuse a spreadsheet at a later time with different values . We may
be trying a new command, or a new formula, and want to
preserve the sheet momentarily while we experiment. We may be
creating a backup or duplicate copy, which can be used if we inadvertently destroy the original. We may wish to stop work on a
sheet that we've only partially finished and will finish later. We
may have accidentally pressed the SYSTEM RESET key at which
time VisiCalc requires us to save the current status of the sheet.
For these reasons, and others, this is an important command .
• VisiCalc works with a single spreadsheet at a time. That sheet
must be in memory . If it's a sheet on a diskette, .we must load it
into memory before VisiCalc can be used with it.
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• If we change a sheet in memory, we do not change the
corresponding sheet if it is stored on a diskette. Thus, we can
manipulate a sheet in memory as desired without affecting the
stored sheet .
• VisiCalc accesses disk storage only under our control. If we
revise a sheet, it is not changed on the diskette until we act to
store it again .
• Files have unique names that must be eight characters or less
in length, with a letter as the first character. Other characters can
be letters or numbers only (no other characters are allowed).
• Prefixes may be used with filenames to specify a device type.
Four are permitted:
On: To identify a specific disk drive; for example, D2:FIG42
identifies file FIG42 as being on a diskette currently in
drive 2. If drive 1 is used alone this prefix is unnecessary.
C: To identify a file on cassette, as specified in the VisiCalc
documentation.
Rn: To be used with RS-232 devices as specified in the VisiCalc documentation .
P: To print the formats and formulas of the sheet as
described in detail below.
• Suffixes are used after the filename . VisiCalc appends .VC to
files stored as full spreadsheets. This is done automatically and we
don't have to type these characters when loading or saving the
file. Other suffixes of . PRF and . DlF are used for IPF files and files
stored with the # option respectively.
• The :;: can be used in conjunction with a suffix in accessing
filenames. For example, suppose that we want to scroll filenames
of a diskette with many files including some that start with FIG,
for example FIG42, FIG43, etc. By typing FIG*.VC as the file
name, and then scrolling, we'll have only those filenames beginning with FIG appear on the edit line.
• When prompted by VisiCalc to enter a file name (with a
prompt such as FILE TO LOAD, FILE FOR SAVING, or FILE TO
DELETE), we can enter the file name in one of two ways:
1. Respond by typing the file name, followed by a RETURN.
2. Respond by pressing the right arrow key . This causes VisiCalc to access the diskette and print on the edit line the
name of the first file stored . Repeatedly pressing this key
causes the names of the files on this diskette to scroll one
by one on the prompt line. When the desired name ap-
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pears, pressing the RETURN key (not the right arrow key)
will perform this action on the file . Continued scrolling
results in leaving the command.
This is a very convenient feature since it can save typing
keystrokes and it helps us if we cannot remember the
name of the file that we want .
• The RETURN key and the right arrow keys are located close
together and therefore caution must be used when scrolling so
that the desired action occurs appropriately.
• An error can occur for a number of reasons; for example, no
diskette is in the disk drive, no file is on the diskette with a name
that we supply, etc. When this occurs, we receive the general
message
ERROR: NOT FOUND
or ERROR: 110
from VisiCalc without additional details of the cause of the error.
• Once a file name appears on the edit line-for example, as a
result of scrolling the diskette directory, or list of file names-we
can use the BACK S key to edit the name . For example, if we want
to load FIG22 from the diskette and the prompt line now shows
FIG12. VC, we can press BACK S five time, type 22, then RETURN, and ge t the desired file loaded. We don't need to type the
. VC since VisiCalc will do this automatically for us.
• Naming files with some consistent format can save time. For
example, the files used for examples in this book are named
FIG4l, FIG42, etc. If we want to load a file, we can get the first
name from the directory and edit the last few characters. Thus,
we are able to use meaningful names without the necessity of typing them fully each time, or the necessity of scrolling the full
directory.
• The fir st file on the diskette can be a file created by simply
storing an empty sheet with a desired name. There are two reasons for doing so. First, as stated, we can establish a file with the
name
FIG4

When we scroll, we simply type the rest of the name . Second, if
we are doing a large amount of file accessing in one sitting, it's
possible to act hurriedly and inadvertently delete a file or save one
file over another without scrolling to the correct file name. This
often occurs with the first file listed . Therefore, if we put a
dummy, or unused, file first, it can on occasion be the deleted file
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or the file over which we've saved another without causing any
harm .
• The BREAK is used to cancel these actions.
The Storage Command Options
Now we can examine each of the options of the Storage command.
L-Used to load a file from a diskette into memory. We are
prompted for the file name, which we type or enter by scrolling
the directory. The screen should be cleared first unless we want to
overlay one sheet on another.
The overlay facility places one sheet over another, with the labels, values, and formulas of the second destroying overlaid entries of the first. Blanks on the second do not change the first .
This capability can be important where, for example, we have
data that we may wish to use in more than one sheet. If we receive monthly data on an activity and we use it in several reports,
we can enter that data in column A (any location will be satisfactory) and then build several reports that use these data in this format in column A. We load a report format, then the data . Recalculate (!) and we have the report. Clear the sheet, load the second
report, then the data again. Recalculate and we have the second
report, etc.
When a file is loaded, it appears with the same characteristics
(column width, cursor location, etc.) with which it was stored .
S-This option saves the sheet with all labels, numbers, and formulas intact. The current coordinate entries and cursor location on
the screen are saved as well as the global characteristics, so that
when loaded we have the same screen as when it is stored.
We provide the file name by typing it or scrolling to it. If we
save a file with a name that is already in the directory, we destroy
the file on the diskette by writing the sheet currently in memory
over it.
D-This option deletes a file from the diskette. Since this is a final
action (the file cannot be retrieved with VisiCalc), we are
prompted to confirm by entering a Y, with most other keys canceling. Again we provide the name of the file that we want deleted
by typing it or scrolling to it.
I-The initialize option prepares a diskette to store files. In doing
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so, any previously written files become inaccessible. If we have a
system with several disk drives, we should verify that we are using the desired drive . This is indicated by the D number on the
edit line. Change the number if necessary (using BACK S and then
typing the correct value) . Again we are asked to confirm this action, here by typing the RETURN key.
Q-This allows us to quit, or exit, from VisiCalc and start up with
another non-VisiCalc program. We respond by entering a Y to
confirm that we want to quit, or the BREAK key to cancel. The effect of quitting is the same as if we turn the power off and then on
with a new diskette in place.
if-This option saves or loads a file using the Data Interchange
Format, DIF (trademark of Software Arts, Inc.). It includes two
options,
S
L

Save a file
Load a file,

and within these R (row) and C (column) options.
The "Programmer's Guide to the Data Interchange Format,"
referenced in the Bibliography, contains detailed information
about the format used to store this type of file .
When a file is saved, with this option any formulas on the sheet
are not saved . Instead, the values of these entries are saved, as
well as any other numbers and labels. For values, the full number
of significant digits computed by VisiCalc is stored.
When saving a file with this option, a rectangular area is saved .
We place the cursor at the top left and specify the lower right, as
we did with the Print command. The resultant rectangle is saved,
by row or column as we specify.
When loading, we place the cursor at the top left corner of the
area on the sheet where we want the rectangle loaded. This provides another way to combine sheets, since more than one file can
be loaded into memory.
Additional "Storage" Option: Print the Contents of the Sheet
in an As-Entered Format
We can use the storage command to get a full listing of our formulas, labels, values, global formats, etc., of the sheet on which
we are working. To do so we type
ISSP: RETURN
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Let's look at an example. Suppose that we are working with the
sheet of Figure 4-36 and that we want to get the listing that we
have described. Figure 4-37 shows the listing after typing tha t
line. If we want to, we can reproduce the full sheet by typing the
lines shown in Figure 4-37.
Notice in Figure 4-37 that the entries are listed in "reverse"
order from the bottom right, here Cll, to the top left, here AI.
Following AI, we see a series of commands that sets up the sheet
when this file is loaded.
)C11:@SUM(C6 ••• C9)
) Bl1:@SUM(B6 ••• B9)
) A1:l: "TOTAL.

) C10:/FR"
D10:/FR"
)C9:200
)[:9:4 0
) A9:"Fourth

)C8:700
~jO 0
) A8:"Third

) [:0:

) C7:50
)[:7:10 0
)A7:
jUc

eLl' Sales CO..

c

" SE~cclf'ld

) C6:300
) [:6:200
) A6:"Fir~;t

)C "I: IFF( "Year
) [:"1: I Ff("Y€~a l'

) A"I:"Cltr

)C3:/FH "Thi s
.12 5 0

)[:3: IFF(" L.ast
)[:1: "MPar i son
)A l:" Sa le s Co

I W1
I G()C
IGF(A

I GCB
I X)Al:)Al:
Figure 4-36. We've entered this report and
now want to print all of the underlying relationships, as shown in Figure 4-37.

Figure 4-37. The printed report resulting from
typing ISSP: RETURN with the sheet of Figure
4-36 in memory.
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Means

IWI
ICOC
ICRA
ICCS
IX> AI:AI

Start with one window.
The order of recalculation is columnwise.
The recalculation mode is automatic.
The column width is S.
This unusual series of characters is a
command used to set up the portion of the
sheet displayed on the screen. The IX
initiates a command, here
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> AI :>Al:

This moves the cursor first to AI, then
redundantly to AI. This is explained in
the next example.
In another example we have the problem of Figure 4-3S, which
is the same sheet as earlier but displayed with a split screen. Our
use of
ISSP: RETURN
produces the same listing as the previous example w ith the exception of the last few lines, shown in Figure 4-39.

IW l
IGOC
IGRA
IXV 19
IGC8
IX>A l: >E: l:; / GC8
IX >Cl:>C9:

Figure 4-38. A split screen sheet for which
we'll get a printed list of numbers, labels, and
formulas.

Figure 4-39. A partial list of the report resulting from typing ISSP : RETURN with the sheet
of Figure 4-38 in memory.
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Of interest are the following lines with their interpretation
Command

Means

IXV19

Split the screen vertically at the 19th
character from the left .

ICC8

Establish a global column width of 8
in the left window .

IX> Al: > Bl:;ICC8

The first portion of this, until the second
colon, is similar to the example above.
Then the semicolon (;) jumps the cursor to
the other screen, where a column width of
8 (lCC8) is also established.

IX> Cl: > C9

This command now controls the portion of
the screen shown on the right side of the
split screen . By jumping to C1 it places
the portion of the sheet we want on the
screen and then moves the cursor to C9 .

All of this usage occurs automatically as the file is loaded; however, these IX commands will work if we enter them normally
from the keyboard . All can be accomplished in easier, more direct
ways, but this can be potentially helpful in creating input files,
which are then loaded into memory by VisiCalc.
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THE TITLES COMMAND
The Titles command, IT, is used to fix column or row titles in
place above or at the left of the screen. The command is initiated
by typing
IT

at which time the prompt line reads
TITLES: H V B N
prompting us as follows.
Option

Means

H
V
B
N

Horizontal title only.
Vertical title only.
Both horizontal and vertical titles.
No titles.

The value of this command can be seen in Figure 4-40, where
the large budget in the background is one electronic sheet. Two
screens have been imposed upon this background. The top screen
simply shows a section of the screen without any identification labeling the rows or columns displayed. In the bottom screen, however, we have used the Titles command to display the row labels
(columns A and B) on the left of the screen. This command allows
us to freeze columns, as in the bottom screen of Figure 4-40,
where titles are frozen vertically.
In Figure 4-41 the same budget is displayed with titles frozen
both vertically and horizontally (B).
Some general considerations in using this command are
• The location of the cursor when the command is executed is
important. With the H option the row of the cursor location and
all above it are frozen. With the V option the column of the cursor
and all to the left of it are frozen . With the B option the rows and
columns above, to the left, and including the cursor location are
frozen.
• Frozen titles are released by entering the N option .
• Once frozen, the rows or columns become the new edge of
the sheet and the cursor will beep if we try to move into this area
with an arrow key.

FIVE YEAR F ISCAL FORECAST BASED ON 0
10 X INCREASE PER YEAR

Code

Descr ipt.

Fiscal
Year 0

Fiscal
Year+1

Fiscal
Year+2

Fiscal
Year+3

Fi s cal
Yea r +4l

Fi s cal
Year+5

(000)

(000 )

(000)

(000)

(000 )

(000)

============ =
.1 1 0
.120
.1'U

Proi'.Salr
PIT Prof
Consultr,t

"2
"3

P IT I

1708
30
108

sub.

PIT I I
sub.

'"

PIT III

1"l5

PIT IV

150
152
155

Hrl'::i I
Hr l'::i II
Hrl'd III

·ZOO

Ber,eri ts

sub.

1878
33
118

2065
36
129

2029

2230

139

1 52
70

"

5'
170
107
18
125

~

':''5 ,:-:

s ub.

210
220
23Z
2"l0
260
27 0

585

.

.-

,

Soc Sec

--=- -}:

.1

~J-

1': ,3

11

WkM eMp

"l26

Suppls I
Suppls II

"62

s ..'b.

10 6

Cor,s l tnts
Cons T rvl

7Z

126

138

86

9'
15

103
16
119

"

sub.

100

109

T elephone

29

31

3'

sub .

29

31

3'

57
31

62
3'

68
37
105

75

81

88

96

10
36
0
0

II

12
'2

13

39
0
0

"

50

5'

62

68

62

68

~j

-.

113

'0

'"

15
55

"

50

"0

1 -5.::.

.!....!j

.

-

116

.1 .!

.'>J

.l.. : '

Haj Hed

'70

""580

--=- -}

,

-

SIS

520

~

l ':"':':,
.

RetirMt
LIT Dis
Hl th In

su b.

310
320

2"l98
'2

'5
50

.755
756
S'Jb ,

................. ,.~~ ..... " ••~l2fj ..

1

T.:-Lephone

34

s ub ,

3~

TI"-3',J 1? 1
- I' 3 ',.1 2 1

I
II

~

;3

'; 7

-

~J

.' 7

7

~

~ ~}

Total 'l

1 ,) 5

............... x • .,. . ,...'"~,.,..
H.:~S p

i i: 1 t '~
H e ,: rlJ i 1:.n~
~d ' ,J .3r5
I
~d',J .3 i"'s
II

14
:5 »
>}

,)

11

1

"
'"

"

~}

oJ
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Figure ~40. A demonstration of a screen without titles (at the top) and another
in which frozen titles improve the readability of the screen.

FIVE YEAR FISCAL FORECAST BASED ON A
10 Z INCREASE PER YEAR

Oescr i pl.

Code

====== ====== ======
Prof.Salr
PIT Prof
Consultr.t

xl1
.120
.1"\1

Fiscal
Year 0

Fiscal
Year+1

Fiscal
Year+2

Fiscal
Year+3

Fiscal
Year+.q

Fiscal
Year+5

(000)

(000)

(000)

(000)

(000 )

(000 )

==================================="E.:=~==-=-=="'-I

1553
28
99

170B
30
lOB

lB7B
33
118

2065
36
129

2.q98
1 55

2695

sub.

183

142
143

84
267
169
26

14<
1"\5

------ -========== ==== ========= ======

195

97
20

150
152
155

o

T ~ L ~ Pr, i :;li ~

117

.200
210
220

333
178
17

I:

=

232
240

80
20

260
270

40
668

SuPP I 5
SL.pp 1 5

310
320

Cons 1 tnts
Cons Trvl

515

138

72

79

12

13

86
14

94
15

103
16

113
17

9Z

100

109

119

130

27

29

31

34

37

25

27

29

31

Tra ve l I
Travel II

48
27

52
29

57
31

62
34

68
37

sub.

75

81

88

96

105

114

10

12
42

14

15

36

11
39

Repair
Hainlnce

63 1

97
165

126

25

620

630

68

116

Advsrs
Advsr s II

580
585

81

106

sub.
Telephone

430

57

52
74

o

37

46

50

57

62

68

81

89

57

62

68

81

89

53

58

70

38
42

55

60

66

113

124

sub.

80

87

95

104

.755
756

Contr.gnc':::l
Cor.tng756

10

11

10

11

12
12

13
13

sub.

20

22

24

26

28

30

•• 912
•• 91"1

EquipMent
EqL.ip > 200

120

132
114

1.q5
125

159
137

174
150

191
165

sub.

22:'\

270

296

32-<\

356

104

15
15

• • • • • • :&.:&:&:&:&:&.:&.x:&.:&:&. :& • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :& • • • • • :& • • :&:&:&.:&:& .x.xx:&.:&.:&.*:&:&.:&

Tolal

~

3195

3501

,,\20.1\

5057

• • :&:&.:&.:&.:&.:& • • • • • • • • • • • • x.x:&.:& • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x . x • • • • • • • • • •

**

Figure 4-41. A screen in which titles have been frozen in both (8) directions.
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• To move into a frozen area, the GO TO command must be
used.
• The status of any frozen titles is maintained with the sheet if
the sheet is stored.
• Titles can be frozen separately in split screens. This can be an
important capability since it allows us to display four separate
areas of the sheet at once.
• Areas frozen into titles can include values and formulas as
well as labels.
• Areas frozen with the Titles command have a modest amount
of protection from accidental destruction and can be important for
that reason as explained in Chapter 9, Creating Templates .
• Using titles reduces the area of the screen that can be used to
scroll the spreadsheet.
• This command only affects the display and not the contents of
the sheet.
• If the sheet is printed, titles that have been frozen are ignored, and the rectangle from cursor to lower right is printed.
• Our actions may necessitate the removal of frozen titles by
VisiCalc. For example, if we issue a GO TO for an entry behind
frozen titles the GO TO has precedence and the titles will be removed and not reinstated.
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THE VERSION NUMBER COMMAND
The Version Number command, /V, produces a prompt line that
contains the version number for this copy of VisiCalc. The examples in this book were prepared on an ATARI 800 with version
number 1.74A.
Computer software often is revised as problems or errors are
detected or enhancements are made.
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/W

THE WINDOW COMMAND
The Window command, /W, is used to split the screen either
horizontally or vertically into two windows that can be scrolled
separately. It is initiated by typing
/W

at which time the prompt line reads
WINDOW: H VIS U
indicating the available options. They are
Option
H
V
1
S
U

Means
Split the screen horizontally .
Split the screen vertically .
Return from a split screen to a single screen.
Scroll both windows simultaneously (synchronized) .
Discontinue synchronized scrolling, that is,
un synchronize the scrolling action.

Some general considerations when using this command are
• The command affects the display and not the contents of the
sheet .
• There continues to be only one sheet, not two separate
sheets, so that changing an entry in one window affects both windows.
• With the H option, a single row of column labels is included
in the display above the current cursor location, and the cursor is
moved up one row into the top half of the screen . One row is removed from the bottom screen, and the contents of the bottom
screen are moved down one row to accommodate the new row.
• With the V option, a new set of row labels is included in the
three character positions to the left of the current cursor location.
The cursor is moved into the left screen on the same row.
• With a split screen, it's possible to have separate global formats and column widths in each window .
• It's possible to freeze titles separately in each window, providing an opportunity to see four separate areas of the sheet at
once.
• The semicolon (;) causes the cursor to jump from screen to
screen, landing at its most recent position on the screen to which
it moves.
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• If a sheet is stored while split, it will be reloaded in the same
state.
• If the sheet is printed, the split screen is ignored, and the
sheet from cursor to lower right is printed.
• Unsynchronized scrolling is used by default unless the
Synchronized (S) option is selected.
• Once the S option has been chosen, enter U to turn it off and
return to unsynchronized scrolling.

Figure 4-42 contains an example of a screen superimposed on a
larger sheet in which the screen has been split and windows
scrolled separately in each. This allows us to visualize simultaneously the effect of changes in the items at the top upon the totals
at the bottom of the sheet.
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Figure 4-42. A split screen in which the two windows allow us to display the
effect on the totals of changing values at the top of the sheet.
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THE REPEATING LABEL COMMAND
The Repeating Label command, /-, causes entered characters to
be repeated to fill the field . It is initiated by typing
/-

at which time the prompt line reads
LABEL: REPEATING
We then type what we wish to have repeated across this single
field . For example if, after typing /We type

o
AB

The field is filled with

000000000

ABABA

If the global column width changes, the displayed characters are
readjusted to fill the field.
In each case the command itself followed by the characters entered is stored as the contents of the entry. As an example, if we
type the third line above, the entry contents line contains
(I)

=-

Fields entered with this command can be copied into other areas
with the Replicate command.
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UNNAMED
The IX is used by VisiCalc when reloading a sheet to split the
screen (if appropriate), to position the sheet on the window, to
freeze titles (if appropriate), and to position the cursor. This was
discussed briefly in the Storage command section of this chapter.
After entering IX, we can enter
H or V

followed by a number and a RETURN to indicate where
to split the screen.

As suggested in the discussion of the Storage command, this may
also be useful for initiating other commands automatically in files
prepared as input to VisiCalc.
All functions performed with the IX are more easily performed
in other ways .

Chopter 5
Labels, Numbers,
and Formulas

INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides information on entering and using labels,
numbers, and formulas. In each case the necessary capabilities,
limitations, and cautions are presented. We'll start by discussing
labels.

LABELS
The variety of VisiCalc data appearing in the window of Figure
5-1 illustrates a number of the considerations involved in using labels. This entire window is composed of two lines of report titles
at the top and then the row and column labels . Vertical lines
separating the columns have been drawn on the figure for illustration.
Let's start at entry AS, where the letters QTR appear at the left
of the column. To enter them, w e simply type the three letters followed by a RETURN (or by an arrow key) . When the Q is entered,
the word LABEL appears on the prompt line. Entering any letter
(A-Z) as the first character of an entry causes this . When we're
done (we've pressed the RETURN key), the entry line shows
AS (L) QTR
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Figure 5-1. An illustration of a variety of labels on a VisiCalc window.

with the (L) indicating that a label has been entered. Notice that
the label is at the left of the column. This is called left justification.
The top row of the screen illustrates several additional topics in
dealing with labels . At location Bl we have the letters QUAR and
at Cl we have TERL Y. This division of labels is a common occurrence with VisiCalc.
If we typed the full word at one entry, it would be accepted and
stored, but only a part of it would be displayed, depending on the
column width. This limitation on column width means that we
must often break labels in this way.
If we are working on a large sheet on which there are many labels and on which we may change column widths several times
before we're satisfied, it's a good idea to postpone labeling until
the last step. This can help to reduce the generally awkward work
necessary to enter or reenter labels of this type on the sheet.
Also notice that at Bl the label QUAR is at the right of the
column, right justified, not left justified as QTR was at AS. This
occurs because the IFR is used at entry Bl. This alternate formatting is also common in labeling .
When labeling, entering the format before the label is a good
habit because it means that the label can then be ended with either a RETURN or an arrow key. If the format is entered after the
data, it must be preceded by a RETURN (to end the label) and followed by an arrow, adding one keystroke.
On the same row, at location El we have the word YEAR in the
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middle of a column with a space before and after it. VisiCalc does
not have a center format. For that reason we must enter it left justified with a blank before it or right justified with a blank after the
word. However, if we try to enter a space before it by pressing the
space bar nothing occurs. To enable us to enter the space to the
left of the word YEAR, we must first press the double quote (").
This allows us to begin a label with a character other than a letter.
Here we will press the double quote, then the space bar, then the
word YEAR. That is, we enter
" YEAR
Notice that we do not use another double quote to close the line .
If we do so, the quote appears on the line. Although this is
desired for some labels, we do not want it here.
Another way to enter this same label is to enter the word YEAR
followed by a space. After we begin a label, the space bar does
place a space in the label. With this form of entry, we will need to
use a right justification, I FR, to move the label, with the one space
after it, to the right of the column.
The word REPORT on row 2 was also entered in parts, REP was
right justified in C2 and ORT placed in D2. The label FY in B4 was
right justified, and then the format (/FR) and the label (FY) were
replicated together across the row by placing the cursor at B4 and
typing
IR:C4 .F4 RETURN

The Replicate command is explained in Chapter 3, Getting Started,
and in the Replicate section of Chapter 4, Commands.
On row 5 the characters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were entered as values,
and as such are right justified by VisiCalc. Here VisiCalc values
are used as report column headings . Occasionally this can simplify
title entry, as here. For instance, we may want to enter years as
labels; for example, we may want to use the years 1900, 1901,
1902, .. . 1950 as titles. They can be conveniently entered as VisiCalc values.
The Repeating Label command was used to create the simulated
underline at location A6, and it was then replicated across the
row.
Finally the characters 1ST, 2ND, 3RD, and 4TH down column A
had to be entered by first entering a double quote. This was necessary since the numbers 1, 2, 3, etc., if used as the first character of
an entry, cause the entry to be a value and not a label. This means
that we can' t enter the letters after the numbers unless the double
quote is used.
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Using Labels as Documentation
Labels can be used within the sheets to provide helpful directions to users of the sheet, including ourselves, as we'll see in
Chapter 9, Creating Templates, and Chapter 10, Documentation.
For example, we can place the label

IPP E3 RETURN
onto row A starting at Al (or any other location) by entering the
double quote as necessary and dividing this into separate entries.
In this example we've placed a Print command on the sheet as a
reminder of the steps necessary to print a portion of the sheet.
The full directions for printing are provided on this line. Additional examples are provided in the two chapters mentioned.
This line serves only as a reminder and can't be executed automatically by VisiCalc.
Evaluating Labels When Used in Formulas
Labels are evaluated as zero (0) if they are referenced in a formula . This can be either an advantage or disadvantage, depending on the usage. It's an advantage when used in electronic sheets

: _,

--:~4$$ REI

Figure 5-2. This figure shows our screen
before we replicate the formula at C1 down
column C.

Figure 5-3. After replicating C1 from C2
through C5, we see that C4 has been given a
value of zero because each underline is
valued at zero, and their difference is therefore
also zero.
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in problems such as the examples in the @SUM section of Chapter
6, Built-in Functions. There we specify a range of a series including the element above and below the numbers to be totaled. This
allows for rows to be added or deleted within the series without
changing the formula. However, zero evaluation is a disadvantage
in examples such as the replication of a formula involving subtraction of elements of one column from another. If some elements are
blanks, or underlines, their difference will be zero.
This is demonstrated in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3, where we've
placed some values down columns A and B with an underline at
row 4. C1 contains the formula (A1-B1). When we replicate this
formula down column C, we get the zero (0) shown at C4 in Figure 5-3, not an underline. This illustrates an additional reason for
postponing the labeling process until other parts of the sheet have
been completed. If row 4 is added after replicating, then we won't
need to "clean up" the sheet as is now necessary with Figure 5-3.
INTRODUCING NUMBERS
Numeric values include data such as 1 or 3.14159 or -356, etc.
Numbers in VisiCalc begin with one of the digits 0 to 9, with the
positive or negative sign, or with a decimal point. Values can also
begin with a left parenthesis, with the pound sign (#) to be discussed, or with the @ indicating a function.
Numbers are not allowed to have commas, dollar signs, or other
nonnumeric characters (with the exception of E as will be
explained) .
Let's look at some valid and invalid numbers:

Valid
Numbers
1000

-247.56
+197.000
0002
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Invalid Numbers
Number

$312.13

42.00CR
TEN

Reason why invalid
1,100
accept the characters but evaluate
them as ERROR.
No $ allowed. VisiCa1c will not
allow you to start an entry with
this character.
No letters allowed (except E as
explained later).
No letters allowed; however,
VisiCa1c will accept this
as a label and as such it
will be evaluated as
zero (0) , not 10.

VisiCalc ignores extra zeros before the number, called leading
zeros, and extra zeros to the right of the decimal point, called
trailing zeros. If we enter 15.2 or 0015 .2 or 15.20000, all are stored
as 15.2.
Significant Digits: Values Stored versus Values Displayed
VisiCa1c usually stores up to eleven Significant digits for a value
stored. Let's see what we mean with the following numbers.
VisiCa1c displays
We type VisiCa1c stores (Column width 9)
1

75
.0173
745.896

1
75
.0173
745 .896

1

75
.0173
745.896

(Column width 18)

1
75
.0173
745.896

In each of these examples, VisiCa1c acts as we expect. Values are
stored and displayed as entered.
Now let's look at the same set of numbers typed and stored but
displayed with various formats and a narrower column width.
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VisiCalc displays
We type

VisiCalc stores

/GFD

/GFG

/GFI

1
75
.01 73
745.896

1
75
.0173
745.896

1

1
75
.017
746.

1
75
0
746

75
.017
746.

/GF$

1.00

»»

0.02

»»

In these examples there are several things to notice. First,
numbers are always displayed with at least one blank at the left of
the column. This is done to prevent the confusion that would
result if numbers from one column ran together with numbers in
an adjacent column. Second, numbers are not always displayed
the same way that they are stored. This is very significant.
Third, at times it may not be possible to display the value stored
wi th the column width and format specified. For example, look at
the stored value of 75, which we have tried to display with a
column width of 5 and a dollar and cents format of two decimal
places. This displayed value becomes 75.00 with that format. This
has five columns; since VisiCalc leaves one blank at the left of the
field, this cannot be displayed in a column five characters wide.
When this occurs, VisiCalc fills the field with the greater-than
symbol (» except for one blank at the left . The other examples
are explained in the Format command section of Chapter 4, Commands.
Let's look at additional examples.
We type

VisiCalc stores

987654321
4000000000000
123486123456789

987654321
4000000000000
123486123450000

When we look at the first two examples, it seems that VisiCalc
can accurately store extre mely large numbers . However, look at
the third value . Here the value stored is different from that entered. VisiCalc is usually limited to storing eleven significant digits. The meaning of significant digits is illustrated with the third
line. The decimal place has been accurately preserved, but digits
after the eleventh digit (the 5) have been lost and zeros stored instead. The magnitude, or size, of the number has been roughly
preserved but the accuracy has been sacrificed. For some electronic sheets, particularly in the scientific area, being close is suffi-
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cient. For others, it's insufficient. VisiCalc users need to recognize
this limitation on accuracy and use caution as appropriate in
preparing spreadsheets. We'll see additional examples in the next
section.
Scientific Notation
As mentioned, scientific users often work with numbers of very
large or very small magnitude. VisiCalc provides scientific notation, common in computer languages, to aid in storing and
displaying large and small values. Let's look at some numbers
written in scientific notation and explain their meaning.
Number

Means

1.4E4

In this "number," and in all numbers written in scientific
notation, the letter E means, and is read as
_ _ times 10 raised to the _ _ power
where the blanks are replaced by the values to the left and
right of the E.
If we do that with the number shown here, we have the va lue

1.4 times 10 raised to the 4th power
or 1.4 times 10000
or 14000.
Therefore, 1.4E4 is equal to 14000.
1.4E+4

This is identical to the preceding example . Here the plus sign
(+) is redundant.

1.4E-4

This is evaluated by raising 10 to a negative value, meaning
that we are multiplying the initial value by a small number.
We evaluate this as
1.4 times 10 raised to the -4th power
or 1.4 times .0001
or .00014

From these few examples we have the concepts of scientific notation without realizing their real impact in terms of VisiCalc and
other computer languages. Let's examine additional examples .
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Number

Means

6.21597E20

When we convert this number from scientific notation to
" normal" decimal notation, we have
6.21597 times 10 to the 20th power
or 6.21597 times 100000000000000000000
or 621597000000000000000

6.21597E-20

Again we'll convert to decimal notation
6.21597 times 10 to the -20th power
or 6.21597 times .00000000000000000001
or .0000000000000000000621597

From these two examples we can observe several things . First,
it's possible to express numbers with extremely large or small
magnitudes in a simple abbreviated notation. Second, the notation
itself can require fewer characters to display and store than the
full decimal equivalent. For example
6.21597E-20
requires twelve characters to display (induding a blank at the left),
while
.0000000000000000000621597
requires 27 characters to display.
It's for this reason that scientific notation is used by VisiCalc .
VisiCalc will revert to scientific notation for display (and storage
as we'll see) of values that could not otherwise be shown .
Look at the items in Figure 5-4 for some additional information
about scientific notation and the magnitude of values permitted in
VisiCalc. This spreadsheet was created by placing the value 1 into
location Al and then multiplying that value by 10 relatively down
column A. Similarly the value 1 at C1 was multiplied by 0.1 relatively down column C.
At location A9 we see that VisiCalc begins to display the value
in scientific notation, for it is at this location that the value cannot
be fully displayed with at least one blank to the left.
The VisiCalc program makes this decision, for we cannot control
this format directly. VisiCalc does not contain scientific notation
among the various formats available for our use.
Notice in the lower portion of the screen that we begin to
display an ERROR value in column A between 1E61 and 1E62 and
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Figure 5-4. This demonstrates in scientific notation, the magnitude of the largest and smallest numbers that can be stored with VisiCalc.

an ERROR value in column C between l.E-66 and l.E-67. These
values thus provide a relative range (and not exact values) of the
largest and smallest numbers that VisiCa1c can store.
We can also enter va lues in scientific notation, with some limitations . Following are some acceptable values that we can type as
shown and, which will place the value shown in the entry. The
first item, 12E30, will be accepted and then stored as 1.2E31.
12E30
9.8734E-15
1.8E41
However, we should not enter items such as E20 or E-12 or + E61
since the first two will be accepted as a LABEL (the first character
of each is a letter), and the third will be accepted as a formula,
with E61 an entry coordinate rather than scientific notation .
A final important concept in working with this notation is the
combination of the magnitude of the number with the number of
significant digits stored by VisiCa1c. Suppose we type
1234567890123456789
as the entry value at a location . When we press RETURN, the entry line shows
1.2345678901E18
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which is the way the value is stored. Let's closely compare these
values and subtract the stored from the entered value:
entered:
minus stored:
difference:

1234567890123456789
1234567890100000000
23456789

For these values the difference illustrates the significant compromise that we must accept with scientific notation in VisiCalc. We
give up accuracy beyond 11 significant digits in order to obtain a
value that is approximately correct when considered relative to the
magnitude of the values involved .
In this example, with the global column width set at 9, this
value will be displayed as
1.235E18
illustrating that VisiCalc will display the value as closely as possible to the stored value within the specified column width and format.
Using the Pound Sign (#)
The pound sign (#) serves several related purposes in revealing
or including a value in an entry. Let's start with the example of
finding the circumference of a circle where we want to have the
ability to change the radius easily and obtain the circumference.
Suppose that we've prepared the electronic sheet of Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-5. This sheet will be used to demonstrate the use of the # sign.
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Figure 5-6. Using the # key places the
current values of this entry on the edit line.

CVJ

6.283~853872

C

Figure 5-7. The # key followed by a RETURN
replaces the contents with its current value.

With the cursor at location B1, we see the formula that we entered earlier as
2:i,@PI

At this point if we press the # symbol, we get the edit line shown
in Figure 5-6 . On this screen we are able to see the value of the
formula with the full number of significant digits . If we press
BREAK, we're back to where we were; however, if we press the
RETURN key, we obtain the changes shown in Figure 5-7. The formula has been replaced by its value. This is called pounding the
value into place.
Let's look at another example on the same sheet at location B5,
where we have the results of the formula (B1 *B2) displayed using
the dollars and cents format to display two decimal places. Suppose that we need to see more than two decimal places for the radius at B2 but don't want to change the column width or format.
We can instead press the # key, get our value shown on the edit
line with all significant digits stored, and then press BREAK when
we' re done, without changing the sheet.
Let's look at another usage of the # key. As we are entering a
formula, we can use this key immediately after entering a coordinate in order to have the value at the location of that coordinate
permanently embedded in the formula instead of the coordinate.
For example, at location B5, when we are entering, or editing the
formula, if we enter
(B1#
this immediately leaves the following on the edit line:
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(6.2831853072
followed by the box. If we then type
*B2) RETURN
we have completed our formula at B5.
Using the Exclamation Point (!)
If, when entering a formula, and before pressing RETURN or an
arrow key, we type the exclamation point (!), whatever formula
has been entered on the line so far will be replaced by its numeric
value. For example, with the same sheet as in Figure 5-5, if we
enter
(B1*B2)!
at location B5, the formula is instantly replaced by its current
numeric value, here 31.415926536. This is followed by the box on
the edit line waiting for us either to append additional formula or
to press RETURN or an arrow key.

FORMULAS
Formulas usually involve a relationship between items where
the items may be numbers, coordinate references, or built-in functions. Some examples follow
Formula

Comments

18000+21000

This is the simple relationship of addition between
two constant numbers . We might type such a formula
if we're using VisiCalc as a calculator or if we're
entering values from several budget worksheets and
want to preserve the separate numbers as well as use
their sum.

12+B3

Our formula adds 12 and the value at B3 and places
the result at the location of this formula.

B3+ 12

Although this is mathematically equivalent to the
previous example, it is not equivalent in VisiCalc.
Because this starts with a letter, in VisiCalc it
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becomes a label that will be given the value zero (0)
if referenced in another formula.
+B3+12

This usage is a formula because the plus sign (+)
initiates a value, not a label.

(B3+ 12

This is also a formula with the same value as the
previous example. A left parenthesis can be used to
begin a formula. VisiCalc doesn' t require a closing
parenthesis, commonly required in most computer
languages . For the experienced user, concerned with
economy of keystrokes, this is a timesaver. However,
for the neophyte computer user, caution is necessary,
as we'll see, and closing all open parentheses may be
a valuable habit to develop.

(B3+12)

This is numerically equivalent to the previous value.
Here we've added a right parenthesis.

In the last three examples we see three ways to enter the same
formula. Which is best? As suggested, that may vary, depending
upon our skill level. What is important is that we choose one
method and u se it regularly.
Let's look at additional formulas.
Formula

Comments

@SUM(Al...AS)

A built-in function is a formula.

(230+2*@PI)

This formula also uses a built-in function.

@PI*R1!\2.

This formula demonstrates the use of the
exponentiation symbol (!\). In VisiCalc five mathematical
operators are permitted. They are
Operator

Indicates

+

Addition
Subtraction
Division
Multiplication
Exponentiation (raise to
a power)

:\:
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However, this example raises a more important question .
When more than one operation occurs in a formula,
which is evaluated first? This topic, called the
order of computation, is discussed next.
VisiCalc's Order of Computation
That last formula above looks like the familiar formula for the
area of a circle; however, it's not in VisiCalc . VisiCalc, in the absence of parentheses, performs computations from left to right.
This is very important to remember. It means that the formula is
evaluated by multiplying @PI times Rl first and then raising the
product to the second power. How can we get what we want?
There are several options. We can write

Rl /\ 2*@PI
which causes the exponentiation to occur first as we want.
We can also write
because VisiCalc will perform calculations within parentheses first.
Let's look at additional examples. In each case the underline indicates the current computation.
Formula

How evaluated

16+4/5
16+(4/5)
21 + 14/7*2*6
21 +( 14/7*2)*6
21 +(14/(7*2))*6

= 20/5 = 4
= 16+0.8 = 16 .8
= 35LZ*2*6 = 5*2:1:6 = 10*6 = 60
= 21 +(2*2)*6 = 21 +4*6 = 25*6 = 150
= 21 +(14114):\:6 = 21 + 1:1:6 = 22*6 = 132

In the last example we see that sets of computations "nested"
within parentheses (that is, one within another) are evaluated
from the inside out.
Efficiencies in Preparing Formulas
Although many electronic sheets require merely seconds, or
less, to recalculate an entire sheet, some sheets may require a significant amount of time. For some sheets the manual recalculation
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initiated by an exclamation mark (!) and discussed under the Global command in Chapter 4, Commands, will minimize overall
waiting time . However, for other sheets that require regular recalculation we may find ourselves with a longer wait for the sheet to
be recalculated.
Let's look at an example in which the way that we write a formula influences the length of time necessary to calculate all entries
of the sheet. In Figure 5-8 a formula commonly used for tests of
this kind has been entered. It is
A(X)3 + B(X)2 + C(X) + D

The cons tant values of A, B, C, and D in the formula are 12, 6, 3,
and 5. The value of X is stored in entry AI. We'll place this formula at A2 and replicate it through A200. Then we'll change the
value at Al and record the time necessary for the full calculation
of the sheet.
If we enter the formula without parentheses then VisiCalc works
from left to right and does not give us the value that we wish.
Therefore, we'll parenthesize carefully and place the formula
l2*(Al!\ 3) + (6*(All\2)) + (3*Al) + 5
in locations A2 through A200. When the value at Al is changed
from a to la, the full recalculation of the sheet requires approximately 220 seconds (almost 4 minutes) .

Figure 5-8. A sheet where the manner in which we enter the formula affects
the recalculation time.
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We'll rewrite the formula, without exponentiation, and try
again. Our formula, arithmetically identical, will now be written
as

12:;:Al:;:AbAl +(6*Al*Al)+(3: :Al)+5
'
This revision reduces the time required from over 200 seconds to
about 7 seconds.
Finally, let's try with a third version of the same formula. This
time we'll write
(( (( (AI *12) +6)*Al) + 3)*Al) + 5
at A2 through A200. This recalculation required 5 seconds .
The purpose of these examples is to demonstrate that the way in
which we write formulas can significantly affect timing on some
sheets. On most sheets involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, timing may not be a problem. But on sheets
with many built-in functions or with exponentiation, we can sometimes reduce the time required, as shown.
Let's list some efficiencies that can reduce calculation time. Using these suggestions may make sense only if we are working on a
sheet that is used often and recalculated often . That is, use the
suggestions if the time that we save by following them is greater
than the time required to implement them.
• If one computed value is used at many locations, compute it
one time at one location (not repeatedly at each occurrence) and
refer to its value.
• Trigonometric functions are slow. If we calculate the same
function for an angle in many places, establish a single entry in
which that function is calculated and reference it elsewhere as
needed.
• Pound constant values into place instead of repeating them
(as illustrated previously with 2:\:@PI).
• Exponentiation is a slow operation; avoid it if repeated multiplication can be used .
In general if we have several ways to perform a calculation, we
can establish a worksheet like that used in Figure 5-8 and actually
time each method to determine which is faster.

Chapter 6

Built-In Functions

INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the built-in functions provided by VisiCalc. Most of these functions perform a numerical computation
for us, using values that we supply or reference. For example,
there is a built-in function to find the sum of specified entries,
another to find the average of selected values, others to find the
sine, the cosine, or the tangent of angles, others for logarithms,
etc. In this chapter, we'll discuss each of these in alphabetic order
by the name of the function.
Some general considerations apply to all functions:
• We ini tia te a function by typing the character @ . This is the
beginning of a function; as the first character of a line, it indicates
that we'll have a value here .
• Functions may appear other than at the beginning of a line,
and more than one function may be used in a formula .
• Following the @ we type the name of the function , for example,
@SUM
@SIN

to begin the sum function
to begin the trigonometric sine function.

When typing the name of the function, it is possible with VisiCalc
to type only part of the name followed by the left parenthesis, and
VisiCalc will complete the function name . For example, if we type
140
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@T(
this becomes
@TAN(
on the edit line. This should be used carefully since typing
@A(
will become
@AVERAGE(
when we may have wanted
@ABS( or @ACOS( or @ASIN( or @ATAN(
and not
@AVERAGE(
To ensure that we do obtain the average function, here we must at
least type
@AV(
Similarly,
@AVE( and @AVER( and @AVERA( and @AVERAG(
all will result in placing the average function on the edit line as
well as the full name, @AVERAGE( .
• The left parenthesis terminates naming the function and indicates that we are ready to enter the function "arguments" if required (some functions have no arguments) .
• The arguments of a function are the values on which we want
the function to operate. Arguments may have several forms. For
example, we can write
Function

Explanation

@SUM(AI , AI2,B13)

This will provide the sum
of the three items listed .
Here we have three arguments
separated by commas.
This will calculate the sum
of all entries from Al through
A8. As with other series,
when one period (.) is typed

@SUM(AI ... A8)
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@SUM(Al. .. A8,A12,A16)

@SUM(AI...A8, @SIN(A32))

(A7-@SUM(A18 ... A30))

@SUM(Al. .. A8,A12*3)

VisiCalc generates the three
periods of the ellipsis.
This example has one argument,
here a series. Even though
there are eight entries here,
there is only a single argument.
Here three arguments occur,
the series AI.. .A8, then
A12, and then A16. Again
the sum is computed. Not
all functions can have more
than one argument. For
example, we can only request
the sine for a single argument
and that must be one value,
not a series. This will
be discussed for each function
described next.
This demonstrates the use
of one function as an argument
of another function .
A function can also be used
as part of a formula or expression,
as shown here.
The second argument in this
example is an expression,
the product of A12 and 3.

• In many cases the entire function, from the initial @ to the final ) becomes one numeric value. This is not true for the @NA or
@ERROR functions, as will be explained .
• The arguments, if present, and the function itself are terminated by a right parenthesis) except for those functions without
arguments. Although the right parenthesis is not required, its use
can avoid confusion.
In the following discussion we'll describe each built-in function
separately and, where appropriate, suggest possible uses of the
function. Where the term "argument" or the terms "argumentl,
argument2, ...
appear, substitute values or references as discussed.
II
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THE ABSOLUTE VALUE

@ABS(ARGUMENT)

The absolute value of a number is its numeric value, ignoring
the sign. For example, the absolute value of 5 is 5, of -5 is 5 (the
sign is ignored), and of 0 is O. The argument must evaluate to a
single value. For example, an argument like B3 or B3*(AI2-CI4) is
acceptable, while arguments of A16 ... A30 or A7,A12,3*A18 are not
and will be evaluated as ERROR.
Refer to the @ERROR section of this chapter for a discussion of the ERROR value.

@ACOS(ARGUMENT)

THE ARCCOSINE

The arccosine is the angle, in radians, with a cosine equal to the
value of the argument. In requesting the arccosine we are asking
for the angle whose cosine has the value that we provide as the
argument. Refer to angle A in Figure 6-1; the cosine of angle A is
the ratio of the length of side b to side c, that is, the COS A = blc .
This ratio will always have a value between -1 and + I, and in the
function an ERROR will result in the field if the argument is not
evaluated within this range. The argument must evaluate as a single numeric value and can't be a series because that will result in a
value of ERROR.

B

A~

__________

~

________

~

Figure 6-1. A triangle that will be referenced
in discussions of the trigonometric functions.

Figure 6-2. A visual representation of one
radian, the angle R, formed at the center of a
circle by an arc the length of the radius.
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A radian is the angle formed at the center of a circle, sub tending
an arc on the circle equal to the length of a radius. In Figure 6-2,
the radius (1') has been measured along the circumference of the
circle, and the resultant angle R at the center is one radian. Since
the total length of the circumferance is the product of 21Tr this
means that there are 21T radians in the circle of 360 degrees. Therefore one radian is approximately 57.2958 degrees (360 degrees divided by 21T). This explanation is intended only as a very brief introduction to these topics.
With this function, angles are returned as values from 0 (for a
cosine of 1) to 1T (for a cosine of -1).
Refer to the @ERROR section of this chapter for a discussion of the ERROR value.
@ASIN(ARGUMENT)

THE ARCSINE

The arcsine is the angle, in radians, with a sine equal to the
value of the argument. We are asking for an angle whose sine has
the value that we provide as the argument. Referring to angle A of
Figure 6-1, the sine of angle A is the ra tio of the length of side a to
side c, that is the SIN A = a/c. This ratio will always have a value
between -1 and + I , and the value ERROR will result in the entry
if the argument does not evaluate within this range. The angle returned will range between -1.5707963268 radians (-90°) for a
value -I, and 1.5707963268 (+90°) for a value of + 1.
Refer to the @ACOS section of this chapter for a brief discussion of radians, and to the @ERROR section for a discussion of the ERROR value .
@ATAN(ARGUMENT)

THE ARCTANGENT

The arctangent is the angle, in radians, with a tangent equal to
the value of the argument. We are asking for an angle whose
tangent has the value that we provide as the argument. Referring
to angle A of Figure 6-1, the tangent of angle A is the ratio of the
length of side a to side b, that is the TAN A = a/b. Since there are
no numeric limits on this ratio, the limitation becomes the capability of VisiCalc . Here the arctangent of -IE61 is -1.5707963268 radians (-90°) and the arctangent of +IE61 is +1.5707963268 (+90°).
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Arguments of -lE62 or smaller, or of lE62 or larger, result in an
ERROR.
Refer to the @ACOS section of this chapter for a brief discussion of radians, and also to the @COS and @ERROR
sections. Refer to Chapter 5, Labels, Numbers, and Formulas, for a discussion of scientific notation (that is, to review
the meaning of the values -IE61 and + lE6l).

@AVERAGE(ARGUMENTl,ARGUMENT2, ... )

THE AVERAGE

The average is the single value that results when quantities are
summed and that sum is then divided by the number of quantities. For an example of the functioning of @AVERAGE, refer to
Figure 6-3 in which we have recorded test scores for several students and used the @AVERAGE function to compute their averages. Let's look at each carefully to understand fully how blank
entries affect the computations:
Student

Explanation of the @AVERAGE function

ALICE

The function at location BIO is
@AVERAGE(B5 . .. B8)
and the average is 90 as expected .

BOB

CAROL

The same function is used here as with
ALICE, and the result is 80, the sum 80+80+80
(or 240) divided by 3, giving 80. The
last entry C8, which is blank, is ignored
in the count of the items in the column.
This is desirable if we are waiting for
BOB to take the last examination and want
to have his average "to date" for the
three exams taken; however, if Bob did
not take the last test, and the blank
entry really means that he has received
a 0, then we will have to enter either
a 0, which will produce an average of
60 at location ClO, or use the function
differently as discussed for CAROL.
The function used here and shown in
Figure 6-4, is
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@AVERAGE(D5,D6,D7,D8)
which produces an average of 60. Here
every argument is counted as an item whether
it is blank or not . If this is not desired,
then the formulation shown for BOB could
be used, or a series such as
@AVERAGE(D5 . .. D7,D8 ... D8)
could be used.
The @AVERAGE function must be used with care if blank entries are expected in any of the references of the arguments. Since
the @AVERAGE function is equivalent to the @SUM function divided by the @COUNT function, a thorough understanding of
how both of them function is necessary, especially since the
@COUNT function handles blank entries in the unique way
described here .
Refer to the @COUNT and @SUM sections of this chapter
for additional relevant discussion .

.
.=+=~

.::

:=.:..-.

Figure 6-3. Examples of the effect of blank entries when used with the
@AVERAGE function.
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Figure 6-4. Another usage of the @AVERAGE function to count blank entries.

@COS(ARGUMENT)

THE COSINE

The cosine of an angle, for example, angle A of Figure 6-1, is the
ratio of the length of side b to the hypotenuse, side e; that is, COS
A = ble. In this function the argument is an angle provided in radians. The cosine is returned with the appropriate sign (positive or
negative), depending on the quadrant in which the angle falls.
Refer to the @ACOS section of this chapter for a brief discussion of radians.
@COUNT(ARGUMENTl,ARGUMENT2, . .. )

COUNT HOW MANY

The @COUNT function provides a single value, the number of
nonblank entries in the arguments referenced (with one exception
as will be noted) .
For example, Figure 6-5 contains information received from the
reader response cards common in magazines. Suppose this service
limits people to choosing up to five items about which they wish
to receive product information. Here TOM has asked for information on advertisements 32, 58, and 104. We'll assume the ad-
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dresses and actual mailing appear in a different system and that
we have created this data from that system.
This figure uses the @COUNT function in column I to count
how many requests each person has made. The formula at IS is
@COUNT(CS .. . GS)
and results in a value of 3. This indicates that the person has requested information for three items . The highlighted formula in
the cursor location of Figure 6-5 shows the formula
@COUNT(CS ... GS)
and gives the value 0 as expected at location IS.
However, look at Figure 6-6, and in particular at the value 5 in
the cursor. An often undesirable feature of the @COUNT function
is that a single entry included as an argument will always be
counted as 1 (one) whether the entry is blank or not. Thus, the
function here at location 19 of Figure 6-6 contains
@COUNT(C9,D9,E9,F9,G9)
which will always count each of these as 1 no matter what values
they contain . When it is necessary to include a single value and
the results discussed are not desired, then the entry must be listed
as a series, for example
(D9 ... D9)
which is an awkward usage.
This is a limited function. In our example we cannot now use it
to count how many of the people requested one mailing, how
many requested two, etc. The function only counts nonblank entries. A zero entry will be counted as I, which we can see in the
row for TONY in Figure 6-6 .
This function, although it only counts nonblank entries, can also
be used to obtain the number of blank entries by using it in a formula that subtracts the value counted from the total entries. For
example, in another problem, if we wanted to know the number
of blank entries in the 15 entries from GI through GIS, we could
obtain this value with the formula
IS-@COUNT(GI ... GIS)
The functioning of the @COUNT is equivalent to the computation of the denominator in the @AVERAGE function.
Refer also to the @AVERAGE section of this chapter.
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Figure 6-5. An example of the @COUNT function.

Figure 6-6. An additional example of the @COUNT function where a "wrong"
result occurs at location 19.

@ERROR

THE ERROR FUNCTION AND ERROR VALUE
This function requires no argument and is used by deliberately
typing

@ERROR
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This function may appear wherever functions are permitted (i.e.
within a formula, within another function, in an expression,
alone).
An entry containing this function will have the value ERROR (as
opposed to the function @ERROR) .
The value ERROR can occur at an entry for many different reasons. When it does, all other entries referencing it will have value
ERROR. For example,
Entry contains

Explanation

16*@ERRORJ81

This formula will be evaluated as
ERROR. The formula is not destroyed,
but the value is displayed as ERROR
on the sheet.
The same results are obtained as
in the preceding formula, that is,
the value ERROR is displayed here.
This function will be accepted,
although it is not in a correct
format, but will be evaluated as
ERROR.
The cosine function requires one
argument, not two . VisiCalc will
accept two but evaluate them as
the value ERROR.
This function, the tangent of 90
degrees, will generate an ERROR
value, as will other trignometric
functions when the function has
no value at the given argument.
If C3 is evaluated as zero, then
the attempt to divide by zero will
place the value ERROR at this entry.
If all entries from Al to A4 are
blank, then the average is computed
as ERROR. This is true since this
function only counts nonblank
entries, and the number of entries
will therefore be zero, resulting
in an attempted division by zero.
If B3 is a negative value, the square
root (refer to the @SQRT function

@ERROR

@SUM(Al. .. A3 .. . AI2)

@COS(BI,B2)

@TAN(1.5707963268)

(AlIC3)

@AVERAGE(Al...A4)

@SQRT(B3)
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later in this chapter) will be the
value ERROR.
These examples are representative of the type of activity that
will display the value ERROR on our sheets . This can be a common occurrence in creating templates (refer to Chapter 9, Creating
Templates) when we have entries that either are blank or contain
labels while awaiting data entry activity.
@EXP(ARGUMENT)

ETO A POWER

This function provides the value of the mathematical constant e
raised to the power of the included argument . If a value for e itself
is required, using the function with an argument of 1 will provide
a value of 2.718281828 for e.

@INT(ARGUMENT)

INTEGER

This function removes any fractional part of the argument, leaving only the integer portion. Let's look at some examples:
When

And Al contains

Bl contains

Formula

6
0
-3
6.4
6.8
- 3.4
-3.8

@INT(Bl)
@INT(Bl)
@INT(Bl)
@INT(Bl)
@INT(Bl)
@INT(Bl)
@INT(Bl)

Evaluates as
6
0

-3
6
6
-3
-3

In these examples, all entries at Al not only are displayed as integer values but also are stored as integers .
This operates differently from the integer formats (IF! or IGF!) in
several ways. First, the integer format (not the @INT function) affects only the display on the screen and not the entry value .
Second, the displayed value with the integer forma t will be
rounded; this is different from the action of the @INT function.
With the integer format (not function) the following occurs:
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Entry value
at B1

Format
at B1

6.4
6.8
-3 .4
-3.8

IFI
IFI
IFI

Screen display
of B1

IFI

6
7

-3
-4

These two capabilities must be used with care to ensure that
desired results are achieved. For example, with a global integer
format it's possible to have the following occur:
1

1
1

TOTAL

4

What's happened is that the three individual entries listed as 1
above are actually each l.3. Their total, which is 3.9, becomes the
integer 4 in the TOTAL entry. To avoid this, if desired, each entry
forming a part of the total should be computed within the integer
function @INT.
Let's demonstrate this with a dollar and cents example where
exact totaling is usually very important. Here we may not wish to
display a total that is not the apparent column total. Look at the
column at the right:
Entry
coordinate

Entry
value

Value displayed

A3
A4
AS (total)

l.3333 ...
l.3333 ...
l.6666 ...

l.33
l.33
l.67

IGF$

When this is unacceptable it is possible to ignore decimal places of
each entry, without rounding, beyond two decimal places by multiplying the entry contents by 100 (effectively shifting the decimal
place two places to the right), taking the integer value of the
result with the @INT function, then dividing the results by 100 (to
shift the decimal place back). A formula to do this is
@INT(entry*100) /100

where entry is the value or formula at the entry.
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If rounding of entries is desired (rather than ignoring the decimal places to the right of two places) , then the formula

@INT(( entry+0.00S)*100)/100

can be used. This provides a value rounded to two decimal places.
This should be done for each separate entry before totaling and
will then produce a correct total. If this formula is used at entries
A3 and A4 in the preceding example, we have
Entry
coordinate

Entry
value

Value displayed
with IGF$

A3
A4
AS (total)

1.33
1.33
1.66

1.33
1.33
1.66

We'll need to decide w hen this is necessary.
NATURAL LOGARITHM

@LN(ARGUMENT)

This function returns the natural logarithm of the argument,
that is, the value to which e must be raised to produce the argument. A single positive argument will return a value; multiple arguments, for example AI ... A4, A8, or arguments that evaluate to
zero or to a negative number produce a value of ERROR.
Refer to the @ERROR and @EXP sections of this chapter.
@LOG10(ARGUMENT)

LOGARITHM, BASE 10

This function operates similarly to the @LN function just
described with the exception that the base is 10, not e. The third
character of this entry is the letter 0 and the sixth character is the
digit zero .
@LOOKUP(ARGUMENTl ,ARGUMENT2)

LOOK UP A VALUE IN A TABLE

This function performs a simple search, or lookup, of a value
that we provide (argumentl) in a table that we place on the sheet
(argument2). The example of Figure 6-7 illustrates how this
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Figure 6-7. The use of the @LOOKUP function in an energy-related example.

operates. This sheet has been set up with a simple energy-related
table containing the R-values of insulation blown in at depths
varying from 3 inches, at which the R-value is 11, to 10.5 inches,
at which the R-value is 38. For our problem we have used location
B2 to hold the number of inches for which we want to look up the
R-value in the table of columns 0 and E. The R-value that is
found will be placed in entry B3 in which we have placed
@LOOKUP(B2,07 ... 011)
This can be read: Look up the value currently in location
B2 in column 0 from 07 through 011. When there is a
match, put the corresponding relative entry from column E
into location B3 (the entry with the LOOKUP function).
Argument2 may be either a column series or a row series, and
the entries corresponding to these must be in the column to the
right, or the row below, argument2.
The values in argument2 should be sorted in ascending order, or
incorrect values may result.
It's important to understand what occurs when argumentl is not
in the table. The following examples clarify this, again using Figure 6-7. Let's place other values at B2, examine the results in B3,
and explain what occurs .

Chapter 6:

B2
contains

Results
at B3

-2

NA

o
3

NA
11

7

22

10
10.5
15

30
38
38
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Explanation
Not available. The lookup begins with the first
entry of the series of argument2. If that entry is
greater than argumentl, the function returns the
value NA.
Same as the preceding -2 .
The item is found, with the function returning
11.
The table (D7 ... D11) is searched. After
proceeding to an entry where a value larger than
argumentl is encountered, the function is given
the value corresponding to the previous entry of
the table. Here, as value 8 is reached, (8 being
larger than 7), the returned value is 22, which is
the value associated with the next smaller entry
of the table.
Same as the preceding 7.
The item is found, returning 38.
Same as the preceding 7.

Also refer to the @NA section of this chapter.
@MAX(ARGUMENTl,ARGUMENT2, ... )

THE MAXIMUM VALUE

@MIN(ARGUMENTl,ARGUMENT2, ... )

THE MINIMUM VALUE

We'll consider these two functions together. The maximum and
minimum functions, @MAX and @MIN respectively, accept arguments as just shown and return one value .
Figure 6-8 contains the golf scores of the members of a league
for the three rounds played to date. Notice that column F contains
the individual best score to date (the low score) and column G
contains the individual worst score to date. In the LOW column
we have placed a formula that states
@MIN(C10 .. . E10)
for player GRANGE and in the high column for him we've placed
@MAX(C10 .. . E10)
His best and worst scores are provided by these functions .
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Figure 6-8. Examples of the use of the @MAX and @MIN built-in functions.
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Figure 6-9. Additional examples of the capabilities of the @MAX and @MIN
built-in functions.

In the same figure notice the bottom of columns F and G where
the formulas
@MIN(F7 ... FI8)

and

@MAX(G7 ... GI8)

have been written . These are similar to the usage in the rows for
each player.
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These two functions are simple in concept but can be powerful
in a wide range of applications. For example, we can find the high
and low test score of students in a class . High and low sales
values can be selected. Even beyond these uses, a series of additional problems can be solved with this function.
For example, suppose that we have the total number of hours
that an individual worked during the week and we want to determine how many hours were regular time and how many were
overtime . A solution to this problem is shown in Figure 6-9. Data
are entered for each person's name and total hours worked. Then
formulas are used to determine the number of regular hours (REG)
and overtime hours (OfT) worked.
The formulas in columns D and E follow the example presented
next for the entries for ROZZIE at location D4 and E4. They are as
follows

Location

Formula

D4

@MIN(40,B4)

The value of the function
will be the lower of either
40 or B4. Thus, if the person
worked over 40 hours, as ROZZIE
did, we display 40, the regular
hours .

DS

@MIN(40,BS)

For an individual such as
TOM, who worked a total of
25 hours, the function is
evaluated as the lower of
40 or 25, here 25.

E4

(B4-D4)

Here if the total hours is
over 40, as with ROZZIE, then
this formula is evaluated
as (55-40), which is 15 .

Explanation

Therefore, we list ROZZlE's
overtime hours correctly .
ES

(BS-DS)

Now for Tom the formula becomes
(25-25), which is O. Again
we have the correct overtime.
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An argument with an entry coordinate that refers to an entry
that is blank or contains a label will be evaluated as zero.
Refer to the section "Detecting and Preventing Errors" in
Chapter 8, Recognizing, Preventing, and Correcting Errors,
where an additional similar use of the @MAX function is
presented.
@NA

NOT AVAILABLE
The @NA function, which requires no arguments, stands for not
available, and returns a constant, like the built-in function @PI.
When it is written into an entry of the sheet several things occur.
First, the value NA (without the function symbol @) appears in
the entry. Second, all entries that reference this entry are also calculated at the value NA.
This is useful in instances where we do not have values available and where if we left blanks, or the value 0, we would have
undesirable results on the sheet. An example is shown in Figure
6-10 and Figure 6-11 . In Figure 6-10 we have columns for the
MONTH, QUOTA, ACTUAL SALES, and the DIFFERENCE (ACTUAL SALES minus QUOTA). Suppose that we are updating this
sheet monthly as we receive sales figures . It is now JUNE. In the
figure some of the ACTUAL SALES values have been left blank,
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Figure 6-10. A sheet before using the @NA
function. Misleading information is displayed
in entries D9 through D15.

Figure 6-11. After entering @NA in entries C9
through C15, we have replaced the misleading
information in column D of Figure 6-10 with
the value NA, for not available.
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and for illustration some of them have been valued at O. Notice
that the difference in both cases is shown as -1000. This is
misleading since the sales figures for the month are not available
yet.
In Figure 6-11 the ACTUAL SALES for JUNE through DECEMBER have been changed and entered as @NA. We do not
change the formulas in column D. Notice that all the differences
now also show the value NA. As we enter a numeric value for
each month, our difference will be computed for that month.
The cursor at location C9 displays NA as the value, and the entry contents line shows @NA, the built-in function.
The @NA value can be useful on occasion to determine every
entry on the sheet that refers to a specific entry. With no NAs on
the sheet, place @NA at the desired entry, and print the full
sheet; a visual cross reference of this particular entry appears.
The effect of this value is described in the discussions of many
other functions.
@NPV(ARGUMENTl ,ARGUMENT2)

THE NET PRESENT VALUE

This function gives us the value today of money that we will receive. Let' s look at an example that will explain the elements of
this concept. Suppose that today we invest $100 at a prevailing
simple interest rate of IS % for a year. At the end of the year we
will have $l1S . Now if we ask what is the value today of $l1S one
year from now when the current interest rate is IS%, the answer
is $100. To have $l1S in a year, we must invest $100 now.
With this function, argumentl must be a single value, which is
the interest rate, here called the discount, and entered as a decimal (that is IS% is entered as .IS) . Argument2 must be a series,
the money available at the end of each time period.
Look at Figure 6-12 where two rows are entered as examples of
the @NPV function. At location Al
@NPV(Bl,Cl. .. Cl)
has been entered . This is the example with which we began this
discussion . We' re asking for the net present value of $l1S one year
from now if the interest rate is IS %. Our result, displayed at AI,
is $100, as expected . (The sheet has a global format of dollars and
cents . )
Look at row 4. Here we have the formula
@NPV(B4,C4 ... E4)
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Figure 6-12. Two examples of the @NPV function.

which is asking what is the value today at 15% of $100 in one
year, plus $200 in two years, plus $100 in three years . Our @NPV
function says that it is worth $303.94 today.
Let's verify that result by working forward from the $303.94 as
shown next .

Amount
$303 .94

Explanation
We begin today with this amount.

+45 .59

At the end of one year, our money has
earned interest at 15%, returning us
$45.59.

$349.53

The total of our principal plus interest
at the end of year one .

-100.00

We remove $100 at the end of the year.
This is an amount that we've specified
(location C4) that we expect to receive
at that time .

$249.53

At the beginning of the second year
we start with only $249.53.
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Our interest at 15% for the money for
the second year.

$286.96

Our principal plus interest at the
end of the second year.

-200.00

Here we remove $200, as we've specified
at location 04.

$86.96

We enter the third year with this amount.

+13 .04

Our interest is $86 .96 for the third
year at 15% .

$100.00

Our total at the end of the thIrd year.

-100.00

As specified at E4, we remove another $100.

$0.00

We' re at zero.

These calculations indicate that the net present value of
the end of year one, plus $200 at the end of year two, plus
the end of year three, all at an interest rate of 15% , is
$303.94.
Initial investments with cash outflows can be obtained
ding the initial investment to the value obtained from the
function.
@PI

VALUE OF
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'IT

This function, which has no argument, provides a value of 'IT
equal to 3.1415926536. It is used directly in formulas requiring this
value; for example, in finding the circumference of a circle whose
radius is at location B7, the formula would be
2*@PI*B7
@SIN(ARCUMENT)

THE SINE

The sine of an angle, for example, angle A of Figure 6-1, is the
ratio of the length of side a to the hypotenuse, side c, that is, SIN
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A = a/c. The argument is provided in radians, and the sine value
will have the appropriate sign (positive or negative), depending
on the quadrant in which the angle falls.

Refer to the @ACOS section of this chapter for a brief discussion of radians.
@SQRT(ARGUMENT)

THE SQUARE ROOT

This function returns the square root of the argument for an argument equal to or greater than zero, and a value of ERROR for
negative arguments.
Refer to the @ERROR section of this chapter.
@SUM(ARGUMENTl,ARGUMENT2, .. . )

SUM THE VALUES

The @SUM built-in function returns one value, the sum of all
entries referenced in the arguments. Let's look at a simple example in Figure 6-13 where two columns of numbers are totaled with
slightly different formulas at A9 and B9 as follow.

In'
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Figure 6-13. Two examples of the @SUM function.
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Location

Formula

Explanation

A9

@SUM(A2 . .. A7)

This is a straightforward example of
the use of the @SUM function.

B9

@SUM(Bl...BS)

In this function the series begins and
ends one row beyond the actual
values that we want to sum. Here
one of those entries is blank
(location B1), and the other has a
label that evaluates to zero (the ---at location BS). Therefore, neither
affects the result.
The advantage of this usage occurs
if we want to add or delete a full
row. With the formula at B9 we can
add or delete rows without the need
to revise the formula. We can do the
same at A9 unless we want to add or
delete the first or last entry of the
series. When we want that to occur
we must revise the series reference
of the function at A9.

Refer to the "Introduction" section of this chapter, where a
number of examples of arguments are included. In addition, in Chapter 3, Getting Started, the @SUM function is
described in the section "Using one of the Built-in Functions ." Chapter S, Recognizing, Preventing, and Correcting
Errors, contains a discussion of some possible problems
with this function.
@TAN(argument)

THE TANGENT

The tangent of an angle, for example, angle A of Figure 6-1, is
the ratio of the length of side a to side b, that is, TAN A = a/b.
The argument is provided in radians, and the tangent returned
will have the appropriate sign (positive or negative), depending
on the quadrant in which the angle fall s. Angles for which the
tangent is not defined, for example Ti/2, return the value ERROR.
Refer to the @ACOS section of this chapter for a brief discussion of radians.

Chapter 7
Other Top ics

INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains information on a number of additional
features or concepts to be considered when using a VisiCalc system. These topics are
•
•
•
•
•

Backup
Memory
Accessing electronic sheets from other software
Circular references
Forward references

We'll discuss each of these topics and illustrate their importance
to using VisiCalc successfully.
BACKUP
Backup is the concept of providing an alternate course of action
if some problem appears in the original. For our purposes, we
need to consider a relatively wide, systems-oriented variety of
problems . Anyone of them can halt our successful operation of
VisiCalc. If we use a VisiCalc system in areas where its use is crucial, then we need to provide for alternates when problems occur.
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Let's look at the components of our system, the potential problems that can develop with them, and methods of backup for
each.

System Component

Potential Problem

Backup Procedure

VisiCalc

Our copy of VisiCalc may
not work properly, may be
misplaced or otherwise
lost, or may have been
damaged, for example,
through mishandling of
the diskette.

Study the warranty
accompanying the
VisiCalc diskette, and if
appropriate obtain a
second, backup copy of
VisiCalc through the
vendor or its distributor.

Hardware

Part or all of our hardware
may not work properly.

Complete appropriate
service agreements and
potentially arrange with
another user of similar
hardware to support each
other in an emergency.

Electronic sheets

The diskettes or cassettes
on which we have saved
electronic sheets may
not function appropriately,
may be lost, or may have
been inadvertently
destroyed.

Use VisiCalc to save
sheets to more than one
diskette or cassette,
or use software of the
computer system to copy
one complete diskette
(or cassette) from
another. These procedures
will provide multiple
backup copies of each
sheet.
Then store the backup
copies separately from
the original copy. If
and when the backup
copies are needed, copy
them before use so that
at least two copies
always exist.
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Documen ta tion

The printed information we
prepare to accompany our
spreadsheets may be lost or
destroyed .

Prepare photocopies and
store them separately
from the originals .

Users

If our system depends upon
a trained user to enter
da ta or otherwise use the
sheet, that person may not
be available when needed
for a variety of reasons.

Train backup personnel
who will be able to use
the full system should
it become necessary.

What's important is to be prepared for a wide variety of problems that may cause a disruption in the use of our VisiCalc system.

MEMORY

The VisiCalc programs and the single electronic sheet on which
we are working are both in memory of the hardware at the same
time. VisiCalc itself has a fixed size, therefore leaving us with a
fixed area that becomes the maximum size of a sheet that we can
enter. As we write on the sheet, the information is stored in
memory, reducing the amount available for us to continue writing.
The memory indicator on the right end of the prompt line provides information for us on the amount of memory remaining for
our use. In Figure 7-1 notice that the indicator shows 10. On this
system, which began with 48 of these units of memory, called kilobytes, VisiCalc itself required 29, leaving a balance of 19, which
is the maximum that we can use for each sheet. This particular
spreadsheet therefore required 9 of these, leaving 10.
As we continue to build on this sheet, we may exhaust the
remaining memory. If this occurs, the memory indicator will
change to an "M" and no additional entries will be accepted.
We can control the amount of memory in several ways. We
have a choice of the amount of memory purchased for the
hardware.
VisiCalc itself is fixed in size. We can't load only the part that
we may wish to use; we must always load all of it.
However, we can control in some ways the required memory of
the sheets that we build. For example, if we build shee ts begin-
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ning at the top left of the sheet, we'll use less memory than if we
begin in the middle of the sheet.
The major action that we can take when we need additional
memory is to take steps to make the sheet smaller. This can include removing blank lines or underlines and eliminating some labels. Documentation on the sheet can be placed on a separate
sheet. It may be possible to reorganize the sheet completely so
that the problem is solved in smaller parts.
After removing any " extra" data as suggested, it may be necessary to store and then reload the sheet to notice the effect of
reducing the memory used. Before reloading, memory should be
cleared to prevent overlapping of the smaller and larger sheets .
It's crucial to recognize the difference between VisiCalc sheets in
memory and these sheets on an external storage device (diskette
or cassette). When we have a sheet on a diskette, we must load it
into memory to use it in any way. If we change it while it's in
memory, we have not altered the data on the diskette. The copy
on the diskette is not changed until we take a deliberate action
with the Storage command.
This has both advantages and disadvantages . If we load a sheet
and inadvertently destroy part or all of it, the original is still safe
on the diskette . At the same time, if we load a sheet, and work to
refine it in some way, and then forget to store it, the refinements
are lost . We must understand that external storage and memory
are different.

a-ll!--Memory indicator
_ -= -=.

_ . :..
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,-.. -. :-..- :, : +-
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Figure 7-1. The memory indicator shows 10.
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Diskettes have the capability to store more than one sheet,
which can be a timesaver for us in terms of exchanging, or swapping, diskettes as needed. It also means that backup becomes
more important since loss of one diskette may mean that many
spreadsheets are lost.
ACCESSING ELECTRONIC SHEETS FROM OTHER SOFTWARE
It is possible for us to prepare software that accesses electronic
sheets we prepare and store with VisiCalc. "The Programmer's
Guide to the Data Interchange Format" (refer to the Bibliography)
contains detailed information concerning the Data Interchange
Format, DIF (a trademark of Software Arts, Inc.). This short booklet contains sample BASIC programs that create and list a DIF file .

CIRCULAR REFERENCES
With VisiCalc it is possible to write an entry that refers to itself.
For example, at location B3 it is possible to write the formula
(B2+B3)
This is referred to as a circular reference in VisiCalc. Let's demonstrate.
We type

Means

IC

Begin the action to clear the sheet.

Y

Hesitate to be sure that we want to clear the sheet, then
type Y.

> B3 RETURN

GO TO B3.

(B2+B3) RETURN

Place this formula at location B3. After entering RETURN,
the number 0 appears as the value at this location on the
sheet.

> B2 RETURN

GO TO B2.

5 RETURN

Enter a value of 5 for B2. At this point, both B2 and B3
have the value of 5.
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Recalculate . B2 continues to show 5, but B3 shows 10.
Recalculate . B2 remains 5; B3 becomes 15.
Repeated recalculation results in increasing the value at location
B3 by 5 for each! entered.
Usually this is undesirable and can be avoided by using care and
not entering a formula at a location that refers to the location.
On occasion, this capability may be of value. For example, let's
begin again with a clear sheet and develop a problem that makes
use of a circular reference . We'll begin with the sheet of Figure 72, in which the global column width has been set at 12 and the
dollar and cents format has been set globally. Column A contains
values 100.00, etc., entered from A9 through A13. Column B has
had the formula
(A9*B3)
replicated from location B9 through B13 with A9 replicated relatively and B3 with no change.
We're computing interest at a rate of B3 (not yet entered) on
principal in positions A9 through A13.
Now let's move to B2, enter .01, then move to B3, and enter .08.
We now have the screen in Figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-2. A sheet on which we'll demonstrate a possible use for a circular reference.
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Figure 7-3. A starting value of .08 is placed at
location B3.

Now, while still at location B3, let's enter
(B2+B3)
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Our value at B3 becomes 0.10 . B2 (value .01) was added to B3
(value .08), which changed the value at B3 to 0.9, which caused a
recalculation resulting in another increment of 0.01 to B3. The
results are in the screen of Figure 7-4. Repeated recalculation, by
pressing the exclamation point repeatedly, will cause the regular
incrementing of location B3 by .01, and the resulting recomputation of all the INTEREST values dependent on it. After pressing!
several times, the screen in Figure 7-5 was obtained for an interest
rate of 14%.
If the sheet in Figure 7-5 is stored and then reloaded, the value
ERROR appears at location B3 and subsequent entries dependent
upon it. As the sheet is loaded, a value for B3 must be calculated,
based on a value at B3 (itself), which does not yet exist. Thus, an
ERROR results at B3 and the other entries as shown in Figure 7-6.
In these examples, we see the hazards as well as the potential
for using circular references productively. We see the need for
caution since inadvertent circular references can easily lead to erroneous results. We have also seen how we can use the technique
to generate a series of sheets, each of which may be printed as a
table, then recalculated to obtain new values, printed, recalculated, etc. We can similarly use a circular reference to determine
quickly the results of changes or to zero in on a value that we're
searching for without using a large portion of the sheet.
FORWARD REFERENCES
The topic " forward references" was introduced in Chapter 4,
Commands, under the Order of Recalculation section of the Global
command. Recall that a forward reference occurs when a formula
refers to a value that has not yet been computed. For example,
consider entry F8 in Figure 7-7. Intersecting lines have divided the
sheet into four sections-I, II, III, and IV-in the figure . If a formula at F8 refers to any location in section I, then F8 should be
computed correctly, independent of the global order of recalculation.
If an entry at F8 refers to an entry in section II, then F8 will be
computed correctly if the order of recalculation is rowwise. Similarly, a reference to an entry in section III will be computed
correctly for a columnwise order of recalculation. In both cases,
with the order of recalculation reversed, the entry at F8 may be incorrect unless a recalculation (!) is performed. Finally, a reference
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Figure 7-4. The formula at B3 refers to itself
and is therefore a circular reference.
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Figure 7-5. At each recalculation (!), the full
sheet is recomputed.
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Figure 7-6. When the sheet with a circular reference is stored and reloaded, it
contains ERROR values.

to a value in section IV is a forward reference independent of the
order of recalculation and may result in an erroneous value at F8
unless a recalculation is performed.
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Figure 7-7. We'll study what occurs if a formula at location F8 references
entries in each of the four areas marked.

Chopter 8
Recognizing, Preventing, and
Correcting Errors

INTRODUCTION
With VisiCak as with other computer software, we must continually be certain that the results we produce are correct. We
must ask ourselves if our spreadsheet is working properly and if it
will continue to work properly. We must work with an attitude
that mistakes are common in working with computer systems, and
we must accept responsibility for ensuring that steps are taken to
reduce the possibility of errors .
To do so we must understand how errors are made with a VisiCalc system. The system from this perspective involves the computer hardware, VisiCalc, the spreadsheets we prepare, the data
we provide, the way the sheet is used (by ourselves or others we
train), and the final results produced.
We will discuss the types of errors commonly made with VisiCalc, and then the process of locating and changing errors which
are discovered through our use of this computer system.
Our approach will be to build spreadsheets that are designed to
prevent errors and are self-testing to assure correctness. If we are
to depend on the results, we must be certain they are accurate. It
doesn't matter if we are working on a one-time problem or on
template preparation (Chapter 9) of a sheet that will be used
repea tedl y .
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VISICALC FEATURES DESIGNED TO PREVENT ERRORS
VisiCalc itself contains a number of devices designed to prevent
us from making errors . Several common ones are the prompts appearing on the screen and the beep . As an example of the first, if
we enter a slash to initiate a command, VisiCalc produces
COMMAND: BCDFGIMPRSTVWon the prompt line. This prompt line is designed to help us by
providing, after the word COMMAND, the valid character choices
available . At this point if we press almost any key other than
those above, we will be beeped, indicating that we are being
prevented by VisiCalc from making an error.
A third built-in error prevention device of VisiCalc is the requirement of commands such as the Clear command that we confirm our action, here our desire to clear the sheet, by entering the
Y key . Similar actions are required at other times by various commands or functions of VisiCalc.
We need to be particularly alert to each signal that VisiCalc issues, whether it is a beep, a prompt, or a request to confirm an
action. These are designed to help us. If we're beeped, it is often
to prevent an error on our part.
If and when unusual things occur, we need to understand them
so that we learn from them, and can use them it to our advantage.
In the remainder of this chapter we will look at some common
problems possible with VisiCalc, discuss methods of preventing
them, and finally present ideas for how to track and correct errors.
COMMON ERRORS WITH VISICALC
Look carefully at Figure 8-1, in which we are trying to produce a
sum (TOT) at the bottom of each column. The sheet contains a
number of errors, in fact, only one of the totals appears to be
correct. Let's work through each of the columns and explain the
cause of the error.
Column B: The formula at location B8 contains
(B5+B5+D5)
It is simply the wrong formula for computing the total. With Visi-

Calc the ease with which we can enter formulas can also cause
problems since it is easy to include the wrong reference .
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Figure 8-1. A number of examples of errors that can occur with VisiCalc.

Column C: Again the formula is incorrect; here it was entered
as

(C6+C7)
In this example, it is possible that at some time during the
development of this sheet we were only totaling what is now row
6 and row 7. Then we may have decided to add what shows as
row 5. We inserted the new row (row 5) but never revised the
formula at C8, causing the incorrect result.
Column D: Finally, a correct result. However, if we looked at
the formula at 08, we would see
(06+07)
This is "correct" only because entry 05 happens to contain a value
of O. For this reason we do not even know we have an error waiting for us when (and if) we change the value at 05 .
This example illustrates clearly the need to be certain that our
sheets are functioning correctly. Hopefully, a test of this column
with other values would reveal the error. This is particularly important if we depend on this sheet to produce results for a wide
range of values over a long period of time.
Column E: Entry E8 contains
@SUM(E6 . .. E7)
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and may have occurred for the same reason as the error of column
C. An incorrect range appears within the built-in SUM function.
Column F: A look at the contents of location F8 reveals
4
Strange. Suppose that we had carefully placed in that location a
SUM function that we are sure had a range of F5 .. .F7, but that is
gone and the value 4 appears .
Retracing our steps, we can remember going down the column
entering values followed by the arrow keys. We entered 6, then 2,
then 7, then 4. At this point we realized the 4 should have gone at
the top of column G in location G5 . We then moved the cursor to
position G5 and correctly entered values down that column.
However, when we entered the value at F8 (incorrectly) we destroyed the formula and replaced it with the value 4.
We see that we must use extreme care in entering values with
VisiCalc to ensure that we avoid destroying the formula relationships as we have just done . Because there is no way of "locking"
an entry to prevent this, we will need other devices to reduce the
possibility of this occurring. Chapter 9, Creating Templates, suggests wa ys to do this.
Also notice entry F2, which shows 55, a typing error, for it
should have shown only a single 5.
Column G: This is a tricky example since the formula at location
G8 correctly shows
@SUM(G5 ... G7)
The error is the data at G6. It looks like the number 10, but in fact
it is the digit 1 followed by the letter 0 not the digit O. Although
contrived for this example, it can happen with VisiCalc because no
direct editing capability exists.
Column H: Again we have the correct formula at location H8. It
contains
@SUM(HS ... H7)
Here the recalculation mode was set at manual, and we simply
have forgotten to enter !, which when depressed will cause a recalculation with the resultant correct sum placed at location H8 .
Column I: This unwanted 9 was incorrectly left when we
thought that we were moving vertically from location H5 to H6
but instead moved horizontally. We realized the error, moved to
H6, correctly placed a 9, but forgot to blank location IS .
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These examples demonstrate clearly the need for care in the use
of a VisiCalc computer system. Our conclusion is to use the power
of VisiCalc, while remaining aware of its limitations.
In a number of these examples we solved the problem incorrectly. This was clear in columns B, C, D, and E, where the
wrong formula was used. In general, this is an error on our part
rather than a hardware, VisiCalc-related, or data problem. We
must understand clearly what we're doing and then convert our
solution correctly into a spreadsheet.
Additional errors may have occurred because of "forgetfulness"
on our part. For example, in the errors of column C and column E
we may have forgotten to revise the formula when a row was added to the spreadsheet. In column E the range of the SUM function may be wrong because we read the column location incorrectly from the row and column labels, or we may have moved
the cursor to the wrong location.
Column F reveals a completely different type of error, one that
is both human and software related. Here we destroyed a formula
by incorrectly typing a value over it. This demonstrates a software
design problem. We have no way of locking an entry so that it
cannot be inadvertently destroyed. This limitation of VisiCalc
forces us to use extreme care with every spreadsheet.
ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF COMMON ERRORS
Let's look at additional examples of errors common with VisiCalc systems. Again each will require a thorough understanding
of the limitations of VisiCalc, of our spreadsheets, of the
hardware, of the human users of the system, and of the data.
First, if we enter the number 12345678901234 in a location on
the spreadsheet, it is stored as 12345678901200. Those who work
with computers regularly accept this, with the acceptance based
usually on an understanding of the hardware or software limitations of the system in use. What is significant (in addition to the
number of digits stored here), is the fact that the wrong value is
stored . Thus, the number of digits stored can clearly affect results.
Chapter 5, Labels, Numbers, and Formulas discusses this problem.
Second, if you enter an expression such as
12+6/2
we might expect a result of 15 obtained by dividing 6 by 2, giving
3, then adding that to 12 to result in 15; however, VisiCalc pro-
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duces a result of 9. This was obtained by first adding 12+6 (giving
18), then dividing the sum by 2 for an answer of 9. Again, those
who work with computers regularly know that they must learn the
order in which expressions such as these will be evaluated. Different computer languages and software systems handle this differently. VisiCalc users must learn that expressions are evaluated
from left to right. This is a simple rule, but it must be learned and
understood . A careful user may wish to use, and even overuse,
parentheses to indicate clearly what is to occur. Thus,
(12+6)/2
will evaluate to 9 as in this first example. Here the parentheses are
redundant but important since they may help us to indicate clearly
what we want. If we enter
12+(6/2)
or even
(12)+(6/2)
we obtain 15. We should not hesitate to use parentheses to identify the desired order of computation .
Let's look at another example in this area. If we enter
-(1 +5*(4
will it be evaluated, and if so, how? VisiCalc values this as -24.
Some other language systems will refuse to evaluate this and
might indicate that we have mismatched parentheses or an invalid
expression . We should avoid expressions such as the last one, particularly if we're new to programming, as they are a potential
source of errors.
Another example is shown next. We may have a column that
shows
1
1
1

TOTAL

4

This can occur because of the way in which we use the integer format (lFI or /CFI) and the integer function as discussed for the
@INT (integer) function in Chapter 6, Built-In Functions.
These examples show expressions with constant values (6, 12, 2,
etc.), but the same results occur if we have entry references (F3,
BKI00, A3, etc.) in our formulas . In the formula
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A3+B4/2

the addition occurs before the division as just explained.
The next few figures illustrate some other common errors that
can occur with VisiCalc. In Figure 8-2 look closely at entry B7.
These are intended to be dollar ($) values, but we have forgottc.n
to use the appropriate format here, resulting in a value displayed
as 18.6 instead of the desired 18.60.
Also look at entry E6 . It shows a value of 0 when it should show
a series of hyphens. The problem was our use of the Replicate
command . We established a formula in entry E4, which was the
sum of the entries on the row . When replicated down Column E,
the sum was included for row 6, incorrectly placing the value 0 at
E6.
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Figure 8-2. A window showing two common errors with VisiCalc usage.

Another common problem occurs with formatting of row and
column headings. In Figure 8-3 and Figure 8-4 we have two reports; one printed after the sheet of Figure 8-2 has had the column
width reduced and the other after widening the columns. Notice
how the headings over the rows are now distorted and misplaced.
Also notice in Figure 8-3 that the unformatted entries are
displayed with inconsistent, misaligned decimal places.
The lesson of these examples is to postpone some labeling activity until the last steps of spreadsheet preparation. Doing so allows us to prepare correct column and row identification the first
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Figure 8-3. Our report after reducing the
column width (resulting in incorrect,
incomprehensible column titles) . The report
also displays inconsistent decimal places
because of erroneous formatting.

:. rod

~:....

Figure 8-4. The same results as Figure 8-3,
but here the column width has been increased.

time. We should determine our formats early in
that they can be replicated as needed.
In Figure 8-5 we have printed a report on which
been omitted by improperly specifying the lower
the report during a Print command. Also notice
FOURTH has been improperly spelled (FORTH).

Fir s t
Qtr

FJ iJ r-

Second
Qtr

.25.471::1.47
55.12
5.1:3

Third
Qtr

Forth
Qtr

the process so
the bottom has
right corner of
that the word

To
Date
38.94
60.25

Figure 8-5. A printed report in which the bottom has been omitted by improperly specifying the lower right of the sheet in the Print command. We also
have a misspelling (FORTH).

Let's briefly mention additional problems that can occur with
VisiCalc .
• We can misuse the commands. The Replicate command, probably the most complicated and powerful of VisiCalc, can cause a
number of problems that we discussed in Chapter 4, Commands.
Misuse of the Nand R prompts of that command can easily cause
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problems, as can incorrectly specifying source and target locations.
• Because we cannot see the full sheet on the screen, there may
be unusual erroneous entries that we are not aware of and cannot
easily detect.
• It's easy to point to the wrong entry in completing a formula .
If we replicate from this initial incorrect value, we are replicating
an error.
• If we unintentionally load one sheet onto another without
clearing the screen, we will end up with a spreadsheet that is usually an erroneous combination of the two.
• Circular or forward references (refer to Chapter 7, Other Topics) may cause undesired results as mayan incorrect order of computation (refer to the /G section of Chapter 4, Commands).
Throughout this chapter we have illustrated problems that can
cause errors for us . Now let's move to a discussion of detecting,
correcting, and, even more important, preventing errors.

DETECTING AND PREVENTING ERRORS
Our goal should be to produce accurate information . Although
we want to take advantage of the speed of spreadsheet preparation, we do not want to do so at the cost of accuracy. What we
have seen is the extreme need for caution. For example, it's very
easy to destroy a formula by writing a value over it and not even
realize that this has occurred.
In writing programs or in using software other than VisiCalc, a
major portion of the program may be devoted to checking input
data to make sure that they are valid . For example, if we are
preparing a payroll report, we want to be certain that the input
field containing the number of hours the employee worked, in fact
contains a number. If it does not, we probably have an error. If it
has a number, we may want to check on its reasonableness in
some way. For example, if the number is generated from a weekly
employee, we may not want to process it if it's greater than 70
hours without independent verification.
Even though we will suggest a solution for this particular problem later in the chapter, we must recognize that this editing and
checking process is not conveniently available with VisiCalc. We
must be especially alert during the data entry activity with the
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sheet; that is, the user provides this validation function, not the
spreadsheet.
In Chapter 9, Creating Templates, we'll develop a series of
guidelines to help us include steps that can be taken with VisiCa1c
to avoid these problems. In the remainder of this chapter we'll
look at some examples of actions that we can take to prevent and
detect errors that could occur with our sheets .
The QUARTERLY REPORT of Figure 8-6 is a common type of report for which VisiCalc can be used . We show four columns of information with subtotals (SUB) included for each and a grand total
(TOTAL) at the bottom of each column. Notice that we've filled
the sheet with numbers for which it is easy to determine if the
sheet is working correctly. This is certainly not an exhaustive test,
for we have seen earlier in the chapter that a large number of
things could go wrong.
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Figure 8-6. A typical VisiCalc sheet with test data but no double-checking of
the totals.

Let's demonstrate a simple way of providing one check on the
accuracy of our work. In Figure 8-6 the TOTAL was computed by
adding together the SUB totals of rows 8 and 13. Thus, the formula at entry B16 contains
(B8+ B13)
As a double check, look at Figure 8-7. Two rows have been added to the report, rows 19 and 20. The formula at entry B19 is
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Figure 8-7. The sheet of Figure 8-6 after revision to perform a double check
on the totals.

(B3+ B4+ B5+ B6+ B10+ B11)
We have separately added all the entries used to compute the SUB
totals . Finally row 20 contains the difference between row 16 and
row 19; that is, entry B20 contains
(B16-B19)
As we manipulate the values in this sheet, we will watch row 20
carefully to be certain that it contains zero values across the row.
Another simple way to do this is to place the formula
@SUM(B3 .. . B15)/2
at location B19 . All non-numeric values are ignored (since they
have value 0), and since each value is included twice, division by 2
gives a sum of the column.
If we print a report from this sheet, these last two rows can be
omitted if desired.
We have built a simple check into our sheet. It is redundant and
can be time-consuming on a large sheet, but techniques like this
are extremely important in order to detect and prevent errors.
Let's look at another technique that can be helpful as a testing
device. We can create temporary rows or columns that can help
us determine if information is entered correctly.
For example, if we have one column for each of the 40 people in
one department, we can quickly insert a row above the names and
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place the values I, 2, 3, ... 39, 40 across this new row. If 40 appears over the last name, we know that we have 40 columns
(although we may have a duplicate among them) . If 40 does not
fall over the last name, then this testing device has been helpful in
identifying an error that we can find and correct. The new row can
be deleted, if desired, after serving this testing function.
For a second example, let' s return to our payroll problem. In
Figure 8-8 we've shown part of a spreadsheet including employee
names, the number of hours each worked this week, and a column
labeled CHECK (column C) . The formula at the highlighted entry,
C4, contains
@MAX(B4-70,O)
A similar relative formula exists at C5 and C6 . Let's follow the action for the entries shown. Remember our purpose: we want to
know any employees for whom our data shows more than 70
hours worked. On the screen, MARIAN shows 80 hours in entry
B4, that is, above the exception level of 70. For her the formula
evaluates as
@MAX(B4-70,O)
or @MAX(80-70,O)
or @MAX(10,O)
or 10
For NOAH, who worked 40 hours, it evaluates as
@MAX(B5-70,O)
or @MAX(40-70,O)
or @MAX( -30,0)
or 0
GABRIEL is evaluated similarly, to value zero (0) .
Thus, we have created, in the C column, an exception report,
that can be scanned for nonzero entries, each of which indicates
an individual who worked for over 70 hours this week.
It is important to recognize that although we have automated
this calculation, the exception recognition shown in column C is
still dependent upon an individual's scanning that column for
nonzero entries. Thus, the process of identifying possible errors is
still heavily dependent upon the user of the system. Although this
is ultimately true of most computer systems, other systems provide the capability for exception reporting, etc., which is not available with VisiCalc.
In this chapter we've seen several concepts in testing, including
checking with simple numbers, and built-in checking. The latter
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Figure 8-8. An example in which a CHECK column has been added to check
on the validity of the input data.

indicates the important concept of considering testing when the
sheet is constructed .
Let's list a number of other concepts that can help produce
correct results.
• Create templates using the concepts in Chapter 9, Creating
Templates, and use these techniques even for one-time use . That
chapter contains suggestions for avoiding many of the problems
discussed in this chapter.
• If the same spreadsheet is used repeatedly for different test
values, consider clearing and then reloading the sheet for each
new group of values. If we have inadvertently destroyed part of
the sheet when entering one set of data, this action will limit the
damage to that one set rather than that set plus all that follow.
• In addition to testing the sheet with these simple values, also
test with "large" numbers to ensure that column widths for all entries are wide enough to display expected values in an appropriate
format .
• Test our results against results that we have computed by
hand or with other programs that can serve as controlled comparisons. Do this for test data and for real data alike.
• Follow the cursor movement carefully and be certain that we
are at the correct location before entering a value.
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• Use the Replicate command to help fill entries with test data.
• Have someone else test our system. This might include working with the person while he or she begins with our documentation (refer to Chapter 10, Documentation) and works through to
the final steps of report preparation. We'll need to be alert to parts
of the system that cause problems and then revise them to produce a better system. If others will regularly use our work, this
training step is very important for both ourselves and the user
(refer to Chapter 11, What Our Client, Secretary, or Supervisor
Needs to Know) .
• Recognize the limits of VisiCalc. As we have seen, it may not
be appropriate for all problems that we wish to solve with a computer system.
CORRECTING ERRORS
Once our testing reveals an error, we need to locate and correct
the problem. We should be delighted that the error has been
found during testing and not later, after we acted on what we believed to be accurate information. We will need to be careful that
in locating and correcting an error we don't inadvertently create
additional errors. When we believe that we've corrected an error,
we'll need to begin our testing again .
Debugging, the process of locating and correcting known errors
in a spreadsheet, will usually begin with an examination of the entry at the locations known to be incorrect. If these entries appear
to be correct, we can examine entries that are referenced in formulas contained at the locations known to be incorrect. This st~p-by
step process will hopefully reveal the problem. If it is an error
detected at a location created by a replica tion process, then all
corresponding entries may need to be replicated again with the
correction.
SUMMARY
VisiCalc itself provides limited assistance in the processes discussed in this chapter. We are limited to examining contents of entries one by one . We do not have cross reference listing facilities;
that is, we cannot determine all entries that reference a particular
entry. We cannot tell which entries of the sheet are blank and
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which have contents without moving over the entire sheet entry
by entry.
This chapter has listed a broad range of possible errors, ranging
from incorrect expressions, to destruction of formulas, to solving
the wrong problem.

Chapter 9

Creating Templates

INTRODUCTION
One of the most powerful features of VisiCalc is the ability it
provides to create templates . Templates are patterns or models
that guide a person in entering data onto the electronic sheet. A
template is an electronic sheet on which we've written labels, formulas, and possibly some, but not all, of the values needed to
evaluate the sheet fully. We'll store this sheet and later, when we
need to get information involving this sheet, we'll load it, enter
the missing values, and instantly have our information.
Templates also allow for the separation of the data entry function from the steps involved in defining the relationships between
the entries. This is extremely important, as we'll see .
Let's look a t the simplified expense budget in Figure 9-1. In
looking at this report we can't tell if relationships exist between
the entries . How are PERSONNEL dollars computed? Are they a
function of EMPLOYEES (the number of people working for us)?
Are BENEFITS related to PERSONNEL costs, EMPLOYEES, both,
or neither? Was TRAVEL computed as $300 per person?
It's clear that the report reveals nothing of the functional relationships between the entries. If we intend to use this spreadsheet
for new calculations we can do so only if we are intimately familiar with which entries we can change . We need to know which
hold values that we are to enter and which hold formulas that we
do not want to change. If we prepared the report three months
188
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ago, it's possible that the details may now be hazy. What if we ask
an employee to work with the sheet and the individual is not familiar with it? What if our manager wants to use this sheet? What if
the sheet has hundreds of entries instead of the few of the
example?
Creating a template as the first step of solving a problem can alleviate many of these potential difficulties. Let's follow a number
of iterations in the process of creating a template for the example
of Figure 9-1. As we do so, we'll develop a series of template
guidelines. These guidelines will consist of a mixture of common
sense, an understanding of the capabilities and limitations of VisiCalc, and a knowledge of what computer programmers and users
have learned (primarily the hard way) about interacting with a
computer system. This last category will be extremely important to
VisiCalc users who do not have previous experience in writing and
regularly using computer systems.
Let's start. We will built templates for several different examples, starting with the problem of Figure 9-1.

~:i

EMpl()~ees

0

Per sonnel
Benefits
TE.' lephone
F(ent
TravE.'l
HCl spita lit';:l
EquipMent

1000000
25 0000
10000
10000
15000
1000
18000

TOTAL:

1304000

Figure 9-1. A simple expense budget example for which we'll create a
template.

GUIDELINES FOR CREATING TEMPLATES:

EXAMPLE 1

Template Guideline 1: Understand the problem thoroughly.
The ease of using VisiCalc can tempt us to start filling the blank
sheet without a complete understanding of the problem to be
solved. In general it's a mistake, but not always, as we'll see. The
new computer user is probably developing an understanding of
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the explicit nature of the directions that must be provided to a
computer to receive the results desired. This is as true with VisiCalc as with any other method of programming or communicating
instructions to a computer.
On the other hand there are often problems that we try to solve
but which we know we do not understand well. Tools like VisiCalc can be helpful for this type of problem since they permit, or
even encourage, experimentation with different model solutions.
For this type of problem VisiCalc can become a working tool to
help us develop a thorough understanding of the problem.
What's important is that we be able to distinguish between the
problems that we do understand (or should understand) and those
we know we don't understand .
Let's apply this guideline to our sample budget problem. Our
budgeting assumptions here will be simple and straightforward,
and we'll assume that we thoroughly understand our problem.
Each of the fields is briefly explained as follows:

Field

Formula,
variable,
or constant

EMPLOYEES

variable

We'll enter this field . Figure 9-1 shows
50 people working for us . This is a
variable, meaning that we'll enter a
numeric value for this field. When we
develop our template we'll leave a
"place-holder" for it, as we'll see.

PERSONNEL

formula

We compute this as $20,000 times the
number of EMPLOYEES . We'll place the
formula in our template.

BENEFITS

formula

Compute as 25% of PERSONNEL costs.

TELEPHONE

variable

We'll enter this value.

RENT

constant

Although VisiCalc doesn't distinguish
between variables and constants, the
distinction can be important in templates.
A constant is a value that will be entered
by the person who creates the template and
not by the person who later uses this template.

Notes
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For our problem we know that RENT
will be a fixed cost and we'll
place the $10,000 directly into the
template.
TRAVEL

formula

Compute as $300 per person .

HOSPITALITY

variable

We'll enter this .

EQUIPMENT

variable

We'll enter this.

TOTAL

formula

The sum of the seven expense fields .

Let's create a template for this problem. For each of the four
variables to be entered, we'll place a series of periods ( .. .... . ) in
the entry . This field is the "place holder" that we mentioned .
We'll do this here with the use of the Repeating Label command
by typing
/- .

This fills the field with periods. In a later section of this chapter
we'll discuss other ways of identifying such a field as one in which
a variable should be entered. The use of repeated periods is only a
convenient, visual way of marking the field and is not related to
any VisiCalc operational requirement. Let's identify this concept as
our second guideline.
Template Guideline 2: Clearly identify all fields for
which data is to be provided.

In creating our template, the formulas, labels, and constants
(such as RENT here) are entered normally on the sheet. Figure 9-2
shows our template. Let's call it a template-in-process, because
we'll be revising it significantly.
Notice that a number of entries in which we have placed formulas show O. As we know, when VisiCalc encounters a label in the
field of a formula the label is treated as a zero value . Here, for example, PERSONNEL has been entered as a formula (20000 multiplied by the number of EMPLOYEES), and the EMPLOYEES field
contains .. ......... Therefore, PERSONNEL is evaluated as
20000

*0

or 0, the value shown in Figure 9-2.
The zero-evaluation of labels by VisiCalc will be very useful in
our work on templates.
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Figure 9-2. Our template-in-process for our budget example.

We are beginning to see the power of a template. The variables
that need to be entered are clearly identified (here by periods).
In Figure 9-3 we have entered the four values and have our new
budget. We've done this by
• Loading the template.
• Positioning the cursor in turn over the four locations requiring
an entry (indicated by a series of periods).
• Entering the values:
EMPLOYEES
TELEPHONE
HOSPITALITY
EQUIPMENT

40
5000
1000
10000

After following these few steps, we can view our new budget as a
function of these four new values.
Let's continue to develop this same template and introduce
some additional guidelines.
Template Guideline 3:
template .

Include documentation within the

Documentation is a broad term in the computer field encompassing a wide variety of written materials intended to be helpful to a
user of all or part of a computer system. It may be program documentation, operating documentation, system documentation, user
documentation, etc . Chapter 10, Documentation, discusses the
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Figure 9-3. A new budget after entering four values on the template that we've
created.

topic more fully from a VisiCalc perspective. In our example we'll
start by discussing documentation for a person using the templates we'll create.
Our environment and intended use of a template should provide
guidance for the appropriate level of documentation. If we use
this template several times within a short period and then discard
it, we may need little documentation. However, if our template is
used by a large number of people over a long period of time, we
need to provide more extensive documentation. If we use the template infrequently, then we need to provide enough documentation for ourselves to ensure that we can successfully use or revise
this template when we need it next. Figure 9-4 suggests the beginning of modest documentation, which here has been placed in the
top left corner of the sheet. Included are the file name under
which the template has been stored, here FIG94, and the name of
the author of the template, here DON BElL. As we proceed, we'll
add additional documentation to our templates.
Let's use our template again. Assume that we need revised
budget informa tion because of potential changes in the number of
EMPLOYEES and other expenses . Suppose the projected values
are
EMPLOYEES
iELEPHONE
HOSPITALITY
EQUIPMENT

50

9000
1000

30000
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Figure 9-4. Minimal documentation has been included in the first entries of the
template.
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Figure 9-5. Our template after partially entering values. The EMPLOYEES value has been
entered.

Figure 9-6. Our template after inadvertently
destroying the BENEFITS entry by writing our
TELEPHONE entry there incorrectly.

Figure 9-5 shows our template after we've partially entered the
data. In the figure we've entered the number of EMPLOYEES
(note the cursor position) and can see that PERSONNEL, BENEFITS, and TRAVEL all have been computed as a function of EMPLOYEES. Then, in Figure 9-6 we enter the $9000 TELEPHONE
expense; however, look carefully at the cursor location. In error
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the number has been entered in the BENEFITS location, destroying the correct value.
Not only have we destroyed the value at the BENEFITS entry,
but we have also destroyed the formula that created the relationship between BENEFITS and PERSONNEL. This error leads us to
our next two guidelines.
Template Guideline 4:
tapes).

Back up templates on diskettes (or

As templates are developed, they should be saved periodically
to ensure that work is not destroyed . It' s a point that's been made
several times and that will be made again later in this book.
The example of Figure 9-6 demonstrates clearly the need to have
backup of files. In this case we've destroyed the formula for
BENEFITS by placing a value incorrectly in its entry location. If we
know the relationship, we can reenter the formula. But if we're
entering data on a template that someone else has written, or
someone else is using our template, there are problems.
The backup is crucial. If we inadvertently destroy a template,
we can reload it from the last backup if it has been saved . In fact,
this is one of the values of templates; they can be saved and
loaded as necessary to obtain desired results.
This example also leads to the next guideline.
Template Guideline 5:
from the calculations.

Separate the data entry process

There may be no concept more important than this one in creating a template. The ease with which values, labels, or formulas
can be entered onto the sheet is both an advantage and a disadvantage in using VisiCalc.
In Figure 9-6 we destroyed a formula by replacing it with a
value in a single potentially devastating move. Such an action can
easily go undetected with VisiCalc. It requires extreme care in
entering data, a point we'll return to later.
It is important in considering template creation to understand
the difference between the processes performed to generate a template and the processes followed to use a template. In discussing
data entry, we're discussing using an existing template (not generating a new template). With VisiCalc, data entry is the process
of placing values onto predetermined locations of the electronic
sheet. As deSigners it's our responsibility to create templates that
make this second process as easy and foolproof as possible.
The last guideline suggests that we can take actions in the
design of our template to reduce the likelihood of such a destruc-
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tive action. Figure 9-7 shows the same template on which we have
created a separate area for data entry located below the report .
We'll enter values in a separate section of the sheet that functions
only as the data entry area. To add this area to the sheet, we must
change our formulas.

Te Mpl ate:
Author:

FIC97
Don 8eil

f:;iM Ple [:udqet.

a
o
o
o

P(0r SCl nr,f.~ 1
Denefi. t"
TelE~p h()ne

f(f:nt

Report area

10000

Tr ave l
H() ~;p:i. ta 1 i t.~:J
Equi.PMent

o
o
o

TOTAL.:

10000

EMP l()~!f.~E~~';
T(~ l(~ph()ne

HCl sp italit~

•••••••••••

EquipMent

••

t

} Data entry area

••••••••

Figure 9-7. The budget template in which we've separated the data entry area
from the calculation report area.

The changes in formulas have occurred as follows:

Entry
B6
B11
B14
B15

(EMPLOYEES)
(TELEPHONE)
(HOSPITALITY)
(EQUIPMENT)

Figure 9-4
entry
contained

Figure 9-7
entry contains
this formula
(B22)
(B23)
(B24)
(B25)

or
or
or
or

+ B22
+ B23
+B24
+ B25

We can see that we've replaced our series of periods ( ... ...... .. )
with a simple formula reference to the data entry area of the template. These formulas are essentially four copy instructions . Visi-
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Calc copies the da ta entered in the lower portion of the screen to
the desired report format ar:ea at the top of the screen.
This action alone can reduce the possibility of destruction of the
formulas forming the relationships in our budget template, and as
such is a valuable addition to the template .
Additional steps can be taken to isolate the data entry function,
as we'll discuss .
Template Guideline 6: "Write protect" the report area.
VisiCalc doesn't currently provide a method of "write protecting" or "locking" an entry (or entries) of the sheet. By this we
mean that we can't indicate that an entry of the sheet, perhaps a
formula or constant, can't be changed without a special step on
our part. This would be a desired feature for template creation
since it could prevent the accidental destruction of formulas such
as we caused in the template of Figure 9-6.
Even so, there are several steps that we can take to give a similar (but not as effective) protection. We can include titles in the
data entry portion of the sheet, and fix them both vertically and
horizontally. This provides a level of protection against accidentally moving into, and subsequently writing on, the report portion
of the template. We'll demonstrate this and combine it with the
two following guidelines.
Template Guideline 7:
plate .

Build redundancy into the tem-

Template Guideline 8: Store the templates so that when
reloaded the cursor is positioned to the first value entered.
Figures 9-8 and 9-9 summarize the last several guidelines. Notice
in Figure 9-8 that two rows have been inserted above the data entry section. These lines, which are redundant, are
TEMPLATE: FIG98
AUTHOR: DON BElL
They are the same as the top two rows of this template but serve
to provide information in the window that the person entering
data will see, as we'll discuss.
Figure 9-9 shows the value of this redundancy. It is the image
that will appear when an individual issues a Storage command to
load the file FIG99. In this way we have built redundancy into
our template and have stored the template so that when reloaded,
the cursor is positioned at the first value entered. The redundancy
is an extra effort but provides additional information and documentation for the user. We have another example of redundancy
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TeMplate:
Author:

FIG98
Don Beil

o
Personnel
Benefits
Telephone
F\ent

()

a
o
10000

Travf~l

o

Hospitalit';:l
EquipMent

o

TOTAL:

10000

TeMPlate:
Author:

Desired report

()

FIG98
Don Beil

EMP lO':fees

•••••••••••

Telephone

•••..••••.•

Hospitalit'j •••••••••••
EquipMent •••••••••• •

} New lines (redundancy)

} Data entry area

Figure 9-8. A printed listing of our template to which we've added two redundant lines of documentation.
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Figure 9-9. The window that appears when loading the budget template. This
is the data entry area of the sheet on which the titles indicated have been
fixed.
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with our four variables entered in one location and copied automatically into another. We'll see other examples later in the
chapter.
The titles have been fixed horizontally and vertically as marked
in Figure 9-9, and the cursor comes up on the screen as shown,
ready to accept the first value to be entered . If the person entering
data accidentally attempts to move up the screen or to the left, the
user will be beeped and prevented from destroying entries other
than those they can reach by "arrow access." That is, with the arrow keys, the user can only access areas we established for data
entry. Use of the GO TO command, however, will enable the person to move into other areas of the sheet when necessary (as we'll
see). Since it's unlikely that GO TO would be issued accidentally,
we've created a limited form of protection for the important upper
area of this sheet.
With this technique it's possible to achieve some success in
"write protecting" our sheet. Another technique is demonstrated
later in the chapter.
The screen of Figure 9-9 also demonstrates another guideline.
Template Guideline 9: For data entry, reveal only as
much of the sheet on the screen as necessary for this
process.
Compare Figure 9-9 with Figure 9-10. The first is a simple screen
containing only the area needed for data entry. Much of the
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Figure 9-10. An example of a window that may be confusing to a person
entering data on the sheet.
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screen is blank and easy to understand and to use. Figure 9-10 on
the other hand reveals a larger number of entries (almost the full
sheet here) and is confusing. For example, a number of the fields
occur twice on the same screen. For this reason, the simple screen
of Figure 9-9 is preferable.
This last guideline works counter to one of the strengths of VisiCalc, that of observing the instantaneous effect of a change in one
field on another entry. Because of that, this particular guideline
will be meaningful for some templates but possibly not others.
What's important is to design the data entry function to be simple, direct, and easy to use for the person (including ourselves)
entering the data . VisiCalc demands the full attention of the user
entering data; therefore templates should be designed not to distract from this process in any way .
II

Ou+pu+ I,
60

TeMpl ate:
Author:

FIG911
Don Beil

EMPlo':Jees

•••1+5+0+

Telephone

.••••••

"0•••
P.Q.

Ho spitalit~ ••• •~.C: ~.C?
EquiPMent
•• •4Q ~<?q.

P(~r S() nnf~ 1
t::enE)fi ts
Telephone
F,ent

HClSP:i. ta 1. i t~~
Equ i P M t? I"',t

TOTAL:

1 2 00000
::1 00000
1~"j000

10000
18000
ZOOO

3 0000
1:i7:iO 0

a

80

TeMPl ate:
AuthClT' :

FIG911
Don I=.:eil

Personnel
Benefits
Telep hone
Rent
Travel
Ho spita lit~~

Equ i P ME)nt
TOTAL:

1600000
400000
2 0000
10000
24 000
'10 0 0

25 000
2 083000

Figure 9-11. A demonstration of recording variables on preprinted "input"
forms prepared by printing the data entry segment of the template and then
using these forms as a reference for entering data onto the sheet to obtain the
reports shown as " output."
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Let's think again of the person entering the data, and assume
that we have a printer available. Since we've isolated the values to
be entered, we could get printed copies of this blank data entry
section of the sheet and follow the next guideline.
Template Guideline 10: Use the data entry layout of the
sheet for the external data collection.
This is demonstrated in Figure 9-11. Suppose that we want to
prepare printed reports for several budget options and that
another person will be preparing these reports for us. To communicate our wishes to the person doing the data entry, we can simply
write the values we want onto "input" forms printed from the
data entry portion of the template as shown in Figure 9-11 on the
left. On the right are our finished reports.
We can think of this as using a portion of the template in
printed form to prepare "input" for a report generated by VisiCale.
To assist further in this process, and to build on the report
preparation activities of Figure 9-11, let's introduce several more
guidelines .
Template Guideline 11:
plate.

Include instructions in the tem-

In Figure 9-12 we've done that. Notice the new last row . It
directs the person to GO TO A3 after the data entry function for
the four values has been completed. A person entering values
vertically down the template will encounter the last row and can

Figure 9-12. Our template with instructions
(> A3 RETURN) included.

Figure 9-13. Our template after entering the
four values and before following the instructions of the last row.
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follow the directions included there in the form of a VisiCalc
command.
This label was placed at this entry by entering the double quote
key (to indicate that a label is being entered), followed by the
characters shown in the entry. That is, we entered

1/> A3 RETURN
In this example, assume we have entered the four required
values, as shown in Figure 9-13. We then execute the GO TO A3
as directed. Following this command, the screen appears as in Figure 9-14.

Figure 9-14. Our screen after executing a GO TO A3. We are given additional
instructions.

Here a line of additional instructions is included, directing us to
move to the next line
> A4 RETURN
and then print the report
IPP B23 RETURN

This is the series of keystrokes to print a report from the location
A4 (current cursor loca tion and the desired top left corner of the
report) to location B23 (the bottom right corner desired) .
When the instructions of row 3 are followed, the report of Figure 9-15 is produced. Notice the last line printed:
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TEMPLATE: FIG915
This line serves as excellent documentation for the printed report
itself. It should be circulated with the report since it can be a
needed reference to the particular template used. Let's produce a
guideline from this concept.
SiMple Budget
EMplo~ee s

40

Personnel
Benefits
Telephone
Rent
Trav e l

800000
200000
10000
10000
12000
0
5000

Hospitalit~

Eq,)ipMent
TOTAL:

TeMplate:

1037000

FIG915

Figure 9-15. The report printed by following the instructions in the top line of
Figure 9-14.

Template Guideline 12: Label all printed reports with
identification of the template used to produce it.
In addition, it's often desirable to know the "assumptions" from
which our report has been prepared. With the layout of the sheet
that we've developed, it's easy to add this to any printed reports
by simply printing a larger part of the full sheet. This has been
done in Figure 9-16 after adding one row with the word ASSUMPTIONS. The variable values used to create this report are clearly
indicated at the bottom of the report.
A summary of our final template for this example is shown in
Figure 9-1 7. A number of things have been marked including
• Several areas of documentation.
• Several lines of instructions.
• The format of the first printed report including the template
identification (printed report 1).
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EMplo~ees

40

Personnel
Ben efits
Telephone
t,ent
Travel

800000
200000
10000
10000
12000
0
~i 000

Ho spita lit ~

EquipMent
TOTAL:

1037000

TeMplate:
FIG916
Author:
Don Beil
"ASSUMPTIONS"
EMplo~ees

Tel epho ne
Hasp i tal i t~~
EquipMent

40
10 0 0 0

o

5000

Figure 9-16. A printed report listing our "assumptions" on which the report is
prepared.

• The format of a second report, which includes the printed
"assumptions" used to create the spreadsheet (printed report 2) .
• The data entry window, which appears when the template is
first loaded and which in printed form can be used for external
data collection.
An additional important concept follows:

Template Guideline 13: Provide documentation for the
user other than that written onto the template.
Chapter 10, Documentation, discusses this topic and suggests
methods appropriate for VisiCa1c users .
GUIDELINES FOR CREATING TEMPLATES: EXAMPLE 2

For the second example, assume that we need a template that
will help us at our manufacturing plant to record our production

Chapter 9:
Documentation {
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TeMplate: FIG917
Author:
Don E:e i 1
• >A't RETURN IPF' E:Z3 RET
SiMple E:lldget
EMplo~ees

0

Personnel
E:enefits
Telephone
Rent
Travel

0
0
0

10000
0

Hospitalit~

0
0

EquipMent
TOTAL:

Documentation -----+

FIG917
Don E:ei 1

EMplo~ees

...........
...........
•

Hospitalit~

EquipMent

Instruction

-

.

~ Printed
report 2

10000

TeMPlate:
Author:
Telephone

Printed
report 1

t

•••••••••

•••••••••••

Data entry window.
Useful also for
external data collection.

>A3 RETURN
-

Figure 9-17. A summary of our template.

activity on an hour-by-hour basis for one week and to establish
hourly production goals for the coming week. Figure 9-18 shows
the desired report that we want to produce.
The values for PRODUCTION THIS WEEK in Figure 9-18 are our
actual production figures that we enter late Friday afternoon. Our
FORECAST will use a simple goal mechanism. We want to increase production by a specific number of units per hour for every
hour. The variables that we'll provide to the template include all
the values enclosed in the two boxes of Figure 9-18. All other
values will be computed by the template. Notice that we really
have two reports on our template. Let's formalize this idea.
Template Guideline 14: More than one report can be
prepared on the same template .
If we wish, we can prepare several reports on the same sheet.
We can add a simple graph of the same data if desired. On Figure
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Production This Week
(000 )

8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
1 Z:00
1:00
Z: OO
3:0 0
1:00

MCln Tiles
0
10
2
30
20
30
ZO
30
1El
25
30
30
30
30
30
25
'?"
L.J
25

Wed Thllr
10
ZO
L. J
ZO
""
r,C"
,_J
20
10
30
30
35
10
ZO
20
10
30
30
30
30

Fr i
20
:30
:30
10
30
30
30
30
30

TOTAL

175

275

270 1175

235

220

F01'l?Cast:
Production Ne)·:t
( 000 )

TOT
60
107
125
160
138
150
150
115
110

Wee~.

I

Planned Increase of '- __ .:~ Urli ts/Hr s
8:00
9:00
10:00
:U:OO
1 Z:00
:t: 0 0
2: 00
3:00

Mon Tues
20
10
12
10
::lO
10
~J 0
10
28
35
10
10
i\ 0
10
i\ 0

3~"

i\: 0 0

35

35

TOT AI..

265

325

T(;~Mf> lat(;~:

AuthCll' :

Wed Thur
20
30
:35
30
3~j
:30
10
50
1"",J
"to
~:; 0
30
~'j 0
30
ilO
'\ 0
i\ 0
'10
365

310

Fr i
30
10
10
~)

0
i\ 0

10
10
i\ 0
10

TOT
110
1 ~j7
175
210
1El8
200
200
195
190

:360 1625

FIG918
Don Be:i.l

Figure 9-18. The numbers enclosed in boxes are variables that we provide to
this template to prepare our PRODUCTION THIS WEEK and our FORECAST
for next week. All other values are calculated by the template.

9-18, we can simply rearrange the axes of each of these reports
and prepare both with the days of the week across the rows and
the times down the columns.
Let's study the full template designed to prepare the two reports
shown in Figure 9-18. The complete template is shown in Figure
9-19. The final report of the previous figure is marked. Also
marked is the initial screen. Notice the location of the cursor as it
appears when the template is loaded . It appears on the Monday
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) A5 RETURN 1f'F' G"15 RETURN 4oE~---- · l nitru c tion 5 f or p rintin g
Production This Week
(000 )

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fri
0

" ed Thur

Mor, T'.les

S: 00
9 : 00
10:00
11: 00
12: 00
1: 00
2: 00
3: 00
~: 00

0
0
0
0

0

0

TOT
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL

Forecast:
Production Ne:·: l
(000 )

Week

~ Fina l repo rt

o Ur,its / Hr s
Hon T'Jes

8:00
9: 0 0
10: 00
11: 00
1 Z: 00
1: 00
Z: 00
3: 00
~: 00

0

Wed Thur
o
0
o
0

Fr i

TOT

o
o
o
o

o
o

o

o

o
o
o

TOTAL

TeMplate: FIG919
Author:

Don Bei 1

Prod,-'ction Thi s Week (Oa i l';:l):
( 000 )
Honda';!
S:OO

9: 00
10 : 00
11: 00
12: 00
1: 00
2 : 00
3 : 00
"1: 00
TOTAL

Cu rs or

I

Ti tles f i xed
i n both

~ In itia l

sc ree n

::::: / . direct i ons

(/" :!

CHEC t{ Mor.,

Tot a l

TIJesda'j

8: 00
9: 00
'1 :00

:J.'

3.
it : 01"

TOTAL
~~{

Fr ida'j
8 : 00
9 : 00
10: 00
11: 00
12: 00
1:00
2.: 0 0
3: 00
"1: 00
TOTAL
PROD UCTION
INCREASE: • • • ••

Tue. Tolal

!! CHECK Fr i .

Tol a l

UNITS PER HR .

( 000)

>04 .....
E, - - - - - - - - - - I nstr uctions

Figure 9-19. The full annotated template of our production example.
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8:00 a.m. entry, ready for the first data to be entered. Titles have
been fixed in both directions as noted, to limit access to the upper
report area and to reduce the possibility of destroying formulas
there. Each of these items is explained in earlier discussions in this
chapter.
Look at the screen in Figure 9-20. We have just moved down the
column entering the values for production this week on Monday.
As we finish the 4:00 p .m . time, we corne to row 60, which shows:
TOTAL

o

!! CHECK MON. TOTAL

This line contains an instruction, the two exclamation points (!!)
that ask for a recalculation. This sheet has been stored with a global recalculation mode of manual (M), so that data could be entered more quickly. Now the user is asked to recalculate twice .
Doing so provides the screen shown in Figure 9-21.
Notice the entry at location B60, which now shows 175 instead
of O. The recalculations have provided a Monday TOTAL in the
data entry area of the sheet . This is a "protected" entry since it is
behind (to the left of) the titles fixed in place on the template . The
user is also instructed to
CHECK MON TOTAL
meaning that a total has been provided for Monday and that the
individual can use that as a method of verifying that the numbers
for Monday have been entered accurately. We'll assume that the
user has calculated this value as a control total used to check on
the accuracy of the process. We can list this idea as a guideline .
Template Guideline 15: Provide the user with aids to
verify that data are being entered properly.
This is important, especially since VisiCalc has only limited techniques to edit user input to ascertain validity . For example, we
cannot easily check a value entered to see if it is a number, not a
label. We are also very limited in communicating errors or potential errors to users since we can' t print messages to users from the
sheet (except for the words ERROR and NA). Therefore, it is important to include whatever capability we can to ensure that data
are entered correctly. In this example, we are assuming that the
user has totaled the production for each day and that this total is
compared against our built-in sum as a way of controlling the accuracy of the data . We want the user to check the data entered so
that accurate information is prepared.
Notice with this template, that the user is required to enter data
vertically down the sheet. This was done with reason.
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Figure 9-20. After moving down the column entering data, the user comes to
an instruction to perform recalculations (!l).
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Fixed titles

Figure 9-21. The recalculations provide a total for the day (here, 175) that
gives the user a control total to be used to verify that accurate data have been
entered.

Template Guideline 16: When building the data entry
area of a template, require the user to enter data while
moving down the template in a single column.
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There are several reasons for this. First, moving the cursor with
the arrow keys can be an awkward maneuver. Therefore, if we
establish one direction (down) as the single movement required
while entering data, we reduce the possibility of error. If large
amounts of data must be entered, we can still go down the sheet
until the bottom is reached. At that point, the user can be directed
(with a GO TO) to the top of another column at which additional
data are entered down the sheet. Second, more rows than
columns appear on the screen, making it easier to follow the action down the sheet, rather than across. Finally, the movement
seems less abrupt when scrolling down the sheet instead of across
it.
In our template, the user continues down the screen until the
data for each day of the week have been entered; then the desired
PRODUCTION INCREASE is entered as prompted.
Continuing down the sheet, the user finds an instruction,
> A4.
When issued, the user is sent to line 4 of our template (refer to
Figure 9-19). Here, the first instruction is to perform recalculations
(!!). We'll review the reason next.
Template Guideline 17:

Recalculate before printing.

Template Guideline 18: On spreadsheets requiring significant data entry, use the manual recalculation mode.
On this template, we placed the sheet into manual recalculation
mode to speed the data entry process. Here, recalculations do occur after the data for each week are entered, but one is not included after the PRODUCTION INCREASE is entered at the bottom of the sheet. (We can, of course, include one if desired .) After
the GO TO A4 is executed, our FORECAST table does not yet
have the correct final values. The recalculation causes this. (Two
exclamation points are not required, one is sufficient in this example.)
In Figure 9-22, the cursor is resting at position G19, where we
have an incorrect entry. The formula at this entry,
@SUM(BI9 ... FI9), was generated when a Replicate command was
used to copy the formula down the G column from entry GI0. As
discussed earlier, in the Replicate section of Chapter 4, Commands, this can happen often with spreadsheet creation . One
method to avoid it follows.
Template Guideline 19: Insert blank rows and columns
as the final step of creating the template.
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Figure 9-22. The cursor highlights an error that could have been avoided if
this blank row had been entered after all other work on the template was
complete.

Postponing this action can help avoid the work and potential
problems associated with clearing individual entries that can occur
when replicating as described.
Let's revise this template to illustrate another technique that can
be used to write protect the data entered by the user. Figure 9-23
was formed by overlaying two VisiCalc sheets. One sheet, used
for data entry, contains columns A through G. The second sheet,
with the production report and forecast, contains columns I
through 0, and is blank in all other areas. The formulas of the
sheet on the right refer to entries in column C.
To use these templates, we'll follow these steps.
Enter

Explanation

IC

Begin the Clear command .

Y

After confirming that we can clear
the sheet, enter Y.
Load the data entry area and then
enter our production data and
increase in column C.
Overlay the report and forecast on
the data . Since we do not want to
destroy the data, we will not clear
the sheet before this step.

ISL FIG923L RETURN

ISL FIG923R RETURN
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Figure 9-23. One spreadsheet resulting from overlaying a data entry matrix
(columns A through G) on the desired model (columns I through 0).

Figure 9-23. One spreadsheet resulting from overlaying a data entry matrix
(columns A through G) on the desired model (columns I through 0).
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At this point, we have our desired information. The advantage
of this technique is that it isolates data entry while placing the
data entered to the left of the model. That is the desired location
in recalculation since it allows the entered values to flow into the
model correctly.

GUIDELINES FOR CREATING TEMPLATES: EXAMPLE 3
Our final example in the chapter will be a straightforward template used to estimate our electric utility bill per month for the
year. We begin with records of the monthly usage last year which
we enter as one column. Then we'll enter only two values:
• Percentage increase or decrease we anticipate in kilowatt
usage for the year.
• Expected price.
We want to build an interactive template that allows us to
change these two variables and observe the results of our actions.
Figure 9-24 contains such a template. The opening screen contains
two windows as shown. The two variables are entered in the
lower window and the results are displayed in the upper window.
As with other examples, titles are fixed as marked.
The split window also provides additional protection against
destroying the upper segment of the screen since it can be used to
display noncontiguous sections simultaneously, thus allowing us
to see the data entry area and the resulting fields, which are safely
separated on the actual sheet as shown .
Template Guideline 20: Split windows can provide extra
protection in preserving sections of the sheet from accidental destruction.
This sheet also contains several other interesting sections. Notice in the illustration of the full sheet of Figure 9-24 that the last
line contains instructions to begin printing if desired . First, reduce
the screen to one window (/Wl), then GO TO A4. Then at location
A4, we're told to
ENTER DATE AND TIME ON ROW 8.
Notice that row 8 contains
DATE: "MMlDDIYY TIME: "00:00
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If we tried to enter either without a double quote ("), we wouldn't
be able to enter the slash (I) which would cause division, or colon
(:) since VisiCalc would assume that we are entering a value,
Thus, the instructions shown with the quote will, if followed,
cause VisiCalc to accept the two items in the correct formats ,

TeMplate FIG92'1
Au thor
Don Beil
Enter date and tiMe on row 8,
then follow directio n s on row 6.
)A8 RETURN IPP D3'1 RETURN

Date: " MM/DD/YY

TiMe: " 00:00
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TeMplate FIG92'1
Author
Don Beil
percent.
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~Fi"'ed title,;

Figure 9-24. An interactive template that allows us to enter two vari ables and
observe the impact on our electric consumption and cost.
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Template Guideline 21: Format the data entry location so
that it will be easy to enter the data correctly.
Here we've included explicit directions ("MMlDDIYY) for how
the data are to be entered and thus helped the user. At other
times, we can indicate that values are to be entered in ways other
than using repeated periods; for example, we can use VVVWV,
VVVV. VV, or VALUE. Similarly, areas to receive a label could be
marked LLLLLL, LABEL, etc.
How do we know if our templates work correctly? This is not a
simple question to answer. Refer to Chapter 8, Recognizing,
Preventing, and Correcting Errors, for a discussion of this topic
and for a number of suggestions applicable to this discussion on
creating templates. Here, let's briefly summarize our earlier advice
of that chapter.
Template Guideline 22: Test templates before using
them, check them while using them, and verify results
after using them.
One of the major programming lessons of the last two decades
has been to invest time and energy in designing a solution before
beginning to code it. Coding is the process of actually writing and
entering instructions. It should occur after we've mentally solved a
problem and when we're ready to translate that solution to a format understandable to a computer system. This chapter began
with an admonishment to understand the problem that we're solving . It ends with encouragement to understand the solution to be
used before we begin to implement it.

Chapter 10

Documentation

INTRODUCTION

Documentation provides a record of our activities that can be
helpful when we want to reuse our work, or can assist another
person who uses spreadsheets that we prepare. Each of us must
decide, using many factors, what is appropriate documentation for
our efforts. Documentation of our work requires time and is often
seen by those new to computers as unimportant; however, consider the importance of well-written manuals to guide in the use
of computer hardware or accompanying software.
We hope the software that we use is well-documented both
internally and externally. We'll explain both types in this chapter.
There are many examples of internal documentation. With VisiCalc this includes the information appearing on the prompt line to
assist us in using VisiCalc correctly. As a specific example, when
we enter the / (slash) to begin a command, the following appears
on the prompt line:
COMMAND: BCDFGIMPRSTVW-

This documentation within the software makes it easier to use .
VisiCalc contains a large number of these internal prompts.
The manual accompanying VisiCalc is the external documentation provided for it. It is separate from the software but important
to our understanding of how the software functions.
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As we create software, in the form of VisiCalc spreadsheets,
we'll want to prepare both internal and external documentation.
Let's discuss both kinds of documentation for our VisiCalc activities and suggest methods of preparing both.
PROVIDING INTERNAL DOCUMENTATION ON THE SPREADSHEET
When using VisiCalc, it is possible to include reference data, instructions, or other information within the sheet by entering this
information as labels on the spreadsheet. One example is a suggested standard documentation format that could appear within
everyone of our electronic sheets. Figure 10-1 provides a simple
template layout for such internal documentation. It has been
established by setting a wide global column width and then entering the labels as shown . For this example, the width was set at 18
by typing
fGC18 RETURN

Figure 10-2 was built from Figure 10-1 to illustrate how we can
complete the template for a specific spreadsheet.
Let's discuss the entries, momentarily ignoring the entry at
location AI. On row 2 we've placed the file name of this spreadsheet (QTR4) and on row 3 the identification of the diskette
(FORECAST-12) . Rows 5 to 7 contain a brief description of the
function of the electronic sheet. The next lines (rows 9 and 10)
contain the name of the author of the sheet and the date written.

' ~ Cl ;3
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:.-.! r-' i ::"'tEn ,

c -::1: Len
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;;

M-:: l-: 2 "

i. s k e::1:e

Figure 10-1. A template containing a format
for internal documentation of a spreadsheet.

::;: [i

Figure 10-2. A specific example of our sheet
with data for one of our budget spreadsheets.
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These are followed by lines containing the location of the backup
of this spreadsheet (the file and diskette names). As discussed earlier, the backup is a duplicate copy of this diskette (or one of
several copies) retained in case this copy is inadvertently destroyed. The name and telephone number of the person to contact
regarding the sheet follow.
Finally, there are directions to be followed to continue processing. In this example (Figure 10-2), the user is instructed to type
fGC9 RETURN

> A40 RETURN
The first of these commands reduces the column width to 9, which
in this case is the width required for the remainder of the sheet.
The next command, when entered, moves the cursor to position
A40, where the user begins working with the sheet. Additional instructions then may be placed at that location. These commands
have been written on the sheet by typing them as labels, beginning each with the double quote (" ) character.
Figure 10-3 displays the sheet after entering the first command
to reduce the column width. It is confusing as shown; however,
let' s look again at position Al of Figure 10-3. It shows
fGC1 8 RET

which, when entered, will restore this documentation page to its
original appearance for the user . A person who wants to access
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Figure 10-3. Our documentation window after reducing the column width.
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this window of reference information while working on other
areas of the sheet can GO TO Al and enter the command found
there to see the full page of internal documentation.
In this example, we also have several commands embedded on
the sheet as directions . Let's look at an example of this in Figure
10-4. Notice that row 23 contains a series of instructions to be followed when it's time to print a report from this spreadsheet. Assume that we were sent to location A23 by a GO TO instruction
contained elsewhere on the sheet. Upon arriving at this location,
we'll follow the instructions to print this report on the available
printer. Here, following the directions on line 23, we move the
cursor to location A25, then enter the Print command as shown,
and indicate H120 as the lower right corner of the report to be
printed . This line can be extremely useful since it can reduce the
searching for the lower right corner and the possibility for issuing
an unwanted, and thus wasted, Print command .
11123

eLl'

--: = -=- ~~ -_; _

A25 RET

_ __

=~....:::o:....~-=----

- -

--_ .. -

:..,~ ~
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, , ' - " : " ' - =-:

-

-

'

-

•

i

_
:

-

- ::: -: :- : =-

----------------- -------------- -- -. --.
=, -

- .

Figure 10-4. An example in which we've embedded instructions.

Figure 10-5 illustrates a more complicated example for the same
report. Row 22 directs us to enter a date at location B28 by entering a double quotation mark and then the date in the format
shown. This action will replace the guide
"MMlDDIYY

with the date that we enter.
Row 23 requests similar action for the time of day. Both the date
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and the time are commonly printed on computer reports and are
important documentation elements . If many different reports are
prepared, circulated, and filed from the same sheet, this action enables us to separate them based on date and time.
If we wish, we can insert instructions on the sheet directing the
user to initiate a recalculation by entering an exclamation point, or
we can include directions for how to save this sheet to a diskette
or tape. These instructions can be included on the sheet in the
same way that rows 22, 23, and 24 are included in the spreadsheet
of Figure 10-5.
Finally, if we wish, we can include a full screen of documentation and directions on the spreadsheet or even have a full sheet
consisting completely and only of documentation. To do so, we
can establish the maximum column width available.

""- - - - "- :

.:.. ;:: +

-. -.'-. + '

Figure 10-5. A window containing a series of embedded directions for the user
of this spreadsheet.

PROVIDING EXTERNAL DOCUMENTATION FOR THE SPREADSHEET
In addition to the internal documentation that we develop, it's
equally important to provide external documentation for the
spreadsheet. In this section, we'll suggest information that could
be provided to a user.
This additional documentation may consist of written pages including
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• Sheet of directions and summary information.
• Sample copy of a report printed from the electronic sheet (if
reports are printed) .
• Sample copy of data collection forms on which the user
records data or assumptions that will be used with this sheet.
• Listing that records usage of this spreadsheet (for example,
the date used, the user name, files created, problems encountered).
• Other information needed, but not provided, on the
spreadsheet, for example, a list of budget codes and their
meanings as used on the template.
• Printed, annotated listing of the full template .
If documentation at this level is needed, then the use of simple
plastic envelopes that can hold a diskette in one pocket, with
accompanying documentation in another, may be helpful. They
are available with 3-hole punches as shown in Figure 10-6 or
designed to hang in a file cabinet.

Documentation

---II--f.l--

Diskette

Figure 10-6. A convenient method of storing diskettes and documentation
together.

Let's present a specific example of external documentation of a
budget forecasting template. Page 1 of our documentation in Figure 10-7 contains a form on which we can record basic directions
(as shown) as well as summary information for this particular
spreadsheet.

Spreadsheet
Documen ta tion
Page _ _ of _ _
Template Filename: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Diskette Id-Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Description:

Author:
Date Written:
Back-up Location
Filename:
Diskette Id:
Contact Person:
Phone:
Note:

The information above should also appear on the first window
shown when loading the spreadsheet. Be certain that the correct
sheet is being used by comparing the top two lines here with those
on the window.

Directions:

USAGE RECORD
Date

User

New
File Name

Notes, comments, problems

Figure 10-7. A sample documentation sheet for our templates, page 1.
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Spreadsheet
Documentation
Page _1_ of _4_
Template Filename: _F_O_R_E_S_Y_R_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Diskette Id_Number:_F=--O:..:R=E:..:C::..:A=-ST-=---=l:..:l~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Description:

Prepares a report of projected vs. planned expenses.

Author:
Date Written:

Donald Beil
04/23/99

Back-up Location
Filename:
Diskette Id:

BUSYRS
BU-FORECAST-ll

Contact Person:
Phone :

716-475-6373

Note:

Donald Beil

The information above should also appear on the first window
shown when loading the spreadsheet. Be certain that the correct
sheet is being used by comparing the top two lines here with those
on the window.

Directions:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Prepare input data on forms shown on page 3 of this documentation .
Boot VisiCalc
Insert diskette "FORECAST-II."
Load file FORESYRS (/SL FORESYRS RETURN)
Verify that co rre ct diskette and file have been loaded.
Follow " con tinue" instructions on bottom of the window.
Enter data collected in step 1 above.
Follow directions to move cursor and print.
Distribute copies of this report to Departments 442, 481, and 530.

USAGE RECORD
Date

User

New
File Name

Notes, comments, problems

Figure 10-7 continued.
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Date! 06/15/99
TiMe! 12:'t5

FIVE YEAR FISCAL FORECAST BASED ON A
10 I. INCREASE f'EF~ YEAR

Descript.

Code

Fiscal
Year 0

Fiscal
Year+l

Fiscal
Year+2

Fiscal
Year+3

Fiscal
Year+'1

Fiscal
Year+5

(000 )

(000 )

(000 )

( 000 )

(000 )

(000 )

==================:========== ==== ========================================
*110
*120
*1'11

Prof.Salr
PIT Pr of
Consul tnt

1553
28
99

1708
30
108

1878
33
118

2065
36
12<;>

2271
39
1'\1

2'198
'12
155

sub.

16130

18'16

2029

2230

2it51

2695

167
77

183
8'1

---------

1'12
1'13

1:L6
5'1

127
59

139
6'1

152
70

170

186

203
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2'1'1

267

62
15

68
16
0

7'1
17
0

81
18
0

89
19
0

97
20

sub.

77

8'1

91

99

108

117

Benefi.ts
Soc Sec
RetirMt
LIT Di. s
Hlth In
Ma,; Med
W~. M CMP

209
l1Z
12
51
15
Z7

229
123
13
56
16
Z9

251
135
1'1
61
17
31

276
1'113
15
67
113
3'1

303
162
16
73
19
37

333
1 78
17
80
20
'10

sub.

'126

'166

5 0(]

558

610

668

5uppls I
Suppls II

'1'1
62

'113
68

7'1

57
81

62
139

68
97

s uo.

10 6

116

1 26

1313

15 1

165

113
17

PIT I
PIT II

--------sub.

Hr l'~ I
Hl'l ~~ II
HT' l~ III

150
1l:''?
155
.J~

-----_._._.-

*200
210
220
232
2'10
260
270

---_._-----

310
320

--------_._-

'1013
590

Consltnt s
Cons TT'vl

72
12

79
13

86
1'1

15

103
16

sub.

8'1

92

100

109

119

1 30

Telephone

25

27

29

31

3'1

37

.,~

_.. _-_._ -- -_.

)1(755

756

sub.

"..I

27

29

31

3'1

37

Contngnc"j
Contng756

10
10

11
11

12
12

13
13

1'1
1'1

15

sub.

20

'2.2

2'1

26

28

30

EquipMent
Equip >200

120
10'1

13 2
11'1

1't5
125

159
137

17'1
150

191
165

suo.

22if

2'16

270

296

32'1

356

--_._. __ ._--

**912
**91'1

.J~

9'1

_._----- - -

'130

~"

-_._- _.. __._-

15

***)I(**)I(***)I()I(**)I(**)I(**********)I(*)I(**********************)I(************)1(***)1(*

Tot,al

$

777

135'1

939

10 33

1136

12'19

**********)1(***************)1(***)1(**********************)1(**********)1(**)1(*)1(**

Figure 10-8. A sample report printed from our template, This report is page 2
of our documentation.
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Notice the directions included on this page. They explain steps
required by an individual to use the template successfully. It also
contains an area at the end of the page that can serve as an activity log of the use of the sheet. Problems encountered, if any,
can be recorded h ere. The directions also indicate procedures,
such as step 9, to be followed to di stribute printed reports from
the sheet.
Page 2 of our documentation, in Figure 10-8, shows a sample
copy of the final report printed from this spreadsheet. This page is
included as a reference for the user to illustrate the expected final
report format .
The third page of our documentation, page 3 shown in Figure
10-9, contains the data collection layout form used with this sheet.
Code
)I(

Year 0
Expense

l:L 0

)1(120
)1(1"11
1."12
1"13
1 ~j 0
152
1 ~3~j

)1(200
210
22 0
232

2 "10
260
270

......

3 10
320
"108
590
"130
*755
756

Figure 10-9. A sheet that we can use to record the data to be used as input
for this template, page 3 of our documentation.
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Figure 10-10. A printed list, page 4 of our documentation, of the full electronic
sheet with written notes showing the relationships between sections of the
sheet.
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On it the user can write the assumptions (data) to be used in
preparing this sheet. This page has been printed directly from the
template itself. It is the portion of the sheet on which the user will
enter the data for the sheet. Using this exact layout as a data collection and layout form provides an important connection between
the sheet and the data entry function.
Finally, Figure 10-10 contains an annotated listing of the full
sheet we have prepared. Notes written on this page explain it to
the user; the entry coordinates of the sheet have been printed
above (A, B, C, ... ) and to the left (I, 2, 3, ... ) of the listing. This
page can be important in our training session with the user to explain the sheet fully.

SUMMARY

If a template will be used regularly, then attention to documentation when the sheet is created and first used will be of significant value later. As we'll see in Chapter 11, What Our Client,
Secretary, or Supervisor Needs to Know, we must be prepared to
train others who may use our sheets to understand and use our
directions.
Let's emphasize that the length and format of the documentation may not be of importance; the quality and usefulness measure
its value.

Chapter 11
What Our Client, Secr~tary, or
Supervisor Needs To Know
How Others Use Our
Templates Successfully
INTRODUCTION
This chapter is intended to be used by a knowledgeable VisiCalc
user to train another person to use VisiCalc templates successfully.
We'll assume that the trainee has no computer experience and that
our training has a limited purpose: the trainee will learn how to
use templates prepared by another person. It is not our intention
here to teach an individual how to prepare templates, only how to
use existing templa tes successfully.
However, this chapter could also be used as a starting point of
more extensive training on the use of VisiCalc. An individual
who's had the short training course of this chapter and who's
gained experience from using our templates could be given this
book for self-study on the full use of a VisiCalc System. In such an
extended course, the Table of Contents of this book could serve as
an outline, with this chapter used as a starting point.
This chapter is presented in outline form rather than narrative.
As such, it provides a series of topics for a training session that
we'll conduct. We'll elaborate on each item, or add items of our
own, in meeting with trainees. The trainees can, of course, take
notes on definitions, procedures, or other topics important to
them.
A number of topics occur more than once on the outline since
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they are appropriate for discussion at several points, for general
review, or for emphasis.
The training is intended to be performed at the computer with
this outline in hand and with templates that the trainee will be expected to use. The trainee can be provided with the book for self
study in getting started with our templates .
This training, and the communication established by it, is extremely important, for as we've recognized before, complete training of others who will use our templates is crucial to successful
use of VisiCalc.

TRAINING SESSION: OUTLINE
On Using Existing VisiCalc Templates
for Trainees Unfamiliar with Computers
I. Training Goals
A.

B.

C.

Develop knowledge to use successfully VisiCalc templates written by another person.
Develop an understanding that VisiCalc itself is a productive tool only as part of a system that involves the
individual users, the computer hardware, the templates
used, the accompanying documentation, the data used,
and the way the data are entered .
Develop communication between the author of the template and the trainees regarding procedures of use, actions to take if problems occur, and methods for the
trainees to communicate suggestions for revisions or improvement in the VisiCalc system.

II. Hardware
(VisiCalc is used, or run, on a computer system; the components important for VisiCalc are discussed here.)
A.
Communicating with the computer.
1. Keyboard (input).
2. Monitor or TV (output).
3. Printer, if available (output).
4. Other input or output devices.
B.
Memory.
C.
Disk drives and diskettes.
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D.
E.
F.

Cassette recorder (if used).
Turning the computer (and its components) on and off.
Basic care required.
1. Respect for the hardware .
2. Simple cautions (don't open the hardware, no food or
drink nearby, etc.).
3. Person to contact if trouble occurs.

III. VisiCalc

A.

B.

C.

D.

VisiCalc is a software program with an accompanying
manual enabling us to use the hardware for specific purposes .
Loading VisiCalc.
1. Procedures for loading this program into memory
from a diskette .
2. Cautions: Handle diskette carefully, avoid heat (do
not place on top of equipment), avoid magnetic
fields, do not bend, do not force into disk drive, load
slowly and cautiously, handle the diskette only on
the jacket, and do not touch the diskette surface.
3. After loading, remove diskette, replacing it in its protective envelope and then in the binder .
4. Successful loading results in a screen like that of Figure 11-1.
The Electronic sheet (refer to a live screen, or Figure Ill).
1. Similarities to large accounting worksheets that can
be moved "under" the screen like a sheet of microfiche or can be viewed through the screen like with a
magnifying glass .
2. Columns, labeled A, B, C, .. .
3. Rows, labeled 1, 2, 3, ...
4. Entries (intersection of columns and rows) are named
AI, C30, G12, etc.
5. Cursor.
a . Defined .
b. Moving the cursor.
Arrow keys and the auto-repeat capability.
GO TO.
Writing on the electronic sheet. This topic is presented
under V. Entering Data.
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Figure 11-1. The screen after VisiCalc has been successfully loaded into the
memory of the computer (refer to Chapter 1, Introduction, for details of the
specific hardware and VisiCalc version used in this book).

IV. Templates
(The trainer may wish to discuss this section while referring
to an actual template that the trainee will be using.)
A. Templates-electronic sheets, like blank forms, on
which labels, some values, and relationships between
entries (formulas) have been placed. An individual uses
them by entering values ("fill in the blanks") to obtain
desired results .
B.
Loading templates.
1. First load VisiCalc (refer to III.B. of this outline).
2. Procedures for loading a template from a diskette.
(The documentation with the template may contain
specific directions for this, as shown in steps 3, 4,
and 5 of the directions portion of Figure 11-2.)
3. Cautions with diskettes (refer to III .B.2. of this outline).
C. Template documentation.
1. Review documentation format of existing templates.
a. Documentation on the sheet itself (for example,
refer to V.H.3 . of this outline) .
b. Written documentation accompanying the template.

Sprea dshee t
Docum entati on
Page ___ of _ __
Templ a te Filenam e: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - Diske tte Id-N umber: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Descripti on :

Author:
Da te Written :
Back-up Loca ti on
Filenam e:
Diskette Id :
Contact Person:
Phone:
No te:

The inform ati on above should also app ea r on th e firs t w indow
sh own w he n loa din g th e spreads hee t. Be ce rtain tha t the correct
shee t is being used by co mparing th e to p two lin es here w ith th ose
on the w indow .

Dire ction s:

USAGE RECORD
Da te

User

New
File Na me

No tes, comments, pro blem s

Figure 11-2. Part of the documentation prepared for a VisiCalc template.
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Spreads h ee t
Documentation
Page _1_ of _4_
Template Filename: _F_O_R_E-'-S_Y_R_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Dis kette Id -Number:_F_O_R_EC_A_S_T_-_l_l _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Description:

Prepares a report of projected vs. planned expenses.

Author:
Date Written:

Donald Beil
04/23/99

Back-up Location
Filename:
Diskette Id:

BUSYRS
BU-FORECAST-ll

Contact Person:
Phon e:
Note:

Donald Beil
716 - 475 - 6373

The inform a ti on above s h o uld a lso appear o n th e first window
shown when loadin g the spreadsheet. Be certain that the correct
sheet is being used by comparing the top two lines here with those
on the window.

Directions:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Prepare input data on forms ShOHl1 on page 3 of this documentation .
Boot Vi siCalc
Insert diske tt e "FORECAST-ll."
Load fil e FORESYRS (/SL FORESYRS RETURN)
Verify th at correc t diskett e and file have been lo aded .
Follmv " conti nue " instructions on bottom of the HindoH.
Enter data collected in step 1 above .
Follmv directions t o move cursor and print.
Distribute copies of this r eport to Departments 442, 481, and 530.

USAGE RECORD
Date

U ser

New
File Name

Notes, comments, problems

Figure 11-2 conti nued.
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2. Procedures when problems occur. Record problems
on usage section of the documentation.

v.

Entering Data

(The trainer may wish to discuss this section while referring
to an actual template the trainee will be using.)
A. This is the process of communicating with the template
and writing data onto the electronic sheet from a paper
sheet or other source.
B.
Keyboard.
1. Letters. Availability of upper and lower case.
2. Numbers.
3. Special characters (. ! " * + -, etc.) .
4. Control keys (as available):
Arrow keys
Return
Shift
Escape
Control
BACKS
BREAK
System Reset

> (GO TO)

C.
D.

E.

Space bar
VisiCalc sheets (refer to III.C. of this outline).
Entering numbers.
1. Commas and dollar signs are not acceptable. Therefore, $112.16 or 1,000 or $12,617.28 all are incorrect .
Enter 112.16 or 1000 or 12617.28 instead.
2. Leading or trailing zeros are acceptable but are ignored. Thus, 12.6 and 0012.6 and 12.60, etc., all are
evaluated identically.
3. A decimal point, positive or negative sign, and scientific notation (42E-10) are acceptable.
Entering labels.
1. Availability of upper and lower case letters .
2. Use of the double quote (") for entering items as
prompted
by
the
template,
for
example,
"MMlDDIYY.

Chapter 11:
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H.
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Correcting typing errors.
l. The BACK S key .
2. The BACK S key used with auto-repeat, and the
BREAK key.
3. If the return key has been entered, correct the error
by simply reentering.
Cautions.
1. System reset key .
2. Keys that are often confused:
1 (number) and I (letter) .
o (number) and 0 (letter) .
3. "Beep" and flashing cursor occur:
a. at edge of sheet.
b . when bumping into fixed titles.
c. when some erroneous keys are entered; for example, in attempting to enter 1047, a beep will occur
if the letter 0 (oh) is pressed instead of the digit
o (zero).
4. When interrupted (telephone, coffee break, lunch),
do not turn off or unplug the computer unless all
work is completed (files saved or printed as required), because this will destroy all data in memory.
Printing (if appropriate).
l. Perform a recalculation (!) as needed.
2. Preparing the printer.
a . Power on.
b. Load and align paper.
c. Set controls (if necessary).
3. Follow directions on the template as appropriate. For
example, if
IPP J77 RETURN

1.

appears, enter this series of characters, ignoring the
spaces, and pressing the return key where the word
RETURN appears.
4. Verify output as appropriate: was a full report (from
top to bottom, left to right) printed? Do numbers, totals, etc., appear reasonable?
5. Distribute copies of the report if necessary.
Storage and backup of files.
l. Store templates with data entered on diskettes or
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J.

tape cassettes as directed . Changing the templates in
memory does not alter the stored file; we must do
that deliberately if required.
2. Handle diskettes (cassettes) with care (see III .B.2.
and III . B.3.).
3. Prepare backup copies of the files as directed.
Other procedures.
1. Perform recalculations (!) as directed .
2. If the same template is to be used with multiple sets
of data, consider clearing memory and reloading the
template for each to prevent the possibility that a relationship (formula) inadvertently destroyed in one
step of data entry will create errors in subsequent
uses.
3. Steps to complete the use of a template .
a. Power off.
b. Record activity in usage record (log) of documentation .
c. Store diskettes .

VI. Handling Problems
A.

B.
C.
D.

Screen shows ERROR unexpectedly or other problems.
1. Recalculate (!) .
2. Verify that all required values have been entered.
3. Reload the sheet and enter all data again.
Machine inadvertently powered off, system reset key
depressed in error .
Record problems in the usage record (log) of the documentation as required.
Name and telephone number of person to contact with
questions or problems .

VII. Other Topics
A.

Suggestions for improvement or reVISIOns in the template, documentation, or procedures should be made to:
person, phone number.

Chopter 12
The Limitations
of a VisiCalc System

INTRODUCTION
Each of us might want to be aware of VisiCalc's limitations so
that we'll know if VisiCalc can be used to solve the problems facing us. We'll find, however, that we'll need to consider more than
simply this software. We'll need to think in terms of a computer
system composed of
•
•
•
•

VisiCalc and the electronic sheets we create.
The hardware we use .
The da ta we prepare.
The users (ourselves or others).

Within this general framework let's develop limitations for such
a system. They are interrelated; the discussion will not neatly
divide into the following headings. In each case, we'll try to concentrate on the limitations from a perspective of a user of a VisiCalc System, which means the VisiCalc program plus the other
components already listed.
In addition to the limitations below, the other chapters of this
book also discuss limitations of these systems.
In examining these limitations, it should be clear that the success and extreme popularity of this product result from its capabilities. It is widely recognized as an innovative, important, problem
solving tool. The large number of articles referenced in the Bibliog237
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raphy contain an extremely small number of criticisms of its performance. A reader evaluating this product needs to balance the
contents of this chapter against the capabilities described
throughout the remainder of this book.
Some of the VisiCalc system limitations are listed next. For each
of us, they are limitations only if they interfere with our ability to
solve the individual problems facing us . Some of the items listed
could be described as desired enhancements.
Some limitations occur because of design decisions regarding the
operational structure of the program. VisiCalc is loaded into
memory from the program diskette and then that diskette is no
longer needed . This design means that the system works without
reading separate modules, as needed, from the program diskette.
It is, therefore, more convenient and faster to use than a different
design that might have additional capability at the expense of added memory or time . Additional capabilities could reduce the
amount of memory available for our spreadsheets. If the design
had been established to provide for module access by swapping
between program and data diskettes, that would have required additional time to solve our problems.
VISICALC AND OUR ELECTRONIC SHEETS
Within this framework, let's examine some limitations of the
VisiCalc software.
Individual entries cannot be " locked" to prevent the acciden tal
destruction of formulas or data. This can be a significant limitation
for some applications.
In some instances, the system of nested capabilities within commands means that we need to know where to start to accomplish
some lower level operations. VisiCalc is well designed in this area,
but each of us may have trouble remembering where particular
operations are to be found.
There is only limited capability provided to manipulate character
data (as opposed to the powerful capabilities with numeric data).
For example, we can enter characters as labels but cannot process
them. We cannot communicate well from our sheets to the person
using them, except in awkward ways. We cannot print English
messages when certain events occur.
A label cannot be copied from one location to another, although
a value can be. For example, if we want to copy the numeric value
from D30 to location F14, we can place (D30) at F14 and thus copy
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its value. But a label cannot be copied in this way. This can be a
limitation during the data entry process with templates.
Entering labels that extend beyond one column is an awkward
process. All columns must be the same width.
There are no "execute" capabilities provided directly. We cannot
create a file of data and commands together and then run a VisiCalc sheet with the file. If one printer requires a relatively lengthy
setup string, we cannot enter that string once and then recall it as
needed . If we have a large sheet that we regularly print in parts,
we cannot store and then execute the series of Print and GO TO
commands we use for printing it. Instead we must enter these
commands separately each time we n eed to print the sheet.
VisiCalc does not have sorting capabilities or sophisticated selection capabilities. We cannot get a list of the top salespeople from
each department in descending order by their sales. However,
there are companion products for VisiCalc which interface with it
and provide these capabilities.
The limitation on significant digits that can be stored can cause a
problem in some applications. There is only limited control on the
number of decimal places displayed (two with IF$ or none with
IFJ) . Dollar and cents formatting does not include capability for
commas, for display of dollar signs, for an accounting-like display
of negative numbers within parentheses, etc. There is no control
on displays in scientific notation. There is only very limited graphing capability although powerful associated software that interfaces with VisiCalc is available.
VisiCalc does contain software problems, though they seem to
be extremely few in number.

HARDWARE
The limitations of a VisiCalc system, when considered from a
hardware perspective, are included in this section.
Computers have limited memory. We'll need to know if problems that we typically encounter will "fit" within the memory of
our hardware system . This is a limitation for any computer system, for the problem that we want to solve may simply be too
large for it . This is a limitation on both the individual problem that
can be solved and on the role that VisiCalc can play in part of a
larger system.
Using the directional arrows by pressing the CTRL key in connection with an arrow key can be awkward to use.
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Only a limited number of characters from the sheet may be
displayed horizontally, and only a limited number of rows may be
displayed vertically. Only a small part of the largest potential
sheet can be displayed. However, VisiCalc overcomes this well
with the Window and Titles commands .
Three frequently used keys, BACK S, BREAK, and RETURN are
close together on the keyboard and we can inadvertently press the
incorrect key.
Because of the limited number of characters on most keyboards
many keys must perform different functions depending on when
they are entered. As an extreme example, the character R is used
• To initiate the Replicate command.
• To indicate relative when operating within the Replicate command.
• As an indicator of a row in several commands.
• To indicate right justification in the Format and Global Format
commands.
• Within the Global command to change the recalculation mode.
The Print command can be awkward to use for some printers .
We are not asked what printer we are using and we are not then
prompted regarding carriage control, etc. Instead, we must learn
and use what may be a strange string of characters that must be
repeated each time we want to print. However, for a user with a
single printer, the required operation may quickly become a habit .
The variety of printers available and their separate methods of
operation are in part responsible for this.

DATA WE PREPARE
The checking capabilities necessary to verify that accurate data
have been provided are not fully present . For example, if a formula requires the entry of a numeric value and a label is inadvertently entered, the label will be evaluated as a number (zero) and
results will be obtained although they will not be flagged as
incorrect. The process of verifying data in many computer systems
often occupies a major portion of user prepared software. This
capability is only provided in very limited ways with VisiCalc .
The VisiCalc system may be difficult to use with data over time.
Year-to-date totals, in week-after-week processing, can be awkward to accumulate. This is also true for many file processing systems where this is a complicated problem.
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The data entry process is not distinct from other aspects of using
VisiCalc (however, see the suggestions in Chapter 9, Creating
Templates) . This means that preparing trails of activity is difficult
and also implies that more reliance is placed on the person doing
data entry than on the prepared sheet since it's awkward to verify
data entry activity as in other computer system.

USERS (OURSELVES OR OTHERS)
As with other computer systems the users are the crucial element . We must fully understand what we have established, must
be aware of all of the limitations, and must regularly verify that
results upon which we act and make decisions are indeed accurate. Regular vigilance is necessary with VisiCalc.
We must focus full attention on our task, especially data entry,
because of the ease with which formula relationships can be destroyed . If we inadvertently enter a number over a formula, the
formula is destroyed.
If others use our electronic sheets, they must be trained and
their training must be more than cursory. They must understand
the full system and their part within it. They must know how to
handle problem situations. VisiCalc systems place heavy responsibilities on the users and these must be understood.

Chopter 13

Practice Problems

INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents a wide variety of problems that can be
used for practice in developing skill with VisiCalc. Work with
these problems may suggest new ways in which this software tool
can help us solve problems that we encounter.
This chapter can also be used for an educational training activity
in a company, a school, or a university or for a seminar or
workshop on VisiCalc for which this book is used.
Finally, this chapter can serve as a source of pleasure for those
who simply enjoy solving problems with VisiCalc.
The sheets that we prepare may be of value for later use and
therefore may be of value to save.

PROBLEMS
1. Prepare a spreadsheet to be used to determine the total
price of a microcomputer system. In one column list the name of
each item of hardware and software to be purchased. In the next
column list the price of each. Subtotal and total the sheet as
shown in Figure 13-1 .
2. Produce a template containing a documentation format that
will serve as the standard beginning for all your template prepara-
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Microcomputer Costs
Hardware
Microcomputer
Disk Drive
TV or Monitor
Printer
Subtotal

cost

Software
VisiCalc
Word Processor
Data Base
Subtotal
TOTAL

Figure 13-1. An electronic sheet that helps calculate the cost of a microcomputer system.

Figure 13-2. A suggested model template that can serve to start all our VisiCalc applications.

tion. Such a template might look like the one in Figure 13-2 and
should be composed of data important for your environment.
3. Prepare a spreadsheet with the days of the week (Figure
13-3), another with the months of the year (Figure 13-4), and two
others with weeks labeled from Week 1 across to Week 52 as
shown in Figure 13-5 and Figure 13-6. For Figure 13-6 use the Rep-
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- - ::"-:- : ::-' . -':

:::.

-

Figure 13-3. A starter template containing days of the week.

Figure 13-4. A template containing months of the year.

licate command for both rows. If you wish, prepare the 52-week
template with the labels down the rows instead of across the
columns as shown in Figure 13-7 and Figure 13-8. In Figure 13-8,
right justify the word WEEK and left justify the number.
4. Prepare a spreadsheet, such as Figure 13-9, listing names of
individuals. For your sheet, use the names shown, or use a set of
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WEEK 50 WEEK 51 WEEK 52

Figure 13-5. A template containing weeks of the year numbered horizontally
across the sheet.

WEEK

WEEK
2

WEEK
3

WEEK
4

WEEK
50

WEEK
51

WEEK
52

Figure 13-6. This template, containing weeks of the year numbered horizontally, can be prepared with the the Replicate command.

names important to you, for example, employees, customers, students, members of your family, etc. Store this sheet for possible
later use in reports that you may need to prepare. If you report on
activities by organizational unit, then establish a worksheet by
unit such as shown in Figure 13-10.
VisiCa1c does not have sorting capability; however, by inserting
rows it is possible to prepare the report of Figure 13-9, beginning
with an external unsorted list and sorting as the names are
entered.
Prepare Figure 13-10 from Figure 13-9, using the Move
command .
5. The salary and benefits expense codes, and their titles, for
one organization are shown. Build a template which has this information . If you're the budget authority at your company or organi-
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WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK

WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK

1
2
3

4
5

6
7

8

48
49
50

51
52

Figure 13-7. One version of a vertical presentation of the weeks of the year.

WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK

1
2
3
4
5

WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK

48
49

6

7
8

50

51
52

Figure 13-8. A second version of a vertical presentation of the weeks of the
year.

zation, build this table from your codes and definitions. Build it
once with columns 9 characters wide and again with columns 18
characters wide.
Code

Title

110
120
130
141
142

Salaries,
Salaries,
Salaries,
Salaries,
Salaries,

administrative and professional
other full-time
technical, clerical and secretarial
part-time, permanent admin/prof
part-time, permanent genr'lIhourly
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170
210
215
220
230
235
240
250
260
270
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A prewritten template containing the names of divisional

Salaries, other part-time, temporary
Social security expense
Unemployment insurance
Retirement contributions
Workmen's compensation
Disability benefits
Group health insurance
Group major medical
Group life insurance
Tuition

6. Prepare a spreadsheet with times of the day shown in intervals appropriate to a scheduling activity on which you prepare reports, for example, as in Figure 13-11.
7. On occasion it is desirable to be able to count columns on
the worksheet, for example, to know how many columns there are
from column M to column AR. Prepare a reference report like the
one of Figure 13-12, which numbers each column identifier as
shown. Right and left justify the data as shown in the columns.
Change the column widths until you have a report that you feel is
easy to read . This table can be used to compute "distances"
between columns.
8. Prepare a spreadsheet that will provide you with a record of

Figure 13-10. A file containing the names of divisional employees by
department.

TIME

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11: 00
11: 30

NOON
12:30
1 :00
1: 30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Figure 13-11. This sheet shows scheduled times of the day from which a
report can be prepared.
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B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
D
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AD
AP
AQ
AR
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

BA
BB
Be
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Figure 13-12. A reference table that can be used to " measure" the distance
from one column to another.

your home or business consumption of electricity for a one-year
period on a month-by-month basis. List the months down a
column and then in another column record the consumption for
each month in kilowatt-hours (kWh). Finally, add a third column
that shows the year-to-date consumption. Include a total value for
the second and third columns .
9. Develop a template on which you could record your consumption of natural gas for your business or home. Include report
headings and then columns containing
• Month.
• Gas usage in hundreds of cubic feet (Cd) used.
• Conversion to therms of the gas used, obtaining this value by
multiplying Cd by a 1.026 conversion factor.
Total the second and third columns .
10. Revise the last problem to include the three columns for last
year, and then add two new columns for this year. These new
columns should contain Cd used and the conversion to therms. Fi-
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nally add a column that calculates the difference between Cd last
year and this year.
11. Prepare a spreadsheet like the one in Figure 13-13, which
contains a monthly record of your last year kilowatt (KWH) consumption, your forecast for this year, your actual consumption
this year, and the difference to date between your forecast and actual usage . Your forecast for this year should be a variable that
can be revised as shown by entering different values on the last
line. Use the @NA value for coming months .
This problem demonstrates a forward reference . Save the sheet,
then reload it, observing the need for a recalculation.
FORECAST
KWH
KWH ACTUAL
LAST THIS
TO
YEAR YEAR DATE
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

800
850
920
750
600
300
300
400
500
550
750
750
7470

720
700
765
650
828
700
675 . . . . . .
540 . . . . ..
270 . . . . . .
270 . . . . • .
360 ••....
450 . . . . . .
495 •....•
675 . . . . . .
675 ••.•..
6723 2050

FORECAST FOR THIS YR AT:

DIFF
20
115
128
675
540
270
270
360
450
495
675
675
4673
-10 I.

Figure 13-13. A record of actual and projected kilowatt usage.

12. A utility company allows customers to divide an estimated
annual bill into equal amounts to be paid monthly. Prepare a
spreadsheet, like the one in Figure 13-14, that can be used to compare actual against planned billing.
13. A large retail store maintains close records on weekly sales
by department, such as the partial report shown in Figure 13-15.
Complete the report for department A, B, C, D, and E for 52
weeks.
14. Figure 13-16 shows six weeks of a weekly sales report for
one department of a retail store . Implement this report for 52
weeks.
15. A retail music store will be placing on sale all records whose

DIFF.
(EQUAL
ACTUAL
MINUS
BILL ACTUAL>

EQUAL
PAYMENT
JAN 100.00
FEB 100.00
MAR 100.00
APR 100.00
MAY
100.00
JUN 100.00
JUL 100.00
AUG 100.00
SEP 100.00
OCT 100.00
NOV 100.00
DEC 100.00
TOTAL 1200.00

80.00
140.00
95.00

..........
....... '" '"

..............

..............

..............
..............

..............
..............

.............

315.00

20.00
-40.00
5.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
885.00

Figure 13-14. This spreadsheet compares actual billing against a planned
equal payment billing.

RETAIL SALES BY DEPARTMENT
LAST YEAR VS. THIS YEAR
WEEK

DEPT A DEPT B DEPT C
LAST YR
THIS YR
DIFF:

14000
15100
1100

2

LAST YR
THIS YR
DIFF:

850
400
-450

3

LAST YR
THIS YR
DIFF:

Figure 13-15. The beginning of a departmental comparison of retail sales this
year against last year.

GROSS RETAIL SALES FORI
DEPARTMENT:
A
BY WEEK
YEARLY
DIFF. SALES TO DATE
LAST
THIS THIS --- YEAR ---THIS
YR
YR WEEK
LAST

**

WEEK
1
2
3
4
5
6

14000
1000
2000
0
500
20300

15100
800
2000
1000
100
21400

1100
-200
1000
1000
-400
1100

**

14000
15000
17000
17000
17500
37800

15100
15900
17900
18900
19000
40400

TO DATE
DIFFERENCE

-----------$

1100
900
900
1900
1500
2600

7-

8
6
5

11
9
7

Figure 13-16. Weekly departmental sales report.
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original selling price was from $5 to $10. The store is planning a
sale at 80% of the original price. Prepare a table like that in Figure
13-17, which can be posted and placed by the cash register to
display the sale price. Print the dollar sign ($) as shown.
16. Expand the spreadsheet of the last problem so that it calculates tax at 7% and then the total price, all prepared as in Figure
13-18.
17. Revise problem 15 with the Replicate command, so that the
information is presented in four columns, not two.
18. Prepare an energy audit report template that can be used by
a utility company to prepare a summary of savings and payback
from various insulating activities. Use Figure 13-19 as your guide.
19. Prepare a template, such as the one in Figure 13-20, that can
be used by a homeowner to estimate the average monthly consumption and cost of an electrical appliance . In the third column
place a 1 (one) or a 0 (zero), with
value
1

o

meaning
in the home
not in the home

Then in the fourth column multiply column 2 by the cost per
kWh (entered at the top of the report) and by the number in
column 3 (either a zero or a one) . This will place the approximate
cost per month in the fourth column if the appliance is in the
home and will place zero in the fourth column if it is not in the
home. Compute yearly costs for each item, and total the monthly
and yearly costs .
20. Develop a template that you can use to record individual
medical expenses for family members. For every expense include
the date, a description, the total cost, insurance payment if any,
and net amount (total cost minus insurance payment) . Subtotal for
each family member and prepare a grand total. Establish subtotals
so that new expeditures can be added without completely revising
the formulas.
21. An employer prepares an annual summary of benefits for
each employee. Prepare a single template to be used repeatedly
for each individual with areas on which to enter a dollar value for
each benefit. The benefits are group life insurance, long-term disability insurance, Social Security (FICA), retirement and annuity
plan, health care, other benefits, and gross salary. Include a grand
total.
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80 %

"SALE"
PRICE

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.00
5.05
5.10
5.15
5.20
5.25
5.30
5.35
5.40
5.45
5.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4.00
4.04
4.08
4.12
4.16
4. 2 0
4.24
4.28
4.32
4.36
4.40

$
$
$
$
$
$

9.75
9.80
9.85
9.90
9.95
10.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

7.80
7.84
7.88
7.92
7.96
8.00

Figure 13-17. Part of a chart of original and sale prices.

ORIGINAL
SELLING
PRICE

80 %

"SALE"
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

TAX
7%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.00
5.05
5.10
5.15
5.20
5.25
5. 3 0
5. 3 5
5.40
5.45

4.00
4.04
4.08
4.12
4.16
4.20
4.24
4.28
4.32
4.36

0.28
0.28
0.29
0.29
0.29
0 .29
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.31

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4.28
4.32
4.37
4.41
4.45
4.49
4.54
4.58
4.62
4.67

$
$
$
$
$
$

9.75
9.80
9.85
9.90
9.95
10.00

7·aO
7.84
7.88
7.92
7_96
8 . 00

0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.56
0.56

$
$
$
$
$
$

8.35
8.39
8.43
8.47
8.52
8.56

Figure 13-18. An expanded sales price table that includes tax and total price.
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ENERGY AUDIT

Name
Address
Town/City
Date

Summary of Savings
and payback period
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Ceiling or Attic Insulation ..... .
Wall Insulation .•..•.•......•..•.
Storm Windows ..•.................
Storm Doors ........•..•..•....•..
Weather Stripping .....•.....•.•..
Caulking .......... •..•. ..•....•.•
Basement Wall Insulation ......•..
Floor Insulation ..•..........••..

I.

SUBTOTAL ..•...••. •••.•..• .....•..

J.
K.

Automatic Thermostat .. .... .• •....
Water Heater Insulation ......... .

Est.
Cost

Yearly
Savings

Payback*
Years

TOTAL ....••.•.••.....• • .......•..

*Estimated Cost divided by Yearly Savings equals Payback Years.
Figure 13-19. A form from which an energy audit template can be prepared.

22. A basic record keeping system for shares of stock owned includes stock name, date purchased , number of shares, certificate
number, price per share, stock cost, purchase fees, total cost, date
sold, number of shares sold, selling price per share, total selling
price, sales fees, net received, and profit/loss . Create a template
with columns for each of these, with totals in appropriate
columns.
23. A teacher must record grades for each student in a class on
four examinations. Prepare a template with columns for student
name, for the scores on each test, for the total, and for the percentage.

Electrical Consumption and Cost
(Excluding Heat and Lighting)
Enter cost per KWH:

Appliance
FOOD PREPARATION:
Microwave Oven
Electric Range/oven
Dishwasher
Roaster
Slow Cooker
Toaster Oven
Toaster
Baby Food Warmer
Electric Fry Pan
SUB: Food Preparation:
FOOD PRESERVATION:
Freezer (manual defrost)
100 Freezer (auto. defrost)
Refrig-Freezer (manual defrost)
Refrig-Freezer (auto defrost)
SUB: Food Preservation
LAUNDRY:
Clothes Dryer (electric)
Washer (automatic)
Iron (hand)
SUB: Laundry
HEALTH AND COMFORT:
Air cleaner (electronic)
Air Conditioner (room)
Dehumidifier (300 watts)
Fan, Furnace
Water Bed (heater)
Water Heater (80 gal.)
SUB: Health & Comfort
HOME ENTERTAINMENT:
Radio
Radio/Record Player
Television
(b&w tube)
(b&w solid state)
(color, tube)
(color, solid state)
Pool filter
SUB: Home Entertainment

Approx.
kWh/mo.

Used?
Yes
1
No = 0

Approx.
Cost/
Mo.

Approx.
Cost/
Yr.

16
58

30
5
11
7
3
2

8

100
115

125
188

82
9
5

43
71

150
125
150
600

7
9

18
8
44
26

360

TOTALS

Figure 13-20. A template design that can be used to estimate electrical consumption from home appliances.
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24. Revise the spreadsheet from the previous problem to
display the high and low score (use @MAX and @MIN) and the
average (use @AVERAGE) for each test .
25. Use the @LOOKUP function to build a table of months of
the year (I, 2, ... 12) and which can be used to look up the
number of days in each month .
26. The market value of a treasury bill is computed by subtracting the discount from the face value. The discount is the face
value times the number of days to maturity times the rate (which
is the amount bid expressed as a decimal) divided by 360. Prepare
an electronic sheet that accepts the variables in this formula and
produces the discount and market value.
27. Some people say that a rough rule of thumb in computing
life insurance and other death benefits is that they should total at
least six times annual salary. Create the template shown in Figure
13-21 to assist in computing these values for a husband and wife.
28. Equity holdings are often shown in reports clustered by industry group. Figure 13-22 contains the beginnings of such a report. Using a similar report from a fund or other institution
prepare a spreadsheet to track the holdings. The sheet should include a separate sum for each industry group and should show a
group subtotal and the percentage (to two decimal places) that this
group represents of the total holdings. The sheet should compute
market value as the product of the number of shares and the price
per share. The price per share should be on the sheet but should
not be printed.
29. A realtor maintains records of the homes sold by the company in the city. For comparison purposes, data are maintained
for the current year and last year on a weekly basis. Prepare a
spreadsheet with columns for the two years and one row for each
of the 52 weeks of the year. For each week list the number of
homes sold, their total price (enter this as an expression, for example, 70000+ 112000+29000), the average price, and the year-to-date
sales. Include these columns for this year and last year.
Develop an end-of-year procedure to "roll" th~ report from one
year to the next. Basically all of the columns from this year should
become comparison data, that is, data for last year.
30. Individuals with sole proprietorships use tax Schedule C of
Form 1040, shown in Figure 13-23, to report business profit or
loss . Set up a template in a format equivalent to the deductions
portion of that form.

Chapter 13:

Practice Problems
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Life Insurance
"Six-times-Salary" Formula.
HUSBAND

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Enter present annual salary
Multiply by six
Minimum protection goal
Enter coverage now held:
(a) Personal policies
(b) Group insurance
(c) Pension plan death benefits
Subtract total of (a) (b) (c)
Additional insurance ne eded (if any)

WIFE

$

$

x6

x6

$

$

$

$

-$

-$

Figure 13-21. Assumptions for estimating adequacy of life insurance holdings.

Holdings By Industry Group

Shares
Aerospace:
Stock
Stock 2
Stock 3

2040
8685
3667

Market
Value

125756
223641
403430
752827

Percent

4.88%

Aluminum (and non-ferrous metals)
Stock 1

Figure 13-22. The beginning of an equity holding report that shows diversification among industry groups.

31. Revise the previous problem so that the template is enlarged
to have a separate area in which monthly expenses are recorded
during the year in a column for each of the items listed. The
yearly totals from each column total should then be automatically
moved into the deductions format of the template.
32. Prepare a template that will complete Form l040A of the
U.S. Individual Income Tax Return shown in Figure 13-24. Assume
that numeric values from other forms or from a table are entered
here by hand. Include line number, brief description, and then
columns as ne eded for the form.

Profit or (Loss) From Business or Profession

SCHEDULE C

(Sole Proprietor ship)

(Form 1040)

Partn ers hips, Joi nt Vent ures, et c., Mu s t fi le f o rm 106 5.

De pa tlme nt o f l ilt Tr easury

Inler nal Reve nue 5erv i,e

.... Att ac h to Form 104 0 or Form 104 1.

.... See Instructions fo r Sc hed ul e C (Form 1040 ).

I

Name 01 p rop rie tor

Socia l secu ri t y number of propri etor

; prod uc t ....

A Main b:JSl n ess ac t ivi ty (see I nstru c t ions) ....

B Business name ....

o

C Em p loye r id en t ifica tIOn n umbe r

Business add ress (n umber and street) .... .... .
~

City, Sta t e an d ZI P Code
E

~:Ct~~~~i:)g :::~I~~d::ll;e ~os~:: I;nven:~:yD
(1)

0

Cost

0

(2)

...... .... 1

Acc ru al

Lower of cos t or marke t

(3)

(3)

0

0

~ .... .........

Oth er (spwfy)

.. .. ............. .. .... ......... ....

a

Oth er (,f other. all ach ex pl anat ion)

G Was there any ma jo r change in de t er m inin g qua ntiti es, cos t s, or va lu at ions between opening and clOSing inventory? .
If " Yes," attach exp lan at ion.

H Did you deduct expens es for an office in you r home? .
Did you elect to clai m amort Iza t Ion (under section 19 1) or depreciation ( unde r sec tion 167(0»

for a re ha bili t ated

ce rt i fied ft ist oric struc tu re (se e Instruct ion s) ?
(Amo rt iz able basis (see Inst ruc tions) ....

a;;ml.

In come

.L

I

I

~.0~~1;'~. <f-;"","'l.%~
i',%ii.~
.. .
?t_ifP·"Z."
~~--------'--- 1 11%d~f,:;~J:: ,;;)I¥{~~

I
[- lab

a Gross rece ipts or sa les
b Ret urns and allowances

lc

c Ba lance (sub tract line 1b from line la)

2
3
4

2 Cost of goods so ld and/or ope rations (Sc hedu le C- l , line 8) .
3 Gross pro fi t (sub tract line 2 from line lc) .
4 Other income (attach sc hed ule) •
5 Total income (a dd lines 3 an d 4) _

a;mlla

.

~

5

Deductions
31 a Wages

6 Advertising .

.

b Job s credit

7 Amort ization
8 Bad debts from sal es or service s .

11 Comm issio ns .

12 Depleti on
13 De preciat ion (explai n in Sch edule C-2) .
14 Dues and pu blicati ons

..

c WIN c red it
d Tota l c red its ' - -- - - ' ' - -1:
e Subtra ct lin e 31d from 31a .

9 Bank cha rges .
10 Car and tru ck expens es .

.

32 Other expenses (specify) :
a .......... .. .. ~............. ___ ._... _... _
b ... ... ... . . .. .. . . . ..... .. ... . ....... .. .. .
c __.. __ . . __ . __ _____ __ _.. ___ .. .. _____ ... __ .

15 Em ploye e benefi t progra ms

d .. .. .... .. ..... . ..... ..... ........ .. . .

16 Freight (not included on Schedule G-l) •

e __ __ ... _.... __ .. _........ . _____ .. __ ..... .

17 Insurance

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

f ...... .. .......... ........... .. ... ........ .. .... .. ....... ....... ... .

18 Interes t on busin ess inde bt ed ness

19 Laundry and cleaning . •
20 Legal and pro fession al services
21 OHice su ppli es

.

g · .. · ···· ··· · · ········ .. ·················· 1·····.. ··· ····· ... ..
h .. .......... ........ ... ............. ..... .
i ___ .... _..... ............. ___ ___..... ___ _

i ........................................ .

23 Postage

k ... ................. ........... ..... ..... .
I . ..... .. ..... ........ ................... .

24 Rent on business property .

m .. ___ . _. . ..... _. ______ __ ..... __ ___ ..•. .. _. ______ __.. . __

25 Repai rs.
26 Suppli es (not included on Schedule C-l) .

0 _____ .• _..... .. .... __ . . ..... ..... ... _... ..

22 Pension and profit-sha r ing plans .

27 Taxes

p . . ..... ..... ... .......... . . ... ... .... .... .

28 Teleph one .

q ··· .. ··· ·•·· ········ · · ········ · .. ···········1·· ............ ..

29 Trave l an d ente rt ainmen t

D

Figure 13-23. IRS Form 1040, Schedule C.
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Ye s

0

No

~

1040A

Oepartment 01 thl Tr... ury-Int,rnll RtvlnUI Sarvle.

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return

'four lirst nlme and initial (if joint ulu rn. a!so alYllpo uu 's nlm. and Init i,l)

Use

IRS
I.bel.

Other.

Last namo

Prulnl home address (Number and s!rlel, inc ludl ni apartment number, Of rut.1 ro uh)

wise.

pluse
print

City, town or past oHlcl, ShIt and liP cod.

artype.

2
3
4
Exemptions 5.
65 or over
Blind
Ahr.,.chKk lilt
b
Spouse
65 or over
Blind
bol I.bliid Yaur.
"". ChICk athor
c First name. of your dependent children who lived with you ~............ .. ......................
bo;::",::":..:':..,'tho:::.::':..:':::P:'P":'·-~======='T=====C=::':"::'''7=:77.:':':'C7''=:=''7''::'''::''====~'';
d Other dependents:
(~.~~dl~c·:~~d:ft
~~~~~~:~hu.r,r~;I~:r::~d~
(1) Hlme

$1,000 or mor.l

Ent.r number 01
box•• checked
on 5. and b
~~~I~~Z'nber

"'tod on 5c

Inl" support?

Wages, salaries, tips, etc . (Attach Forms W-2 . See page 10 of InstrUctions) •
Interest income (See pages 3 and 10 of Instructions) •••••• • •.. • •••
.
(See pages 3 and
,
Subtract line
Dividends ... " .... ,,""J,""" 10 of Instructions) 9b Exclusion """" ".,,,",, .. 9b from 9a
Unemployment compensation (insurance). Total recalved from Form(s) 1099-UC . " " " " ".l " " . " " . I·h'NO ' OI
Taxable amount, if any, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions . . . • • • . . . • •
Adjusted gross income (add IIn.s 7, 8, 9c, and lOb). ff und.r $10,000, s•• page 12 of In·
structions on "Earned Income Credit" . . • . • . • •• ..
Credit for contributions to candidates for public office.
(Se. page 11 of Instructions) . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IF YOU WANT IRS TO FIGURE YOUR TAX, PLEASE STO
b Total Federal income tax withheld (If lin. 7 Is more than
$25,900, s•• page 11 of InstructIons) • . • • • • . . • • . .
c Earned income credit (from page 12 of InstructIons) • .•
13 Total (add lines 12a, b, and c) . . . . • . • • • • • • • . .
14a Tax on the amount on line 11. (5 •• pag.13 of Instructions;

9.
10.
b
11

tf u.s. QOVUlHWEHT PAIKTIHG OfT'l CE;

19BG-() ·3 1l·261 1l ·2687299

Figure 13-24. IRS Form 1040A.
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~

1040

OeplIrtment of the Trea sury-Internal Revenue Service

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return
I F"

For Privacy Act Notice, see Instructions

th . Y'" J.." "

1-0mmb ..

31,

1
1980, "

oIh"

I..

IRS
label.
Other·

Your occupalion
Spouse's occupalio

City, town or post office. St.le end ZIP code

~resi~entill
Fund

lilt..

r

I

Do you want $1 to go to this fund?, , , • , , , , , , , , ' "

A ~~I~~nr~)bl\~~~I~ive .(a~tu~! lotalion of.
page 2 of. f. nslrucllOns.)

Revenue Sharing

Filing Status
Check only

one box.

2

3
4

0

0

Yes

~

Note: Checking "Yes" will

IYes

reduce your refund.

~

No

not Increase your tax or

C In whal county 10 you live?

0 In whal . lownshi p
do you live?

No

_
_
_

Single
Married filing joint return (even If only one had income)
Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here .... _______ • ______ __ • ____ •___ ______ •.

-

~~~~y:g·;.;id~;.;(~·;)·;.;i·ih·d~P~·~d~~i·~hild·(Y~~;·~p~·~~·~·di_.;d..~··i9· .... ·i·.-·(S;;·P~·g;·6·~i·I~·;ir~~iI~·~;'-)·""·

11_

l=J

Yourself

1-

b , _ Spouse
c

Yourself.

I B DoHmilsyouof..Iivea City,wilhinVillage,
Ihe legal
elc.l

~

Head of household , (See page 6 of Inslructlons.) If qualifying person is your unmarried child, enter child's

6.

Always check
Ih. box lab.l.d
Check olher
boxes if they
apply,

, vi ll age, borough, etc.

,

5

Exemptions

i

State

, 19
numoe,

~ ~I

I-I~

If joint return, does your spouse wa nt $1 to go to this fund? .

by
IIiIt..
Ce nsus Bureau for I'"

Requested

secu~'IY

Spouse's social security no .

Present home .ddrus (Number and street , including apl rtmen ! number, or IUI" route)

~t;;~e
~:i~ipe.
Ca-mpaign

You, SOC,!,

last name

Your lint nlma and initi" (i f joint return, lisa live spouse 's nlme and fnitial)

Use

b.gl"I,.

Y'"

tj

65 or over

65 or over

Blind

boxes checked
on 6a .nd b ~

~i:.~~.~~.=~~.~:.~.~~.:.~~~.e~.~~.n~.~.~~I.~~~~.~h.O.~i.ve~.~i.t.~ .~~~.~::..:....••:::....:::......•.: ......::...•..•...:::•.:}

d Oth er depen d en t 5:

(2) Rollt ion sh lp

______
(1_)_"._m_._____

-------------

(3)
".mb"
months
1I .... of
d
In your hom.

-----

1(4)hlYl
01'lncomlof
''''''''11 more
(5) Old
thin''"
onl,00,1'.
·h,lt 01
$1 ,000 or mort?

D
~~~~I~~:t ~ D
D
.. D

} Enter number of

Blind

depend.n!', lupport?

Enter number
of other

~~~e~~~~:rs

1
1
entered In
___________ 1~7~~T~0~ta~l~n~u~m~b~e~r~0~f~e~x=e~m~p~ti=0~n~s~c~la~im~ed~,~~~~_'~'~~~~~~'_.~'~.~,~,~.~~_7b=o~'e=s~.=b=O~v.~~"_

Income
Please attach
Copy B of. your
Forms W-2 here.

If you do nol have
a W-2. see
page 5 of
Instructions.

1--

Please

attach check
or money
order here.

8

Wages, salaries, tips, etc.

9

Interest income (attach Schedule B if over $400) , "

. .

8
"

9

J ......,

!...... _

10. Dividends (attach Schedule B if over $400) ........ ....
lOb Exclusion ........
c Subtract line lOb from line lOa ,
, , , ,
11 Refunds of State and local Income ta xes (do not enter an amount unless you de ,
ducted those taxes in an earlier year-see page 9 of Instructions) .
12 Alimony received. .
• • • •
• •
13 Business Income or (loss) (attach Schedule C) , , •
14 Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule D) ,
15 40% of capital gain distributions not reported on line 14 (See page 9 of Inslruclions) .
16 Supplemental gains or (losses) (attach Form 4797) ,
17 Fully taxable pensions and annuities not reported on line 18
18 Pensions, annuities, rents, royalties, partnerships, etc. (attach Schedule E) .
19 Farm Income or (loss) (attach Schedule F) ,
20. Unemployment compensation (insurance) , Total received ........................
b Taxable amount, If any, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions
21 Other Income (sl.l. n.lure . nd source-see page 10 of Inslruclions) ~ .. ....... .. ................. .

.!.. .. ..

10c

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

-I
20b
21
22

(Se.
Instruc-

23
24
25
26

tions on

27

Interest penalty on early withdrawal of savings

28
29
30
31

Alimony paid

Adjustments
to Income

page 10)

~djust~d

Gross Income

* u.s.

Moving expense (atlach Form 3903 or 3903F) "
Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106)
Payments to an IRA (enter code from page 10 . ..... )
Payments to a Keogh (H,R, 10) retirement plan
, ,

Disability income exclusion (a tta ch Form 2440)

Total adiustments, Add lines 23 through 29 ,

. ,

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
:

COVERNMENT PRINTINC OfrlC[ : 1980--0 ·313 ·250 13 ·2681299

Figure 13-25. IRS Form 1040,
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~

30

Adjusted gross income. Subtract line 30 from line 22. If this line ;s less than
$10,000, see "Earned In come Credit" (line 57) on pa ges 13 and 14 of Instruc.
tions . If you want IRS to figu re your tax. see page 3 of In structions .
.... 1 31

I

I
Fo.m

1040 (1980)

Form 1040 (1 980)

Tax

Computation

32
33

Pige

. . . . . . . . .

. .

} ",;33;;,,1 _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If you itemize, complete Schedule A (fo rm 1040) and enter the amount from Schedule A, line 41 •
Caution: If you have unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your

~

(See
Instruc·
tions on
page 11)

parent's
return, check
0 and see page 11 of the Instructions. Also see page 11
of the Instructions
if: here
• You are married filing a separate return and your spouse itemizes deductions, OR
• You file Form 4563, OR
•

__
-_ _

-----.--m~~~
_

You are a dual ·s tatus alien.

34 Subtract line 33 from line 32. Use the amount on line 34 to find your tax from the Tax
Tables, or to figure your tax on Schedule Te, Part I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Use Schedule TC, Part I, and the Tax Rate Schedules ONLY if:
• Line 34 is more than $20,000 ($40.000 if you checked Filing Status BOK 2 or 5), OR
• You /lave more e xemptions than are shown in the TaK Table for your filing status, OR
• You use Schedule G or f orm 4726 to figure your ta x.
Otherwise, you MUST use the Tax Tables to find your tax.
35 Tax. Enter tax here and check if from D Tax Tables or D Schedule TC . . . • • . . •
36 Additional taxes. (See page 12 of Instructions.) Enter here and check if from
Form 4970, }
Form 4972, 0 Form 5544, 0 Form 5405, or 0 Section 72(m)(5) penalty tax. .•

D

o

Credits
(See
Instruc·
lions on
page 12)

.

.

..

3)

Total. Add lines 35 and 36 .

38

Credit for contributions to candidates for public office .

38
39

39

Credit for the elderly (attach Schedules R&RP) ..

40

Credit for child and dependent care expenses

41

Investment credit (attach Form 3468) .

41

42

Fore;gn tax credit (attach Form 1116) .

42

43

Work incentive (WIN) credit (attach Form 4874) .

(FO::';·2~",U) .

40

43

45
45 Residential energy credits (attach Form 5695) .
.
46 Total credits. Add lines 38 through 45 .
47 Balance. Subtract line 46 from line 37 and enter difference (but not less than zero)."

..

.

Taxes
(Including
Advance
EIC
Payments)

Pay.eats
Atbch
Forms W-2,
W-2G, and
W-2P

tofronl

__
_
~~%
_
_

35

~36~1------1-_
37

I
46

...:::4.:..7_ _______ __

1

1

48 Self·employment taK (attach Schedule Sf) . . . . . , . • . • . . •
49. Minimum tax. Attach Form 4625 and check here ~ D. . . . . . . .

~48~I ______ I__

49b Alternative minimum taK. Attach Form 6251 and check here ~

..
0 ...

...:4!:9b~1 _ _ _ _ _ _ 1__

50 Tax from recomputing prior·year investment credit (attach Form 4255) .

..:!:50~I _ _ _ _ _ _ I__

49.

511 Social security (FICA) tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137) .

511
51b

Sib Uncollected employee FICA and RRTA tax on tips (from Form W-2) . .. . .. .
52 Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . . . • . • . . . . •
53 Advance earned income credit (EIC) payments received (from Form W-2) . . .. . .
. .
. . .... , ..... • ~
54 Oalance. Add lines 47 through 53. . . . . . . .
56

Total Federal income tax withheld • . . . . • .
1980 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1979 return •

57

Earned income credit. If line 32 is under $10,000, see

58

Amount paid with Form 4868 •. • . • . . , . . • . . . •

59

Excess FICA and RRTA tax withheld (two or more employers)

55

pages 13 and 14 of Instructions . . . . . .• , . . • • • .

60 Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach

Reflnd or
Balance
Dill

34
•

. ~

44

44 Jobs credit (attach Form 5884) .

OtMr

2

32

Amount from line 31 (adjusted g ross income) .
If you do not itemize deductions, enter zero .

61

Form 4136 or 4136-T) . . • •• . . . . . • . .. . .• .
Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439)

62

Total. Add lines 55 through 61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•

63
64
65
66

If line 62 is larger than line 54, enter amount OVERPAID .

~

53

54

~~I---I
62

••

Amount of line 63 to be REFUNDED TO YOU . . . . . . . ' . . • • •
Amount of lin. 63 to be applied to your 1981 estim.ted til . • .

52

I 65 I

~

...... i ~

..:63=....1 _ _ _ _ _ 1__
_

1----1--

If line 54 is larger than line 62, enter BAlANCE DUE. Attach check or money order for full amount
payable to "Internal Revenue Service." Write your soci~1 security number on check or money order . . . .
(Check ~ 0 if Form 1210 (2110F) is attached. See page 15 01 Instructions.) ~ $

Please
Sign
Here

Under penalties of p e r jury. I decla r e thet I ha .... e examine d th i5 return . including accompanying schedules and stetement., end to the best
01 my knowledge and bolief, it is true, correct. and co mpl ete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) I. ba.ed on all information 01
which preparc r has any knowledge.

~Your signature
Preparer's

Paid

Preparer's
Use Only

:~craJ~;:

Date
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I
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~
__...i_ _ _ _ _ _.

ZIP code ....

Figure 13-25 continued.
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33. Prepare a template as in the previous problem; however,
prepare it for the Form 1040 shown in Figure 13-25.
34. Prepare a spreadsheet to help decide on a source from
which to purchase a microcomputer. Prepare a row for each item
to be purchased, for example, microcomputer, disk drives, monitor, software, etc. Then prepare a column with the manufacturer's
suggested retail price. For each source prepare three columns: the
quoted price, the dollar discount from the suggested retail price (if
any), and the percentage discount. Total columns as appropriate.
35. To gain practice in entering labels, prepare a template that
you can use as the format of a weekly calendar. In one column include the times of day broken into convenient units (for example
8:00, 8:15, 8:30, etc.). Then include columns titled Monday,
Tuesday, ... Sunday. Include an area to enter the dates for the
week.
36. Prepare a template in which the top row contains the
column labels (A, B, C, D ... ) und the first column contains the row
labels (1, 2, 3, 4 ... ). This template itself can be useful as a tool on
spreadsheets from which printed output will be prepared. Printing
these labels with the report can be useful in identifying specific
entries of the spreadsheet that may be changed later. Figure 13-26
shows part of the template that should be produced for this problem. For practice, prepare two spreadsheets, one with left justified
labels and one with right justified labels .
When this worksheet is complete it can be used as an overlay on
another sheet we want printed . For example, with the other sheet
in memory we can move the cursor to location AI, and insert both
a row and a column . Then load the template of this problem. Then
print. The row and column labels will be included in the printed
report.
Remember later, when working on the sheet, to delete these labels since they do cause all coordinate references to be revised.
37. As a student, suppose that you want to record a running
average of your grade for the course . Prepare a template with
columns for the assignment or test number (for example, assignment 1, test 4, etc.), your score, the possible score, your total to
date, the total possible to date, and your average . An example is
shown in Figure 13-27.
38. An animal hospital provides boarding services for cats ($4
per day), small dogs ($5 per day) and large dogs ($6 per day).
Prepare a table with four columns, one column for the length of
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A1
B
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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Figure 13-26. A template in which the row and column labels are included in
the spreadsheet itself. Such a template could serve as an overlay on other
templates.

the stay in days, and then one column for each type of animal that
lists the total cost of a stay at the hospital. Print the table for
lengths of stay from 1 to 60 days.
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CLASSROON
GRADING SHEET

NANE
DESCRIPTION

MY SCORE

ASSIGN. 1-1
ASSIGN. 1-2
ASSIGN. 1-3
ASSIGN. 1- 4
ASSIGN. 1-5
TEST 1
ASSIGN. 1-6
ASSIGN. 1- 7
ASSIGN. 1-8
TEST 2
ASSIGN. 1-9
ASSIGN. 1-10
TEST 3
ASSIGN. 1-11
ASSIGN . 1-12
FINAL EXAN

TOTAL
POSSIBLE TO DATE
20
20
25
25
60
100
25
70
40
100
50
25
100
90
50
200

TOTAL
POSSIBLE

%

20
40
65
90
150
250
275
345
385
485
535
560
660
750
800
1000

Figure 13-27. A sample recordkeeping sheet for individual grades.

39. A gas and electric company charges rates as below:

Rate
First
Next
Next
Over

3
997
99,000
100,000

therms,
therms,
therms,
therms,

or less
per therm
per therm
per therm

$2 .90000
.43709
.37672
.34191

The minimum monthly charge is $2.90.
Prepare a template on which the number of therms consumed is
entered and that computes the total charge. (A review of the
@MAX and @MIN functions may be helpful.)
40. Prepare a report like the one in Figure 13-28 which shows
projected space requirements for several departments of a data
processing division. The column, Staff Total, is entered by the
user. The Type-of-Office column is a code which is used to look
up an office size in square feet (SF) which is then placed in the
Unit-SF column . The codes and their associated areas are

Chapter 13:

Practice Problems

Type of
Office

Unit

1

160
140
120
100
80

265

SF

2

3
4
5

Using a table allows us to vary office size by changing these
values in the table and then immediately determining the impact
on the total space requirements.
DATA PROCESSING DIVISION
Code
No.
448

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

SEace Title
ADMIN.
- Division Director
- Secretary

442

Staff
Total

- Offices

1
5

160
80
Subtotal

160
400
560

1
10

3
5

120
80
1,300
2,500
160
Subtotal

120
800
1,300
2,500
160
4,880

22

120
80
1,000
3,000
Subtotal

120
1,680
1,000
3,000
5,800

7
8

120
80
Subtotal

120
560
680

260
80
80
160
80
80
Subtotal

260
80
80
160
80
80
740

- Storage
11

PROGRAMMING
- Manager

- Offices
- Terminal Area

21

- Gen'I Area

450

Total
Sguare Feet

1
5
6

- Users I Area
- Ge n'I Area

448

Unit
SF

SYSTEMS
- Manager

442

Type of
Office

OPERATIONS
- Manager
- Offices

OTHER
- Re c e ption Area

- Resource Area/Supply Ar ea
- Terminal Room
- Storage

- Mail Box Area

- Coffee/Break Area

NET TOTAL 12,660

Figure 13-28. A space requirements planning sheet.
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CO:M1v1ANDS
Symbol

Name

Purpose

IB

the Blank command

Blank a single entry.

IC

the Clear command

Clear the entire sheet, Y confirms.

10

the Delete command

Delete a row or column.
Delete a row.
Delete a column.

R
C

IF

the Format command

o

G
I
L
R
$

*
IG

the Global command
C

o

R
C
R
A
M

F

o
G

I
L
R

$

*
II

the Insert command
R

C
1M

the Move command

Format a Single entry.
Default
General
Integer
Left justified
Right justified
Dollars and cents
Graph
Globally affect the sheet.
Column width
Order of recalculation
Rowwise
Columnwise
Recalcula tion
Automatic
Manual
Format
Default
General
Integer
Left justified
Right justified
Dollars and cents
Graph
Insert a row or column.
Insert a row
Insert a column
Move a row or column.
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IP

the Print command

Print all or part of the sheet to a device .

IR

the Replicate command

Replicate an entry, row, or column onto
another area of the sheet.

IS

the Storage command
L
S
D
I
Q

Access storage.
Load a sheet
Store a sheet
Delete a stored sheet
Ini tialize a diskette
Quit
Access a file in the Data Interchange Format
(DIF, a trademark of Software Arts, Inc.)
Load a DIF file
Save a DIF file

'*
L
S

IT

the Title command
H
V
B
N

Freeze titles in place.
Horizon tall y
Vertically
Both
Neither

IV

the Version Number
command

Display the version number.

IW

the Window command
H
V
1
S
U

Affect the window display.
Horizontal split
Vertical split
1 (one) window
Synchronized scrolling
Un synchronized scrolling

1-

the Repeating Label
command

Repeat part of a label throughout a
single entry.
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BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS
@ABS(argument)
@ACOS(argument)
@ASIN(argument)
@ATAN(argument)
@AVERAGE(argumentl,argument2, ... )
@COS(argument)
@COUNT(argumentl,argument2 . .. )
@ERROR
@EXP(argument)
@INT(argument)
@LN(argument)
@LOGIO(argument)
@LOOKUP(argumentI,argument2)
@MAX(argumentI,argument2, ... )
@MIN(argumentl,argument2, ... )
@NA
@NPV(argumentI,argument2)
@PI
@SIN(argument)
@SQRT(argument)
@SUM(argumentl,argument2, .. . )
@TAN(argument)

the absolute value
the arccosine
the arcsine
the arctangent
the average
the cosine
count how many
the error function and error
value
e to a power
integer
natural logarithm
logarithm, base 10
look up a value in a table
the maximum value
the minimum value
not available
the net present value
value of 1T
the sine
the square root
sum the values
the tangent
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Special Characters are in Alphabetical Order by the Name of the Character
0-9 first character of VALUE, 40, 125, 127
1 in IW, 62, 118

, not permitted in numbers, 127, 128
not printed with $ format, 71

&, printing, 90

$ use in:
I GF (see IG Global command)
IF (see IF Format command)
display on screen, 71-72
numbers, not permitted, 127, 128

use in:
e nding writing of an entry, 30
see also Arrow keys
with IS Storage command to scroll file
names, 106

<'- -i>

* use in :
bar graphs (see IF Format command)
IF (see IF Format command)
graphs (see IF Format command )
multiplication, 47, 136
suffixes of filenames, 106

.. ellipsis (see". " )
=

double underline, 39-40
example (illus.), 39

@ (Note: Individual built-in functions are
indexed alphabetically by th e le tter
beginning the function.)
to begin a built-in function , 19, 33, 140
to begin a value, 127

! use in :
circular references, 169-171
reca lculation order, 78-79, 81
examples (illus .), 79,81
e nte ring a formula, substituting a
value, 135
recalculation, 55, 108, 137-138, 169-170
(see also Recalculation)

A expo nentiation , 136

> to enter frozen areas of titles, 116, 117

: e nd of SOURCE RANGE, 45, 48, 49, 96

use in GO TO, 25-27, 199
exa mple (ii/us.), 26
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> > indica tes results too la rge to be
displayed on screen, 53, 129
example (iI/us.), 54
- use in:
1- Repeating Label command, 36, 38,
121
IP Print command, 88, 90
first character of a value, 127
subtraction, 136

o use in:
formulas or values, 31, 127, 136, 137,
178
functions, 33, 141
nesting, 137
. use in:
ellipsis ( ... ), 33, 41, 45, 48, 86, 96, 141142
middle of range of IR, 48-49
@SUM, 19,33-34, 83, 141-142
templates, 191

+ use in:
addition, 31, 45, 46, 136
first character of a value or formula,
127, 136
printing, 90
scientific notation, 130

'* beginning
use:
a value, 127
in IS Storage command for DIF fil es,
105-109
pounding a va lu e into place, 133-135,
139
example (i/lus.) , 133, 134
" use:
as first key of label, 40, 71-72, 92, 125
closing quote not n eeded , 40
enter directions or documentation on
the sheet, 91-92, 214
SETUP, 89
; use in:
cursor jump in split window, 54-55
locating lower right in printin g, 91
position goes to (last left), 118

I (Note: Individual commands are indexed
alphabetically by the letter beginnin g
the command .)
use in:
division, 136, 214
s tarting commands, 35, 58
exa mpl e (illus.), 35
1- Repeating Label command, 36, 38, 121,
191
A through Z as first character of label ,
123
A use in IGR automatic recalculation, 81
@ABS function (absolute va lue), 143
Absolute value (see @ABS function)
Accessing shee ts from other software, 168
Accurate summation with decimals, 104,
152-153, 178
@ACOS function (arccosine), 19, 143
Across the rows (recalcu lation order), 7680
exa mples (illus .), 77, 79, 80
Addi tion (see " +")
Alphabetic message, 208
Arccosine (see @ACOS function)
Arcsine (see @ASIN function)
Arctangent (see @ATAN function)
Arguments (see Functions)
Arrow keys , 24, 59, 199
limitation, 239
(see nlso "<c- -;.")
As-entered format, printing, 109-112
(i:vASIN function (arcsine), 19, 144
([[AT AN function (arctangent), 19, 144145
ATARI 800 microcomputer, 2, 4
ATARI 825 printer, 88, 89-90, 91
Automatic reca lculation, 80-81
defau lt, 62
(see nlso A in IG Global command R recalculation mode)
Auto-repeat capability of keys, 24-25
@AVERAGE function, 19, 145-147, 148,
150
d enominator in @COUNT, 148
exa mples (illus.), 146, 147

Index
IB Blank command, 36, 38-39, 59-61

cancelling, 59
examples (iI/us.), 59, 60, 61
formats remain , 44, 59-60
use with IR Replicate com lTland, 60-61
example (iI/us.), 61
B, both, in hori zo ntal and vertical titles of
IT Titles command, 113, 115
BACK S, 27, 29, 31, 86, 97, 107, 109
Backing out (see BACK S)
Backup, 20, 62-63, 104, 105, 164-166, 195,
218
Bar graphs (see IF Format command, ", bar
graph)
Beep, 25, 31, 174
Blank an entry (see IB Blank comma nd)
Blank command (see IB Blank command)
Blank entries
in @AVERAGE function, 145-147
example (illus.), 146
in @COUNT function (see @COUNT
function)
eva luated as zero in calculations, 60,
126-127
Blank at left of value (see Values)
Blanking an entry, 38 (see I B Blank com mand)
Border (see IT Titles command)
BREAK key, 27, 31, 59, 62, 64, 68, 83, 86,
108, 109, 134
Breaking labels (see Labels)
Bricklin , Dan, 1
Budget:
examples, 8-22
forecasting, 4-22
examples (iI/us.), 5, 6, 7, 9, 12-1 7
hand,S, 6
numerically accurate vs . planned, 7
worksheet examples (iI/u s .) , 5, 6, 9
Built-in functions (see Functions)
Bytes (see Kilobytes)
IC Clear command, 36, 62-63

example (illu s.) , 63
Y to confirm, 62-63
C use in:
10 Delete command, delete col umn , 64
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C use in (Col1td.)
IG Global comma nd, column width, 53,
75-76
IG Globa l command, Order of recalculation, co lumnwise calculations, 76-80
examp le (ilJus.), 77
II Insert command, 41
reca lculation order indicator, 77
Calcu lation:
defa ult order, 62, 137
labels eva lu ated as zero, 71-72, 126-1 27
time required, 137-139
Ca lculator, 135
Cancel commands (see BREAK key)
Casse tte, 20, 55, 106, 165, 167
Character data manipulation, limitation,
238
Characters, number per line, 10
Circu lar reference, 168-170, 181
exa mples (illus .), 169, 171
Clear command (see IC Clear command)
Clearing an entry (see IB Blank command)
Clearing the sh ee t (see IC Clear command)
Column, 11
changing widths, 10
insertion (see II Insert command)
labelin g, 11, 24
lettered coordina tes, A to BK, 11, 24
number of (63),25
Column width , 75-76
affect on informa tion:
displayed, 73, 124, 128-129
stored, 43, 128-1 29
default, 62
examples (iI/us.), 12, 13,43,54, 76
es tablish before entering labels, 44
in IG Global command, 42, 75-76, 129
maximum and minimum, 75-76
in IP Print command, 90
Column-wise recalculations, 77-80
default, 62
exa mple (illus.), 77
Command s, 35-57, 58-122
(Note: Individual commands are indexed alphabetically by th e le tter beginning the command.)
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Commands (Contd.)
list, 58
summary reference, 268-269
COMMAND: BCDFGIMPRSTVW-, 35, 58
Computer (see Hardware)
Confirming actions in commands, 174
IB Blank command, 39
IC Clear command, 62-63, 64
ID Delete command, 64
II Inser t command, 83
IS Storage command , 108
Constants, 190-191
Control key (see CTRL)
Coordinate, 24
Copy entries of a row or a column (see IR
Replica te command)
Correcting errors, 181-186 (see also Errors)
@COS fu nction (cosine), 19, 147, 150
@COUNT function , 19, 146, 147-149
CRTL, 24, 90
CTRL-C to cancel printin g, 91
CTRL-N, 90
CTRL-0,90
CTRL-S,90
CTRL-T,90
Cursor:
bumping edge of screen , 25
defined, 24
moves , 24, 25, 26
with GO TO, 25-27
pointing the cursor:
formula s, 34-35
series, 46
template p ositioning, 192, 194-195, 197
Cursor Coordinate, 25

ID Delete command, 64-68
e ffect on formulas (see Formulas, readjustment when a row or column is
deleted)
exa mpl es (illus.), 65, 66, 67
D use in command s:
see IF Format command
see IS Storage command
Dash (see " -")
Data , 3
en try in template, 19-20 (s ee also Templates)

Data (Contd.)
limitations, 240-241
sys tem, part of, 1
ve rifyin g accuracy, 3
Data en try (see Templates)
Data en try limitation s, 208, 240-241
Data Interchange Format (see DIF)
Decimal:
pl aces in format, 20, 52
scientific notation (see Scientific notation)
Defaults, global, 62, 82
Delete command (see ID Delete command)
Delete, 20
column (see ID Delete command)
file (see IS Storage command, D option)
formats, 69-70
row (see ID Delete command)
DELETE: R C, 64
DIF (Data Interchange Format), 105, 168
Disk drive:
identifying for storage, 106, 109
loading, 23
Diskettes, 20
affect of clearing memory, 62-63
backup (see Backup)
Display four areas of shee t, 116
Division (see " 1")
Documentation, 2, 167, 192-193, 198, 201,
216-227
backup, 166
directions for user, 217-220
exa mpl es (illu s.), 217, 218,219, 220
ex ternal , 220-227
internal, 217-220
exa mples (iI/u s.), 217, 218, 219, 220
on sheets, 91, 92, 201, 202
exam pl e (iI/us. ), 92
Dollars and cents (see also IF Format command , $ and "$" ), 20
accurate res ults in computation, 152-153
Down the column recalculation order,
76-80
examples (iI/u s. ), 77, 79, 80
e, 151 , 153
E use in scientific notation (see Scientific
notation)

Index

Edit lin e, 26, 33, 86
entering labels, 29-31
Efficiencies in timing, 137-139
Electronic shee t, 2, 3, 4, 7, 21, 24
accessing from other software, 168
backup, 165
clearing (see IC Clear command)
loa ding (see 15 Storage command, L)
saving to diskette (s ee IS 5tora-ge command , S)
s hee t in memory vs. on diskette , 105106
sp rea dsheet, 7
Ellipsis (see ".")
End of input:
see ":"
see Arrow keys
see
----7 "
see RETURN key
Entering information (see Writing on the
electronic sheet)
scientific notation, 132 (see also Templates, data entry)
Entry contents line, 30, 31
Entry Position:
defined, 11
naming, 11
Erasing an existing format , 69-70, 73
Errors, 173-187
BACK 5 (see BACK S)
BREAK (see BREAK key)
co mmon errors, 174-181
co rrec tion of typing, 27
fe a tures that help preve nt errors, 174
o (oh) for (zero), 40, 176
preventing, 181-186
exa mples (illus.), 183, 185
reentering, 31
Replicate command, 99
typing, 2, 27, 31
ERROR value nnd @ERROR function , 128,
131-132, 143, 144, 145, 149-151, 153,
162, 163, 170, 171, 208
effect when end of se ries is deleted ,
66-68
exa mple (illu s. ), 67
loading sheets with circular references ,
170
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Error value, @ERROR function (Col1td.)
exa mpl e (iI/u s.), 171
loading shee ts wi th forward reference ,
79-80
propaga tion effec t on other formulas,
66-68
@. SUM, 66-68
value too large, 131-132
example (i/lus.), 132
ESC, 89-90
Evaluation order of expressions, 137,
177-178
Exclamation point (see "!")
Execute capability, mi ssing, 239
Exponentiation (see also @EXP function)
timing considerations, 139
@EXP function (e to a power), 19, 151
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IF format command, 36-38, 69-74
$ dollar and cents, 20, 50, 69, 71-72, 73,
129, 179
exa mple (ilIus.), 51
* bar graph, 20, 69, 73
exa mple (iI/us.), 21
Blank command does not delete format ,
59
center format, does not exist, 124-125
0, default , 59, 60, 69-70, 74
del e ting, 44, 69-70, 74
local forma ts, 74
DGILR$*, 37, 69
di splayed on entry contents line, 69
d ollar and cents, 20, 50, 69, 71-72, 73,
129, 179
exa mple (i/lus.), 36
G, genera l, 62, 69, 70, 82
I, integer, 20, 37, 51, 69, 70, 73, 129,
178
contrasted with integer function
(@INT) , 151-153, 178
exa mple (illus.), 51
L, left justifi ed, 37, 69, 71, 73
local vs. global , 73
R, right jus tified , 37-38, 41, 69, 71,
124-125
exa mples (illu s .), 38, 124
replication, 69, 73
see nlso Formats
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F in IP Print command, 88
File, 105
Filename, 106-107
dummy file first on diskette , 107-108
entering, 106-107
scrolling, 106-107
Fixed titles (see IT Titles command)
Forecasting:
budgets (see Budget, forecasting)
sales report, 44
Forgotten file names, 107
Format command (see IF Format command)
Formats, 20
defaults, 62, 69-70
enter before labeling, 124
example (illus.), 32
local vs. global, 73
replication, 73, 74
scientific notation (see Scientific notation)
see also IF Format command
Formulas, 7, 11 , 123, 135-137
as entered on sheet, 18, 19
defined,29
displayed value vs. stored formula , 32
examples (illus.), 18,32
printing, 109-112
readjustment when a row or column is:
deleted, 64-67, 83
inserted, 41, 83
writing on the sheet, 31-32
Forward reference, 79, 87, 181
examples (illus.), 87, 172
Frankston, Bob, 1
Frozen titles (see IT Titles command)
Functions, 19, 32-35, 135, 140-172,270
(Note: Individual built-in functions are
indexed alphabetically by the fir st letter
of the function.)
@, 33 (see also " @")
abridged spellings, 34, 140-141
arguments, 141-142
formulas including, 142
summary reference, 270
timing considerations, 137-139
trigonometric functions, 139

IG Global command, 36, 42-44, 75-82
C, column width, 42-43, 53, 75-76
examples (illus.), 43, 76

see also Column width
COR F, 42, 75
F, format, 50-51, 73
global vs. local format, 73
see also IF Format command
0, order of recalculation, 75, 76-80
examples (illus.), 77,79,80
see also "!" and Recalculation
R, recalculation mode, 80-81
A, automatic, 81
M , manual, 81, 137-138,208
F, format, 82, 129
see also IF Format command
G use in IF Format command, see IF Format command
General format, default, 62, 69, 70
(see also IG Global command)
Global format (see IG Global command, F)
Global command (see IG Global command)
Global parameters, 62
GO TO (see " > ")
Graphs (see IF Format command, * bar
graph)
H use in commands:
see IT Titles command
see IW Window command
Hand calculations, 6-7
as inadequate tools , 7
Hardware, 2
backup, 165
limitations :
arrow keys, 239
memory, 239
screen, 10, 54, 240
system, 1, 165
Hesitation before confirming actions (see
Confirming actions in commands)
Highlight (see Cursor)
Horizontal titles (see IT Titles command)
Hyphen, 38 (see also" _")
II Insert command, 36, 41, 83-84

effect on formulas (see Formulas, readjustment when a row is inserted)

Index
II Insert command (Contd . )

C, column, 41, 83

R, row, 41, 83
sorting, 84
@SUM, use with, 41, 83
I use in commands:
see I F Format command
see IGF Global command
see IS Storage comma nd
Incrementing en tries (see IR Replicating
command)
Initialize a diskette (see IS Storage co mmand)
Insert command (see II In se rt command)
Insert a row or column, 20
@INT function (integer), 52, 73, 151-153
contrasted with integer format, 151-153,
178
Integer format (see IF Format command, I)
Keyboard, 11, 24
Kilobytes, 166
(L) on entry contents line, 30, 124-125
L use in :
DIF, 109
IF, left justify, (see I F Format command)
IS, load , (see IS Storage com mand)
Labels, 11 ,39-40, 123-127
brea king between entri es, 41 , 42, 124,
239
exa mples (illus.), 42, 124
limitations, 238
column width (see Column width)
copying, limitation , 238
d efined, 29
d ocumentation on shee t, 126
eva luation in formulas, 71, 126-127
example (iI/us .), 124
fir s t key A-Z, 123
format before labelin g, 124
justification, 71
default, 71
changing, 71
(L) on entry contents lin e, 30, 124-125
LABEL on prompt lin e, 29
left justification, 123-124
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Labels (Contd.)
postpone labeling until la s t step, 101,
124, 127, 210-211
quote key to s tart, 40, 125, (see also ")
repea ting, 121
replica ting, 125
right jus tified, 37-38, 41, 71
sp litting, 41, 42, 123-124
exa mpl es (iI/us.), 42, 124
va lue in computation, 71, 126-127
writing, 11, 27, 29-31
Label bord er on rows and columns, 11, 24
Leading blank (see Values, blank at left of
entry)
Lea din g zeros, 70, 128
Left ju s tify, 37, 70, 123-124
Limitations, 237-241
data, 177, 240-241
hardwa re, 239-240
label data ca nnot be manipulated , 208
sys tem , 177, 237-238
use rs, 177, 184, 186, 241
VisiCalc and electronic sheets, 238-239
@. LN function (natural logarithm), 19, 153
Loading:
Elec tro nic s hee ts (see IS Storage command, L)
Files (see IS Storage command, L)
VisiCalc, 23
example (illus.), 24
Local formats (see I F Format command)
Locking entri es, not available, 176, 238
@LOGI0 function (logarithm, ba se 10),
19, 153
Logarithm, 19, 153
@LOOKUP function, 153-155
exa mple (i1lus.), 154
LOWER RIGHT in IP Print command, 88,
89

1M Move command, 85-87
ca ution n eed ed to prevent forward
references, 87
examples (illus.), 86, 87
M use in :
IG R (manual recalculation), 81
memory indicator, 166
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Magnifying glass analogy to VisiCalc, 10,
27
Manual, product, 1
Manual recalculation, 81, 137-138, 176
@MAX function (maximum), 19, 155-158
example (illu s. ), 156
Memory, 105-106, 166-168, 239
effect on ability to solve problems, 2,
166-168
limitation, 239
memory indicator, 166
sheet in memory vs. on di ske tte, 105106
Memory indicator, 166
example (illu s.), 167
Microfiche read er analogy to VisiCalc, 10,
27
@MIN function (minimum), 19, 155-158
example (illus.), 156
Mismatched parentheses, 178
Models (see Templates)
Move command (see 1M Move command)
Moving the cursor, 24-25, 59
see aLso Arrow keys
Multiplication (see "*")
N use in:
neither horizontal nor vertical titl es, 52,
113
replica te, no change (see IR Replica te
command)
IT Titles command, 52, 113
@NA function (not avai lable), 155, 158159, 208
example (iLlus.), 158
Naming files (see Filename)
Na tural log function (see @LN function)
Nested parenthesis, 137
Net Present Value (see @NPV function)
Not Available (see @NA functi on)
@NPV function (net prese nt va lu e), 19,
159-161
example (illus.), 160
Numbers, 123, 127-135
first character, 40, 125, 127
greatest precision, 128-130
precision, 128-130
rounding (see Rounded numbers)

Numbers (Contd.)
see also Values
Numeric values (see Numbers; Values)

o use in IG (order of recalcu lation), 76-80
Operations:
arithmetic (+ -/'1/\ ), 136
Order of ca lculations, defa ult, 62, 137,
177-178
Origin of VisiCalc, (Bricklin and Frankston), 1
IP Print command, 88-93
-, 88-90
&, 88, 90
bottom right, 88-89
column width, 76, 90
CTRL-C to stop, 91
directions on shee t, 91, 92
exa mple (ilIus.), 92
exa mples (illus.), 89, 90, 92
F,88
interrupt printing, 91
limitations, 239
LOWER RIGHT, 88-89
P, print, 88
paste up, 91
rectangle printed, 88
res tora tion of screen after, 90
"SETUP, 88, 89-90, 239
single space, 89
exa mple (iI/us.), 90
split screen:
ignored when printing, 91
loca ting bottom right, 91
P use in IP command, 88
Parenthesis (see "0")
Pattern (see Templa tes)
People (see Users)
Period , middle of range, see" ."
Personal Software, Inc. , 1
@PI function (1T), 19, 137, 161
Place hold er in templates, 191
Pointing the cursor (see Cursor)
Postpone labeling until la st step (see Labels)
Pound sign (see" #")
Prefixes to filenames, 106

Index
Preprinted forms alignment, 92
Preventing errors, 181-186
Print command (see IP Print command)
Printers, 89
Printing (see also IP Print command)
affect of column width, 76
alignment check with preprinted forms,
92
directions on sheet, 91-92
exa mple (illus.), 92
limitations, 239
paste up, 91
preprinted forms, 92
roll paper, 92
Problem solving, 2, 189-190
Problems (see Limitations)
Problems, practice, 242-266
Product manual, 1
Program diskette removal, 23
Programmer's Guide to the Data Interchange Format, 109
Prompt line, 26, 29, 35
Prompts, 174
Protected areas of sheet, 116
Protecting entries, 11 6, 197-199, 208, 238
Q use in IS, 105, 109
Quit, 105, 109
Quote key (see " )
IR Replicate command, 36, 44-52, 94-1 04
:,96
IB Blank command, use to blank areas,
60-61
example (iI/us.), 61
backup, 104
copy row or column, 97-99
example (iI/us.), 98
down a co lumn, 99
into a rectangle, 99
to ano ther row, 99
copy (single) entry:
across a row, 96-97
down a column, 97
into a rectangle, 97
to another entry, 94, 96
examples (illus.), 47, 95, 98, 100, 102,
103, 104
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IR Replicate Command (Contd.)
format, 44, 73, 74, 103, 104
in crementing entries, 45-46
label,44
N, no cha nge, 46, 101, 102-104
examples (iI/us.), 103, 104
R, relative , 46, 48-50, 100-102
example (iI/us .), 102
relative , 46, 48, 49, 50, 100-102
series entries, 44-50
SOURCE RANGE, 44-49, 94-104
TARGET RANGE, 44-49, 94-1 04
R use in :
10 , delete row (see 10 Delete command)
IF, right justify (see IF Forma t command)
entry contents lin e (row recalculation),
77
IGO, row order of recalculation, 76-80
examp le (iI/us.), 77
IG, recalculation, automatic or manual,
80-81 (see also IG Global command)
II, insert row, 41, 83 (see also II Insert
command)
recalcula ti on order indicator, 77
example (iI/us.) , 79
rela tive coordinates, (see IR Replicate
command)
right justify, 37
Radians , 144-145
example (iI/us.), 144
Rea djustment of formulas, 41, (see also
Formulas, readjustment)
Recalcula tion, 76, 80-81, 87
automa ti c, 80-81
default mode, 62
manual, 81
potential for error, 176
order, default, 77
order indicator, 77
overlaying sheets, 108
printing, before, 179-180
see also "!"
Recalculation order indicator, 77
blinks while recalculating, 55, 81
Cor R, 77
Reference:
circular (see Circular reference)
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Reference (Contd.)
forward (see Forward reference)
summary, 267-270
Reference card, 1
Relationship (s ee Formula)
Relative (see I R Replicate command, R)
Repeating Label command, 36, 38, 121
Replicate command (see IR Replicate command)
Replicating (see also IR Replicate command),18
error, common in replicating, 60, 99
examples (illus.), 61 , 102
format, 44, 69, 73
Reset recovery procedure, 105
RETURN key, 26-27, 31, 48
end of input, 26-27, 30
Reverse order of loading, 110
Right justify:
general format, 70
in IFR, 37-38, 41
Roll paper, 92
Rounded numbers, 20, 70, 71
dollar and cents wi th @INT, 152-153
IFI, 70, 73
IF$, 73

Rows, 11
insertion (see II Insert command)
labeling, 11, 24
Rowwise recalculation, 77-80
exa mple (illus.), 77
RS-232 devices, 106
IS Storage command, 20, 36, 55-56, 105-

112
if, use with DIF, 105, 109

as-entered printing of sheet, 109-112
backup, 63, 105 (see also Backup)
D, delete a file, 105, 108
errors, 107
filename (see Filename)
I, initialize a diskette, 55-56, 105, 108109
L, load a file, 105, 108
overlaying sheets, 108
print formulas, etc., 109-112
examples (iI/us.), 110, 111
Q, quit VisiCalc, 105, 109

S, save, 56, 105, 108, 109
scrolling for filenames, 106-107
S use in:
DIF, 109
@S (see @SUM function)
IS (see IS Storage command)
IW (see IW Window command)
Saving the electronic sheet (see IS Storage
command, S)
Saving files (see IS Storage command, S)
Scientific notation, 70, 127, 128, 130-133
Screen, 10-11, 27
hardware limitations, 8, 10
overlay on budget worksheet, examples
(illus.), 12, 13
superimposed on sheet, 27
example (illus.), 28
Scrolling, 10-11, 25
filenam es with IS Storage command,
106-107
spli t screen, 118-119
synchronized windows, 118-119
unsynchronized windows, 118-119
Selection capabilities, limitation, 239
Self protection (see Confirming actions in
commands)
Series entry (s ee ".")
"SETUP in printing (see IP Print command)
Sheet (see Electronic sheet)
SHIFT key, 29, 31
Significan t digits (see Values)
@SIN function (sine), 19, 161-162
sine (see @SIN function)
Software Arts , Inc., 1
Sorting rows or columns:
inserting, 84
limitation, 239
moving, 85-87
SOURCE RANGE (see IR Replicate command)
Space bar:
cancel commands, 59, 62, 65, 83
in labels, 125
induding coordina te, 97
Split screen or window, 11-12, 54, 116,
118-119
formats in each , 82
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Split screen or window (Col1td.)
see also IW Window command
Spreadsheet (see Electronic sheet)
@SQRT function (square root), 19, 150,
162
Square root (see @SQRT function)
Star format (see IF Format command)
Stop printing, CTRL-C, 91
Storage command (see IS Storage command)
STORAGE: LSDIQ#, 105
Subtraction (see" -")
Suffixes on fi lenames, 106
@SUM function, 19, 32-35, 52, 127, 141142, 150, 162-163
effect w hen rows or columns are:
deleted, 66-68, 163
inserted, 41, 83, 163
moved , 85-87
examples (il/us.), 34, 162
Summary reference, 267-270
Synchronized scrolling (see IW Window
cOlT1mand )
SYSTEM RESET, 105
System, VisiCalc as a, 1-3

IT Titles command, 10, 36, 52-53, 113-116,
122
B, both, 113
d efault , 62
examples (iI/us.), 14, 17, 53, 114, 115
GO TO (» to enter fro ze n area, 116
H, horizontal, 113
N, none , 52-53, 113
split screen examples (iI/us.), 14, 15, 17,
52, 114, 115
V, vertical, 52, 113
"write protect" (see Templates)
cuTAN function (tangent) , 19, 150, 163
TARGET RANGE (see I R Replicate command), 2, 3, 19-20, 185, 188-215
Templates, 2, 3, 19-20, 185, 188-215
assumptions, 203, 204
backup, 195
control totals, 208-209
cursor posi tioning, 192, 194-195, 197
data collection, 201
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Templates (Contd.)
data entry, 19, 188, 195-197, 208-210,
238-239
exa mple (illus.), 196
defined, 188
documentation , 192-193, 198, 201 -203,
213-215
examples (iI/us.), 194, 198, 201 , 202,
214

exa mple (il/us.), 20
guidelines, 188-215
instructions, 201-203
exa mples (illus.), 201, 202
overlays, 211-213
exa mple (illus.), 212
place holders, 191
problem solving, 189-190
recalculation before printing, 208, 209,
210
redundancy, 197
split window, 213-214
training users, 228-236
"write protect," 116, 197-199, 208, 211
Timing efficiencies (see Efficiencies in timin g)
Titles command (see IT Titles command)
Trailing zeros, 70, 128
Training users, 3, 186, 228-236
documentation for, 232, 233
entering data , 234-236
goals, 229
hardware , 229-230
problems, 236
templates , 19, 231, 234
VisiCalc, 230
Trigonometric calculations (also refer to the
desired function), 139
radians (see Radians)
Truncation:
graphing, 72
labeling, 76
Typing errors (see Errors)
U use in I W (see IW Window command)
Underlining, 30, 38-40, 90, 125
examples (illus.), 39, 90
Untitle (see IT Titles command, N)
Unsynchronized scrolling, 118, 119
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Upper case, 29
Users:
backup, 166
limitations, 241
system, 1
training, 3
Uses for VisiCalc system, 1
IV Version command, 117
V use in :
IT, vertical ti ties, 52
example (illus.), 53
IW, vertical window, 118
Values:
blank at left of entry, 53, 71, 129
defined,29
displayed vs. stored, 50-52, 69, 128-130
first character, 40, 125
justification, 71
changing, 71
default, 71
magnitude, largest and smalles t, 129,
131-133
example (illus.), 132
numeric, 11, 18
scientific notation (see Scientific notation)
see also Numbers
significant digits, 128-130, 177
limitations, 239
VALUE (V), 30
Variables, 190-191
Version command (see IV Version command)
Version number used in book, 2

VisiCalc:
backup, 165
marketers , 1
product, 1
program diskette, 23
summary reference, 267-270
system, 1-3
versions used in book, 2
VisiCorp, 1

IW Window command , 36, 53-55, 110-112,
118-119
;, 118 (see also ";")
1 (one), 62, 118
effect on global format, column width,
titles, 82
default, 62
examples (i1lL/s.), 15, 16, 17, 55, 120
forma ts in split window, 82
H, horizontal spli t, 54, 118
example (illus.), 55
S, synchronized, 118, 119
scrolling, 118, 119
U, unsynchronized, 118, 119
V,118
"What if ... ", 8, 32
Width of columns (see Column width)
Window command (s ee IW Window command)
Write protected sheets, (see Templates)
Writing on the electronic sheet, 27, 29-31

IX unnamed command, 110-112, 122
Y use in IC Clear command, 62, 63

